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E X E C U T I V E O F F I C EO F

The Local Rapid Recovery Planning (RRP) program is a key 

part of the Baker-Polito Administration’s Partnerships for 

Recovery Plan, the strategy established to help communities 

stabilize and grow the Massachusetts economy as a result 

of the economic impacts brought on by COVID-19. The plan 

invests $774 million in efforts to get people back to work, 

support small businesses, foster innovation, revitalize 

downtowns, and keep people in stable housing. 

In addition to the planning program, recovery efforts include 

a Small Business Relief Program administered by the 

Massachusetts Growth Capital Corporation.  This program, 

which concluded in May 2021, provided more than $687.2 

million to over 15,000 businesses across the Commonwealth, 

with a focus on businesses located in Gateway Cities, among 

demographic priorities, or operating in sectors most 

impacted by the pandemic. Cities, towns, and non-profit 

entities are using Regional Pilot Project Grant Program 

funding for recovery solutions that seek to activate vacant 

storefronts, support regional supply chain resiliency, and 

create small business support networks. To promote 

recovery in the tourism industry and support the ongoing My 

Local MA marketing initiative encouraging residents to 

support their local economies by shopping, dining and 

staying local, another $1.6 million in grants were awarded 

through the new Travel and Tourism Recovery Grant Pilot 

Program. Through April 2021, MassDOT’s Shared Streets and 

Spaces Grant Program has invested $26.4 million in 

municipal Shared Streets projects to support public health, 

safe mobility, and renewed commerce.

In support of the overall recovery strategy, the 

Administration made $9.5 million in awards for 125 

communities to create Local Rapid Recovery Plans, through 

the MA Downtown Initiative Program. These plans address 

the impacts of COVID-19 on local downtowns and small 

businesses by partnering with Plan Facilitators and Subject 

Matter Experts to pursue locally-driven, actionable 

strategies.

Rapid Recovery Plan

For more information, contact DHCD:  100 

Cambridge St, Suite 300

Boston, MA 02114

617-573-1100

mass.gov/DHCD

This plan has been 
made  possible through 
technical  assistance 
provided by the  Baker-
Polito Administration’s  
Local Rapid Recovery  
Planning program.
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Executive Summary

Local Rapid Recovery on a Statewide Scale

Like thousands of communities across the United States, Massachusetts’ towns and cities 

experienced months of significant financial loss during the COVID-19 pandemic as business districts 

had to temporarily close and then face extended periods of safety-related measures that limited 

visitation. For many businesses, this meant permanent closure. Others were aided by federal and 

state programs, working diligently to keep their livelihoods intact during a very difficult period. 

These difficulties were particularly notable in New England where historic village centers have 

defined communities for generations. Over 350 distinct jurisdictions make up the Commonwealth, 

and nearly every place has at least one village business district greatly impacted by COVID-19. Every 

one faces serious challenges recovering from the pandemic. Fortunately, the LRRP is a tremendous 

opportunity to leverage upcoming stimulus dollars for downtown benefits across the state. 

While hundreds of distinct districts are a challenge to address systematically, this diversity is a 

natural strength for Massachusetts. Every affected downtown is the crossroads for its broader 

community—typically a compact and walkable place where vacancies may be readily visible but 

where every business knows each other and has come together to face the pandemic. The 

interdependencies are quickly evident when talking with local stakeholders who take ownership of 

their village centers. Working with municipal officials, LRRP Plan Facilitators have quickly leveraged 

the energy of downtown merchants, engaged residents, vested landowners and village 

organizations to create the solutions within this plan—solutions tailored to the unique character of 

this place. Danvers and Peabody, like over 120 other communities in Massachusetts, now have a 

comprehensive recovery strategy and the momentum to implement lasting change, collectively 

supporting the entire Commonwealth.

Rapid Recovery Plan Danvers/Peabody
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Addressing Top Priorities for Economy Recovery in Danvers and Peabody

Danvers and Peabody face challenges that are detrimental to the economic fabric and vitality of 

community commercial and residential districts. The Town of Danvers, City of Peabody, and key 

stakeholders in each municipality are passionate about sustaining past successes in economic 

development and public safety ventures; a planning initiative such as the Local Rapid Recovery 

Program can act as a vital step to move closer to recovery from COVID-19 impacts. The program 

and this plan serve as resources for each community to prioritize rapidly implementable solutions 

that provide tangible solutions which can address economic recovery impediments right away. It 

also creates a toolkit for the Town and the City to implement long-term recommendations and 

programs that address the provision of recreation space in each community, as well as programs 

that promote entrepreneurship, encourage business diversity, and sustain the public and private 

realm. 

Danvers and Peabody Face Notable Challenges for Recovery

The LRRP diagnostic framework provides a comprehensive database of market demand profiles 

specifically generated for the LRRP Danvers and Peabody study areas, as well as an assessment of 

public and private infrastructure conditions and administrative hurdles and challenges. This 

database serves as a resource for Danvers and Peabody champions to apply for future external 

funding opportunities and justify project recommendations. 

Key challenges and needs in Danvers and Peabody that arose from the public engagement process, 

diagnostic data collection and analysis, and project idea development include: 

• Infrastructure conditions are lacking in each community

• Each community’s study area is oriented towards automobile travel

• Capacity among the business community and within each municipality’s government can be 

strengthened

• Businesses have struggled to sustain operations with labor shortages and other operational 

impacts

Rapid Recovery Plan Danvers/Peabody
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Developing Solutions in Partnership with the Danvers and Peabody Communities

Stakeholder meetings among business interests were held in each community in late May to 

present Stantec’s assessment of public and private infrastructure conditions, present 

demographic conditions, study business activity and survey results, and gather feedback for 

project ideas. The Danvers meeting was held with many attendees who had previously taken the 

business survey for this project, which received one of the most robust levels of response across 

the Commonwealth. In Peabody, Peabody Main Streets served as the forum for discussing the 

needs and priorities of Peabody Square and merchants across the community. Each of these 

community meetings played a strong role in helping the project team select and prioritize study 

recommendations. 

A Focus on Supporting Vibrant Spaces and Places in Danvers and Peabody

The Town of Danvers and City of Peabody, along with key stakeholders and the LRRP project team, 

developed a set of project ideas that addressed a range of solutions focused on providing economic 

recovery assistance and promoting safe recreational space. Public engagement efforts and a 

prioritization process revealed that projects advancing the collective needs of business interests, 

supporting small business ideas, marketing local retail options, and improving the public and private 

realms of each community all ranked highly on the list of LRRP projects. 

Final project ideas are part of a comprehensive set of solutions that implemented together can help 

Danvers and Peabody’s recovery. Means to improve the business environment, through public and 

private realm revitalization programs, coordinated assistance to small businesses, and an adaptive 

capacity organization in Danvers is at the forefront of prioritized recommendations. Public 

infrastructure such as the proposed Riverwalk in Peabody and rail trail connections in each 

community are also indicated as holding importance.

Rapid Recovery Plan Danvers/Peabody
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Implementing Rapid Change in Danvers and Peabody

The plan developed for the Danvers and Peabody communities through the Local Rapid Recovery 

Program is based on a robust diagnostic assessment of public and private infrastructure, business 

community needs, market demand statistics, and administrative gaps and challenges. A 

comprehensive set of recommended projects vetted by local businesses and the public has been 

developed that addresses economic vitality solutions and revitalization efforts for the Danvers and 

Peabody business communities. 

Within the overall program, each proposed project provides detailed information on project 

budget, potential timelines, key partners and performance indicators, as well as critical action 

items, processes, and considerations. Funding sources noted in the project rubrics are resources for 

the Town, City, and community groups to seek external funding and commence the next phase of 

project design and implementation. The comprehensive and diverse set of project 

recommendations can aide in immediate recovery for the municipalities, or long-term solutions 

that improve the overall economic, commercial, and social health of Danvers and Peabody. Each 

community is encouraged to pursue grant funding immediately for many of these projects to help 

Danvers and Peabody overcome COVID-19’s challenges with smart and resilient solutions that can 

be deployed quickly. 

Rapid Recovery Plan Danvers/Peabody
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125 communities participated in the 

Rapid Recovery Plan Program 

52 Small Communities

51 Medium Communities

16 Large Communities

6 Extra Large Communities

The Mass Downtown Initiative 

distributed nearly $10 million 

across 125 communities 

throughout the 

Commonwealth to assess 

impacts from COVID-19 and 

develop actionable, project-

based recovery plans tailored 

to the unique economic 

challenges in these 

downtowns, town centers, and 

commercial districts.  

Program Communities

Non-Participating Towns and Cities

Commonwealth of Massachusetts

Rapid Recovery Planning Program
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Rapid Recovery Plan

The Rapid Recovery Plan (RRP) Program is intended to provide every municipality in Massachusetts the opportunity to 

develop actionable, project-based recovery plans tailored to the unique economic challenges and COVID-19 related 

impacts to downtowns, town centers, and commercial areas across the commonwealth.

The program provided technical assistance through Plan Facilitators assigned to each community applicant (e.g., city, 

town, or nonprofit entity) and Subject Matter Experts who supported the development of ideas for project 

recommendations and shared knowledge through best practice webinars and individual consultations.

Communities and Plan Facilitators were partnered through the program to assess COVID-19 impacts, convene community 

partners to solicit project ideas and provide feedback, and develop project recommendations. The following plan 

summarizes key findings from the diagnostic phase of the program and includes a range of priority project 

recommendations for the community.

Each Rapid Recovery Plan was developed across three phases between February-August 2021. Phase 1 - Diagnostic, Phase 

2- Project Recommendations, Phase 3 - Plan.

Mar JulApr May Jun Aug

Phase I

DIAGNOSTIC

Phase II

PROJECT IDEAS

Phase III

FINAL PLAN

In Phase 1: Diagnostic, Plan Facilitators utilized the Rapid Recovery Plan Diagnostic Framework that was adapted from the 

award-winning Commercial DNA approach as published by the Local Initiative Support Corporation (LISC) in  “Preparing a 

Commercial District Diagnostic”, and authored by Larisa Ortiz, Managing Director, Streetsense (RRP Program Advisor). 

The framework was designed to ensure methodical diagnosis of challenges and opportunities in each community, and to 

identify strategies and projects that aligned with the interests and priorities of each community. The framework looks at 

four areas of analysis: Physical Environment, Business Environment, Market Information, and Administrative Capacity -

each equipped with guiding questions to direct research conducted by Plan Facilitators.

Rapid Recovery Plan (RRP) Program
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The Rapid Recovery Plan (RRP) Program is intended to provide every municipality in Massachusetts 

the opportunity to develop actionable, project-based recovery plans tailored to the unique economic 

challenges and COVID-19 related impacts to downtowns, town centers, and commercial areas across 

the commonwealth.

The program provided technical assistance through Plan Facilitators assigned to each community 

applicant (e.g., city, town, or nonprofit entity) and Subject Matter Experts who supported the 

development of ideas for project recommendations and shared knowledge through best practice 

webinars and individual consultations.

Communities and Plan Facilitators were partnered through the program to assess COVID-19 impacts, 

convene community partners to solicit project ideas and provide feedback, and develop project 

recommendations. The following plan summarizes key findings from the diagnostic phase of the 

program and includes a range of priority project recommendations for the commercial districts in 

Danvers and Peabody.

Each Rapid Recovery Plan was developed across three phases between February-August 2021: Phase 

1 - Diagnostic, Phase 2- Project Recommendations, and Phase 3 - Plan.

In Phase 1 - Diagnostic, Plan Facilitators utilized the Rapid Recovery Plan Diagnostic Framework that 

was adapted from the award-winning Commercial DNA approach as published by the Local Initiative 

Support Corporation (LISC) in  “Preparing a Commercial District Diagnostic”, authored by Larisa Ortiz, 

Managing Director, Streetsense (RRP Program Advisor). 

The framework was designed to ensure a methodical diagnosis of challenges and opportunities in 

each community and to identify strategies and projects that aligned with the interests and priorities 

of each community. The framework looks at four areas of analysis: Physical Environment, Business 

Environment, Market Information, and Administrative Capacity - each equipped with guiding 

questions to direct research conducted by Plan Facilitators.

Danvers/Peabody
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P H Y S I C A L

E N V I R O N M E N T

C U S T O M E R  

B A S E

B U S I N E S S

E N V I R O N M E N T

A D M I N  

C A P A C I T Y

Who are the customers of businesses in the Study Area?

How conducive is the physical environment to meeting 

the needs and expectations of both businesses and 

customers? 

What are the impacts of COVID-19 on businesses in the 

Study Area? How well does the business mix meet the 

needs of various customer groups?

Who are the key stewards of the Study Area? Are they 

adequately staffed and resourced to support 

implementation of projects? Are the regulatory, zoning, and 

permitting processes an impediment to business activity? 

Rapid Recovery Plan Diagnostic Framework 

Following the diagnostic in Phase 1, Plan Facilitators, in close coordination with communities, developed and refined a set 

of recommendations that address priority challenges and opportunities. These project recommendations are organized in 

clear and concise rubrics created specially for the Rapid Recovery Plan Program. Project recommendations are rooted in a 

set of essential and comprehensive improvements across six categories: Public Realm, Private Realm, Revenue and Sales, 

Administrative Capacity, Tenant Mix, Cultural/Arts & Others.

Public Realm Private Realm Admin CapacityRevenue/SalesTenant Mix Cultural/Arts Other

14

Following the diagnostic in Phase 1, Plan Facilitators, in close coordination with communities, 

developed and refined a set of recommendations that address priority challenges and 

opportunities. These project recommendations are organized in clear and concise rubrics created 

specially for the Rapid Recovery Plan Program. Project recommendations are rooted in a set of 

essential and comprehensive improvements across six categories: Public Realm, Private Realm, 

Revenue and Sales, Administrative Capacity, Tenant Mix, Cultural/Arts & Others.

Danvers/Peabody
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Diagnostic Data Collection Methodology

Data Collection Goals

Baseline data collected will be used by the Commonwealth to communicate 

overall program impact and to support future funding and resource allocations 

that may be used toward implementation of final projects across participating 

communities. 

Baseline data sets a minimum expectation for data collection and only reflects 

what the Commonwealth is requesting from all Plan Facilitators such that it 

will enable the measurement of COVID impacts at the State level for all 

participating communities. Beyond the baseline data outlined in this guide, it 

was expected that Plan Facilitators (PF’s) would glean additional insight from 

their analysis, observations and feedback from the community and 

businesses. Plan Facilitators ensured that additional information collected 

through their own discretionary methods and processes would be integrated 

into the Diagnostic section of each final Rapid Recovery Plan and were used to 

inform the unique Project Recommendations that emerge through this 

process.

Diagnostic Asset Breakdown

The Department of Housing and Community Development (DHCD) worked with 

Larissa Ortiz, the Managing Director at Streetsense, to adapt the “Commercial 

DNA Framework” as published by the Local Initiative Support Corporation (LISC) 

and Streetsense. The framework uses four major components – Market Demand 

(Customer Base), Physical Environment (Public and Private Realm), Business 

Environment, and Administrative Capacity – to assess the vitality of a commercial 

district. The Local Rapid Recovery Program team tailored this framework to align 

with the vision to develop plans and a comprehensive dataset that analyzes 

economic challenges to downtowns and town centers. 

Danvers/PeabodyRapid Recovery Plan



In order to effectively capture public and 

private infrastructure, market demand data, 

and business environment statistics within 

the Danvers and Peabody study areas, the 

Plan Facilitator team developed a robust data 

collection structure. The team utilized 

platforms such as ArcGIS Field Mapping and 

Spatial tools, ESRI Business Analyst, and Co-

Star Market Data software to collect data for 

their community and adhere to the Rapid 

Recovery Program requirements. 

To gather the public and private realm 

physical environment data, the team 

deployed field collectors utilizing ArcGIS 

Collector software and hardware to conduct 

site visits lasting between four to eight 

hours to spatially record all physical 

environment assets. The field collectors 

used the ArcGIS Collector tool to record 

field observations, take imagery for each 

public and private realm asset, and 

document various characteristics and assets 

within the defined LRRP study area. The 

ArcGIS Collector platform compiled all field 

data alongside other spatial information on 

business environment details such as 

vacancy rates and annual average rent into a 

geodatabase that could be analyzed and 

mapped remotely. 

Public and private realm characteristics 

collected in the field included elements such 

as the condition, width, placement/location, 

and presence of streetscape amenities, 

lighting, seating areas, and ADA-compliant 

Data Collection Process

infrastructure. Based on the observations and 

characteristics for each diagnostic category, 

the data collector determined an objective 

grade for each public and private realm asset, 

such as a crosswalk, sidewalk, awning, or 

façade. The collectors adhered to the grading 

system developed by the DHCD LRRP team, 

which ranged from A (highest grade) to Fail 

(lowest grade). More details on the field 

categories and type of data collected can be 

found on pages 21-23. 

16

The ArcGIS Collector tool allowed data collectors in the field to 
develop an online database for public and private realm data

Danvers/PeabodyRapid Recovery Plan



Data Analysis & Outputs

Upon completion of data collection efforts for the public and private realm physical environment 

assets, Plan Facilitators used the spatial database and ArcGIS WebApp platform (as seen in the 

image below) to assess collected assets and their associated attributes and characteristics. The 

Plan Facilitator also reviewed each field grade determined by the data collector by comparing to 

the field imagery. Each asset received a final grade once the Plan Facilitator conducted a 

thorough review of each asset characteristic, image, and observations. For example, a crosswalk 

asset that received a “C” field grade could have a width between four to six feet, poorly 

maintained paint, and lack a detectable panel and/or curb ramp on either side. The Plan 

Facilitator confirmed or changed this grade after a final review of the asset attribute data and 

documented field image. 

Developing a database for the spatial elements of the diagnostic data highlights major gaps 

within the commercial fabric of the business district and identifies areas that lack adequate 

streetscape amenities or connectivity infrastructure. Ultimately, the data gives communities the 

opportunity to capitalize on these challenges and promote projects that enhance their 

downtowns or town centers. 

17

The ArcGIS database 

platform allows Plan 

Facilitators to query data 

based  on asset type, final  

grade, or condition/  

maintenance level.

Danvers/PeabodyRapid Recovery Plan



Final Diagnostic Grade Analysis

The final stage of the data collection process included developing an aggregate score for each 

physical environment element. Plan Facilitators conducted an analysis that created an average 

score of “A” (highest score), “B”, “C”, or “Fail” (lowest score) for diagnostic components based 

on the collective grades for each individual asset. For example, the public realm category 

“Sidewalks” received one final, overall grade for the study area, and the private realm category 

“Building Facades” received a study area grade as well (as seen in the image below).

As required by the Program, all Plan Facilitators presented the final diagnostic results to their 

communities during a public meeting. This forum allowed municipal representatives and the 

public to provide input on the program approach, diagnostic framework, and final results. Each 

Plan Facilitator ultimately submitted the entire database of all diagnostic categories to DHCD to 

be compiled with the results from all LRRP communities.

18Danvers/PeabodyRapid Recovery Plan
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Diagnostic Asset: Physical Environment (Public Realm)

These tables provide 

details on the 

physical environment 

elements collected 

during site visits to 

the LRRP study area. 

Data collectors 

created assets for 

each public realm 

component and 

populated the fields 

with characteristics 

such as asset 

condition or 

dimensions. Each 

asset then received a 

grade (A, B, C, or Fail) 

based on field 

observations. 

P H Y S C AL

E N V I R O N M E NT
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Diagnostic Asset: Physical & Business Environment (Private Realm)

This table provides details on the physical environment 

elements collected during site visits to the LRRP study area. 

While in the field, data collectors provided edits to the existing 

storefront assets that assessed storefront infrastructure such 

as lighting, outdoor displays, and windows. Each asset then 

received a grade (A, B, C, or Fail) based on field observations.  

The private realm database later incorporated  business 

characteristics (for each storefront) such as average rent, 

number of units, and vacancy information. 

B U S I N E SS

E N V I R O N M E NT

20Danvers/PeabodyRapid Recovery Plan



The DHCD LRRP program included a survey of 

local business owners located in the targeted 

Danvers and Peabody LRRP study areas. The 

purpose of the survey was to obtain business 

input to help guide strategy development, 

garner buy-in from the local business 

community and provide data from all LRRP 

participating districts for DHCD to inform 

programs and policy.

The LRRP team administered the survey 

online and via printed hard copies to 

representatives from for-and non-profit 

businesses (including temporarily closed 

businesses). The Plan Facilitators (PFs) and 

Danvers/Peabody LRRP team promoted the 

survey to local businesses and distributed 

the link to encourage response. The 

business survey opened on Wednesday, 

March 17, 2021, and closed on Monday, 

April 12, 2021. DHCD developed the survey 

in both English and Spanish, and additional 

languages were accommodated through oral 

interview methods (with translators). 

The DHCD LRRP team worked with FinePoint

Associates to finalize the design of the 

survey. After the survey closed, FinePoint

developed a summary results report for 

each LRRP community. The report produced 

provided results in aggregate form only so 

that the results will be anonymous. These 

results contributed to the diagnostic phase 

data collection efforts and helped inform 

project idea and plan development.

Diagnostic Asset: Business Environment (Business Survey)

The business survey included questions that 

addressed the following topics areas: 

• Business characteristics and satisfaction 

with location

• COVID-19 impacts on businesses and their 

operations

• Potential strategies to support businesses 

and improve the commercial district

21Danvers/PeabodyRapid Recovery Plan

Sample Questions: 

• Do any local regulations (not 

related to COVID) pose an 

obstacle for your business 

operation?

• How did your 2020 business 

revenue compare to your 2019 

revenue?

• Considering the conditions in 

your commercial area, how 

important to you are each of the 

following strategies that 

address Attraction and 

Retention of Customers and 

Businesses? (Strategies 

included more opportunities for 

outdoor dining, creation of a 

district management entity, and 

recruitment programs to attract 

businesses)



To supplement DHCD’s diagnostic data,

the LRRP Plan Facilitator team extracted

market demand data (customer base data)

from ESRI’s Business Analyst tool to

understand demographics, customer

statistics, and market profiles. The data

looked at customer base profiles for four

regions: statewide, municipal-wide,

“locality” (1.5 mile radius), and the LRRP

study area. The following table below

summarizes the specific data collected for

this diagnostic category.

LRRP Study Area Boundary - Downtown 
area/ commercial district1

2

3

4

Local Market Area - 1.5 mile radius, which includes

a 30-minute walk and 10-minute bike ride

LRRP Communitywide - encompasses all of
the municipality

Statewide - encompasses all of Massachusetts

1

2

3

4

22

The above map highlights the four regions 
included in the Customer Base analysis

Diagnostic Asset: Customer Base

Danvers/PeabodyRapid Recovery Plan



Marshfield (Brant Rock)

Rapid Recovery Plan
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LRRP Study Area

Why focus on the commercial/retail core?

The Local Rapid Recovery Program targets downtowns, town centers, and 

commercial districts in order to assess the impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic on 

local businesses and downtown activity. LRRP study areas include concentrated 

zones of commercial and retail activity (i.e., “Nodes, Corridors, Town Centers or 

Commercial Areas”), therefore excluding significant areas of non-commercial, 

non-retail uses. This program did not look at residential zones or collect data 

related to residential infrastructure or local residential statistics. By focusing on 

the commercial/retail core, communities can use the LRRP plans and diagnostic 

data to implement data-driven, easily implementable solutions to revitalize a 

downtown. 

Danvers and Peabody LRRP Study Area

As originally submitted to DHCD, the Town of Danvers and City of Peabody 

submitted a joint application with one contiguous study area which stretched 

primarily south from Danvers Square towards the Northshore Mall before 

veering each to capture Peabody Square. Upon further consultation with DHCD, 

the study areas were split to remove portions which did not capture the mix of 

land uses traditional to a downtown setting. Each community was allowed to 

proceed forward with a joint application; the content of this report strives to 

present unique conditions for each community while suggesting project 

recommendations that oftentimes encompass shared needs for both 

municipalities.

Although Danvers Square and Peabody Square are focal points in each study 

area, additional neighborhoods captured by this study include the High Street 

corridor and Tapleyville in Danvers and the Central Street and Walnut Street 

corridors in Peabody.

Danvers/PeabodyRapid Recovery Plan
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Key Findings

Infrastructure in each community is showing signs of wear. Each 
municipality lacks extensive bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure, and 
several sidewalks and crosswalks were observed in a deteriorated state. 
These amenities also appear to have been constructed over various time 
periods in Danvers and Peabody, leading to the lack of a cohesive, unified 
feel for each community. Wayfinding is primarily oriented towards 
motorists.

The study area trends younger and, in Peabody, more diverse

27

The wide geographic scope of each community’s study area yields 
customer bases which trend younger. Each community’s local market 
area, which is made up of a 1.5-mile boundary around each study area 
representing a 30-minute walk or 10-minute bike ride, are projected to 
see 40 percent of the growth in Danvers and over 50 percent of the 
growth in Peabody over the next five years. 

However, Danvers and Peabody differ in other important demographic 
characteristics. Danvers features a higher median household income and 
higher median home values than Peabody in the study area, local market 
area, and each community as a whole. While each community is less 
diverse than the state, Peabody’s study area is more diverse with higher 
rates of renter-occupied housing. 

Infrastructure is aging and not oriented for multimodal travel

Danvers/Peabody
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Businesses have felt the impacts from COVID-19

28

Despite these issues, each municipality features strong underpinnings of 
economic success. The historical nature of each downtown draws foot 
traffic – in Peabody, a larger population base supports a greater number 
of uses. The sheer number of businesses in the study area of various 
types – retailers, corporate offices, restaurants, small businesses with 
one or two employees, and more industrial businesses such as 
manufacturing – speaks to a diverse environment.

Nevertheless, each community has been adversely impacted by COVID. 
While few instances of shuttered businesses were noticed between 
spring 2020 and spring 2021, many businesses reported reduced hours 
and reduced staffing. The Town of Danvers and City of Peabody have 
each strived to support local enterprises throughout the past year and a 
half.

Each community reports different levels of engagement with local 
businesses. In Danvers, understanding the needs of businesses can be 
challenging due to the absence of a unified downtown organization to 
advocate on behalf of merchants. In Peabody, these structures exist, but 
the scale of business needs in this economically diverse community can 
exceed City staff’s capacity to address them.

Each community seeks administrative support for needed 
initiatives

Danvers/Peabody
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What is the Customer Base Diagnostic?
Demographic data from ESRI’s Business Analyst software helps us to understand the local 

customer base, their spending habits, and the degree to which businesses are capturing 

customer dollars. Data such as a community’s population trends, age and education profiles, 

household statistics, vehicle accessibility, and employment and income profiles help to tell a 

story on who is frequenting the town or a commercial district. It also highlights the demand 

for certain retail or commercial uses, therefore assisting in community-wide economic 

development efforts. 

The Customer Base Diagnostic poses the question:

• Who are the customers of businesses in the LRRP Study Area?

Customer Base Results in Danvers and Peabody

Each community lags behind the statewide growth rate. Within Danvers, growth rate in the 

study area will trail growth in the rest of the community by one or two percentage points. In 

Peabody, the study area, local market, and community as a whole are anticipated to experience 

similar growth rates. The study area in each community features a younger median age than 

municipal and statewide figures, speaking to potential to sustain vibrant retail environments 

and connect prospective workers with jobs. Each study area contains smaller household sizes 

with lower median household incomes; in Peabody, the study area is demonstrably more 

diverse with less educational attainment than the rest of the community.

Highlights from the Customer Base
P H Y S I CA L

EN V I R O NMEN T

The Customer Base analysis’ study area’s 
extent is limited to the Danvers (left) and 
Peabody (right) LRRP study areas. To 
understand the local market  this 
analysis also looks at a 1.5-mile ring (30-
minute walk, 10-minute bike ride) 
around downtown, the entire 
municipality, and statewide for each 
community.

Danvers/PeabodyRapid Recovery Plan
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DEMOGRAPHICS – DANVERS

The Danvers LRRP study area captured a significant number of housing units; the age distribution in 

the study area skews younger than the local market area and Danvers as a whole for all age groups 

up to 45-54. Danvers lags behind statewide totals between 18-34, including in the LRRP study area, 

speaking to an inability to attract the kinds of individuals who may spend more freely at retail and 

dining establishments. Although Danvers grew at a faster rate than the state in the late 2010s, 

projected growth is anticipated to slow in the near-term.

Population Trend (2010 - 2025)

Danvers/PeabodyRapid Recovery Plan
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EDUCATION – DANVERS

Danvers is relatively equal to the state 

average for educational attainment, 

with a slightly higher percentage of 

individuals having obtained a high 

school diploma. In the study area, 

approximately 53 percent of the 

population have a bachelor’s, 

associate, or graduate/  professional 

degree.

DEMOGRAPHICS – DANVERS

Overall, Danvers and the study area is less diverse than the state, with only approximately eight percent of 

the population that identify as Asian, Native American, Black, or other races and ethnicities.

Danvers/PeabodyRapid Recovery Plan
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DEMOGRAPHICS – PEABODY

The age distribution in the Peabody LRRP study area skews younger than the local market area and 

Peabody for all age groups up to 35-44. There is a higher prevalence of the 25-34 age group in the 

study area than across Massachusetts, speaking to the types of housing, employment, and 

entertainment options in the study area. While growth in the study area exceeded community and 

statewide rates in recent years, the study area, local market area, and Peabody are projected to grow 

at a slower rate than the state moving forward.

Population Trend (2010 - 2025)

Danvers/PeabodyRapid Recovery Plan
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DEMOGRAPHICS – PEABODY

The LRRP study area is more diverse than the state, while Peabody as a municipality is less diverse. 

Hispanic and Latino populations make up nearly 40 percent of the LRRP study area. 

Danvers/PeabodyRapid Recovery Plan

EDUCATION – PEABODY

Educational attainment in the study 

area lags behind local and statewide 

totals. Only 40 percent of individuals in 

study area have attended college, 

compared to 68 percent in 

Massachusetts. While Peabody also 

trails the state in terms of educational 

attainment, it more closely mirrors 

statewide figures than the study area 

does. 



CUSTOMER STATISTICS – DANVERS 

Between 2020 and 2025, the study area in Danvers is expected to add only seven new households, 

although the community as a whole is projected to add 223 households during this same time period. 

This speaks to a growing clientele for Danvers businesses, although ensuring access can be achieved by 

means other than walking is essential.

The higher prevalence of jobs to residents indicates that positions may go unfilled by nearby residents; this 

tracks with community feedback from spring 2021 regarding difficulty in filling open positions

C U S T O M E R  B 

A SE
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CUSTOMER STATISTICS – PEABODY

Between 2020 and 2025, the study area in Peabody is expected to add only 20 new households, although 

the community as a whole is projected to add 369 households during this same time period. This speaks 

to a growing clientele for Peabody businesses, although ensuring access can be achieved by means other 

than walking is essential.

Renter-occupied housing predominates the study area with more than 70 percent of all households. Home 

value growth is projected to exceed local and statewide trends moving forward.

C U S T O M E R  B 

A SE

Danvers/PeabodyRapid Recovery Plan
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Highlights from the Physical Environment
P H Y S I CA L

EN V I R O NMEN T

What is the Physical Environment Diagnostic?
The integrity of public infrastructure and private buildings and storefronts plays an important role 

in the experience of a downtown, town center, or commercial district. Accessibility from a 

parking lot to the sidewalk, comfort while using streetscape amenities, and an inviting storefront 

window all have an impact on the vitality of a town center. It is important to bifurcate the 

physical environment into the public and the private realm to acknowledge the fundamentally 

different nature of the tactics and funding mechanisms available for each. The following public 

and private elements of Danvers and Peabody’s physical environment have been analyzed: 

• Public Realm: Sidewalks, street trees & benches, lighting, wayfinding and signage, 

roadbed  and crosswalks

• Private Realm: Storefront windows, outdoor display and dining, signage, awning, 

facades,  and lighting

The Physical Environment Diagnostic poses the question:

• How conducive is the physical environment to meeting the needs and expectations of both

businesses and customers?

Physical Environment Results in Danvers and Peabody
The existing public and private realm infrastructure in Danvers and Peabody is adequate, with 

public realm infrastructure quality exceeding that of private realm infrastructure. However, each 

community contends with numerous instances of deteriorating sidewalks, crosswalks, and other 

public amenities such as street trees and benches. The private realm, despite active interventions 

by each community, oftentimes lacks sufficient characteristics to attract foot traffic.

Danvers/PeabodyRapid Recovery Plan
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PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT GRADING FRAMEWORK: PUBLIC REALM

Danvers/PeabodyRapid Recovery Plan
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PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT GRADING FRAMEWORK: PRIVATE REALM

Danvers/PeabodyRapid Recovery Plan
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PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT GRADING FRAMEWORK: PRIVATE REALM (continued)

Danvers/PeabodyRapid Recovery Plan
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DANVERS PUBLIC REALM GRADES

Most public realm elements in Danvers received a diagnostic grade “B”, which illustrates that the  

streetscape experience is not entirely pedestrian-friendly. The following takeaways provide an 

overview on the diagnostic grades and observations of Danvers’ streetscape and infrastructure 

environments.

• Sidewalks are wide in Danvers Square. The Danvers Square area, particularly along Maple Street, features 

wide sidewalks allowing for programming opportunities.

• The sidewalk network is disconnected. The existing sidewalk network is not well-maintained, and some 

streets connecting destinations, residences, and Town facilities do not have sidewalks. 

• Crosswalks need to be more accessible and safer. There is opportunity to build on the asset of existing 

crosswalks by facilitating safer conditions near them and designing more accessible pedestrian crossing 

infrastructure. 

• Multimodal improvements are needed. Limited bicycle infrastructure leads to the perception of Danvers 

Square, Tapleyville, and the High Street corridor as places for motorists.

• Streetscape amenities needed. There is significant opportunity to increase vitality by increasing the 

amenities such as lighting, trees, and benches that make visiting and spending more time in commercial 

areas desirable.

Danvers/PeabodyRapid Recovery Plan
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About 50% of sidewalks in the study area are cleaned and well-maintained.

PUBLIC REALM: SIDEWALK GRADE IN DANVERS

Existing Sidewalk Infrastructure and Conditions in Danvers

Source: Stantec Field Imagery

B

PUBLIC REALM: STREET TREES & BENCHES GRADE IN DANVERS

Existing Street Trees & Benches / Streetscape Amenities in Danvers

Source: Stantec Field Imagery

B
Although street trees and benches are available, these amenities have 

not been cleaned or well-maintained, and require improvements.

Danvers/PeabodyRapid Recovery Plan
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PUBLIC REALM: LIGHTING GRADE IN DANVERS

Existing Lighting Structures in Danvers

Source: Stantec Field Imagery

A
More than 75% of the study area utilizes a range of lighting 

strategies to ensure safety of pedestrians and motorists, as 

well as highlight the identity and history of the area.

Existing Wayfinding and Signage Infrastructure in Danvers

Source: Stantec Field Imagery

B

PUBLIC REALM: WAYFINDING/SIGNAGE GRADE IN DANVERS

Danvers/PeabodyRapid Recovery Plan

Wayfinding in the study area is primarily geared towards 

directing cars. There is limited signage to identify key 

assets and destinations to pedestrians.
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Existing Roadway and Crosswalk Conditions in Danvers

Source: Stantec Field Imagery

B

PUBLIC REALM: ROADBED & CROSSWALKS GRADE IN DANVERS

Danvers/PeabodyRapid Recovery Plan

Roads are designed primarily to move motor vehicles across the 

study area efficiently, with limited crosswalks for pedestrians.

Field grades for sidewalks 

and crosswalks in Danvers



PEABODY PUBLIC REALM GRADES

Public realm elements in Peabody received diagnostic grades of “A” and “B”. While some components 

of the public realm work well, such as sidewalks and lighting, the upkeep of signage and crosswalks as 

well as the adequacy of wayfinding for non-motorists can be improved. The following takeaways 

provide an overview on the diagnostic grades and observations of Peabody’s streetscape and 

infrastructure environments.

• Character is present throughout community. Colorful artwork and unique lighting gives the appearance of 

Peabody as a singular destination.

• Placemaking opportunities are underutilized or absent. Plazas and benches are disconnected from activity 

centers and see less use, despite visual appeal.

• Crosswalks need to be more accessible and safer. There is opportunity to build on the asset of existing 

crosswalks by facilitating safer conditions near them and designing more accessible pedestrian crossing 

infrastructure. 

• Multimodal improvements are needed. Truck activity and limited bicycle infrastructure leads to the 

perception of Peabody Square as a place for motorists.

• Wayfinding is oriented towards motorists. Extensive, branded signage for parking is available throughout 

Peabody Square but little signage is provided for pedestrians.

Danvers/PeabodyRapid Recovery Plan 44
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More than 75% of sidewalks in the study area are cleaned, well-maintained and 

accessible to multiple users across different ages and abilities.

PUBLIC REALM: SIDEWALK GRADE IN PEABODY

Existing Sidewalk Infrastructure and Conditions in Peabody

Source: Stantec Field Imagery

A

PUBLIC REALM: STREET TREES & BENCHES GRADE IN PEABODY

Existing Street Trees & Benches / Streetscape Amenities in Peabody

Source: Stantec Field Imagery

B
Although street trees and benches are available, these amenities have 

not been cleaned or well-maintained, and require improvements.

Danvers/PeabodyRapid Recovery Plan



PUBLIC REALM: LIGHTING GRADE IN PEABODY

Existing Lighting Structures in Peabody

Source: Stantec Field Imagery

A
More than 75% of the study area utilizes a range of lighting 

strategies to ensure safety of pedestrians and motorists, as 

well as highlight the identity and history of the area.

Existing Wayfinding and Signage Infrastructure in Peabody

Source: Stantec Field Imagery

B

PUBLIC REALM: WAYFINDING/SIGNAGE GRADE IN PEABODY

Danvers/PeabodyRapid Recovery Plan

Wayfinding in the study area is primarily geared towards 

directing cars. There is limited signage to identify key 

assets and destinations to pedestrians.
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Existing Roadway and Crosswalk Conditions in Peabody

Source: Stantec Field Imagery

B

PUBLIC REALM: ROADBED & CROSSWALKS GRADE IN PEABODY

Danvers/PeabodyRapid Recovery Plan

Roads are designed primarily to move motor vehicles across the 

study area efficiently, with limited crosswalks for pedestrians.

Field grades for sidewalks 

and crosswalks in Peabody
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DANVERS PRIVATE REALM GRADES

Private realm elements in Danvers received a diagnostic grade “B” or “C”, illustrating that most businesses 

need significant improvements and revitalization efforts to create a more inviting experience. The  following 

takeaways provide an overview on the diagnostic grades and observations of Danvers’ built  environment.

• Opportunities are present for more outdoor dining/retail. Wide sidewalks and public plazas allow for 

outdoor dining and retail opportunities.

• Branding, facades, and awnings do not promote unique identity. Buildings are a variety of different styles 

and limited spillover retail fails to distinguish Danvers Square as a distinct destination. A lack of window 

transparency does not support attracting passers by.

• Many businesses are oriented towards automobiles. Particularly along High Street, Elm Street, and Holten

Street in Tapleyville.

STORE

Danvers/PeabodyRapid Recovery Plan
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More than 25% of storefronts have windows with limited 

transparency.

PRIVATE REALM: WINDOW GRADE IN DANVERS

Existing Window Conditions for Danvers businesses  

Source: Stantec Field Imagery

C

Existing Outdoor Dining in Danvers

Source: Stantec Field Imagery

C

PRIVATE REALM: OUTDOOR DISPLAY & DINING GRADE IN DANVERS

More than 25% of storefronts have spillover 

merchandise display and outdoor dining that pose 

challenges to the pedestrian experience.

Danvers/PeabodyRapid Recovery Plan
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About 50% of storefronts have clear signage that reflect basic business 

information and can easily be seen from adjacent sidewalks.

PRIVATE REALM: SIGNAGE GRADE IN DANVERS

Existing Identification Signage in Danvers

Source: Stantec Field Imagery

B

PRIVATE REALM: AWNING GRADE IN DANVERS

Existing Storefront Awnings on Danvers Businesses  

Source: Stantec Field Imagery

C
More than 25% of properties in the study area do not have awnings and/or 

have awnings that are unusable or have not been cleaned and maintained.

STORE

Danvers/PeabodyRapid Recovery Plan
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Most properties have clean and well-maintained façades, but at 

least one significant property requiring structural façade 

improvements

PRIVATE REALM: FACADE GRADE IN DANVERS

Existing Facade Conditions at Danvers Businesses  

Source: Stantec Field Imagery

B

Danvers/PeabodyRapid Recovery Plan

Field grades for façade 

conditions in Damvers
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PEABODY PRIVATE REALM GRADES

Private realm elements in Peabody received diagnostic grades of “A”, “B”, or “C”, indicating the mixed 

success that design standards and focused attention on storefronts in the study area has achieved. The  

following takeaways provide an overview on the diagnostic grades and observations of Peabody’s built  

environment.

• Sidewalks and on-street parking spaces are not utilized for outdoor dining or retail displays. Outdoor 

seating was primarily observed along side alleys; parking has been repurposed for curbside pickup, 

promoting short visits along Main Street.

• Unique identity present in signage. Many businesses feature pedestrian-scale signage, creating a pleasant 

strolling experience.

• Many properties are not designed to attract customers. Many properties feature blank walls along street 

frontage, and facades lack common unifying style.

STORE

Danvers/PeabodyRapid Recovery Plan
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More than 25% of storefronts have windows with limited 

transparency.

PRIVATE REALM: WINDOW GRADE IN PEABODY

Existing Window Conditions for Peabody businesses  

Source: Stantec Field Imagery

C

Existing Outdoor Dining in  Peabody 

Source: Stantec Field Imagery

C

PRIVATE REALM: OUTDOOR DISPLAY & DINING GRADE IN PEABODY

More than 25% of storefronts have spillover 

merchandise display and outdoor dining that pose 

challenges to the pedestrian experience.
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More than 75% of storefront signs reflect the unique brand identity of 

tenants and can be easily seen from more than 10 ft distance.

PRIVATE REALM: SIGNAGE GRADE IN PEABODY

Existing Identification Signage in Peabody 

Source: Stantec Field Imagery

A

PRIVATE REALM: AWNING GRADE IN PEABODY

Existing Storefront Awnings on Peabody Businesses  

Source: Stantec Field Imagery

B
About 50% of properties in the study area have functioning awnings that 

have been well-maintained and cleaned.

STORE

Danvers/PeabodyRapid Recovery Plan
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conditions in Peabody
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Most properties have clean and well-maintained façades, but at 

least one significant property requiring structural façade 

improvements

PRIVATE REALM: FACADE GRADE IN PEABODY

Existing Facade Conditions at Peabody Businesses  

Source: Stantec Field Imagery

B

Danvers/PeabodyRapid Recovery Plan
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Highlights from the Business Environment

What is the Business Environment Diagnostic?
The conditions of the local business environment - including business density, quality, and 

type of offerings - play a critical role in how successful businesses are meeting the needs of 

the district’s customers. Collecting data related to the tenant mix and concentration of stores 

provides an insight into the health of local businesses, as well as highlights the presence (or 

lack of) major anchors and drivers that attract visitors and residents to frequent businesses in 

the district. In support of this diagnostic, the State sent out business surveys at the beginning 

of the LRRP and shared results with Plan Facilitators.

The Business Environment Diagnostic poses the question:

• “What are the impacts of COVID-19 on businesses in the Study Area, and how well does 

the  business mix meet the needs of various customer groups?”

Business Environment Results in Danvers and Peabody
The large size of the LRRP study areas in each community lead to several hundred 

businesses captured by this study. These range from retail operations along main 

commercial corridors, corporate offices, restaurants, businesses with one or two 

employees, and industrial businesses like manufacturing. Each study area is positioned to 

support most needs of each community. Most businesses cited impacts from COVID but 

managed to stay operational with reduced hours or staffing. Concerted efforts in each 

community to better serve local businesses have been met with mixed success, 

particularly given the different structures in place in Peabody Square (which has a Main 

Streets organization) and Danvers Square (which does not) to support merchant interests.

Danvers/PeabodyRapid Recovery Plan

LRRP BUSINESS SURVEY

The LRRP Business Survey aimed to obtain input to guide plan development, gain buy-in from the 

local  business community, and collect data across all LRRP communities to inform statewide 

programs and  policy. The survey addressed topics including business satisfaction (what are the 

aspects of Danvers and Peabody’s commercial districts and what is the regulatory environment), 

business conditions and the impacts from  COVID-19, and input from the business community 

regarding potential strategies and types of assistance.
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In Danvers:

• Danvers businesses 

experienced a reduction in 

capacity and visitors due to 

COVID-19.

• Fifty-four percent of 

businesses did not cite any 

issues with regulations. Of 

those that did, parking 

regulations, signage 

regulations, and 

licensing/permitting 

regulations stood out.

• Businesses cited 

improvement of streetscape 

and sidewalks, changes in 

parking availability and 

management, and marketing 

strategies as important 

potential strategies.

Danvers/PeabodyRapid Recovery Plan

In Peabody:

• Peabody businesses 

reported reduced operating 

hours, incurred safety 

expenses, and revenue 

declines as COVID impacts.

• Businesses noted that 

parking regulations and 

licensing/permitting 

regulations as obstacles to 

their operations.

• Businesses cited parking 

availability and 

management, safety and 

cleanliness, and streetscape 

and sidewalks as important 

factors for success.



RETAIL SURPLUS/LEAKAGE

Retail surplus/leakage is measured on a scale from -100 (maximum surplus supply) to +100 (maximum 

leakage). The more balanced supply and demand for retail is, the closer this number will be to 0.

• The Danvers LRRP Study Area has more supply than demand for total retail and restaurants, but it has 

greater demand than supply for grocery stores. 

• The retail surplus in Downtown Danvers is far greater than in the local market area or Town of Danvers as a 

whole. 

• The Peabody LRRP Study Area has more supply than demand for total retail and restaurants, but it has 

greater demand than supply for grocery stores. However, the demand is only slightly higher than supply.

Danvers/Peabody 58
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Vacancy data in Peabody

Vacancy data in Danvers
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Highlights from the Administrative Capacity

What is the Administrative Capacity Diagnostic?
Administrative capacity refers to a combination of leadership, organizational capacity, resources, 

and regulatory and policy frameworks that enable catalytic investments and improvements to 

take root. Understanding leadership roles and champions as well as funding mechanisms and 

existing partnership are critical components to assessing the administrative capacity of a 

community. 

The Administrative Capacity Diagnostic poses questions such as:

• Who are the key stewards of the LRRP Study Area? Are they adequately staff and resourced  

to support implementation of projects?

• Are the regulatory, zoning, and permitting process an impediment to business activity? 

Why  or why not?

• If lack a stakeholder entity, is a discussion needed on District Management?

Administrative Capacity Results in Danvers and Peabody
The Danvers and Peabody business communities face ongoing challenges relating to 

upgrading private realm infrastructure to continue to attract visitors as well as maintain 

operations given existing staff shortages. Town and City government in Danvers and Peabody 

each seek to best understand business challenges and assist with business growth but can 

find themselves stymied by their own capacity issues and the absence of readily-available 

funding to carry out initiatives.

A DMI N

C A PA C I TY

Danvers/PeabodyRapid Recovery Plan
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A DMI N

C A PA C I TY

Each community seeks to do more to assist local businesses

Staff capacity and external support to 

better coordinate business needs stand 

as two significant obstacles for 

improving the well-being of Danvers 

and Peabody business owners. 

In Danvers, downtown business 

owners can lack a collective voice in 

expressing shared interests and 

concerns to Town government. The 

absence of a Main Streets organization 

or Business Improvement District to 

lobby on behalf of business owners 

hinders the Town’s ability to effectively 

respond to business community needs.

In Peabody, the City has had a vacant 

business liaison position since early 

2020. Despite assistance from

organizations such as Peabody Main 

Streets and the Peabody Area 

Chamber of Commerce, City staff 

identify more needs than they have 

the capacity to handle. Supporting 

local businesses with COVID recovery 

and revitalizing corridors in the LRRP 

study area stand as two key initiatives 

that the City is striving to meet.

In each community, concerted focus 

has been paid to instituting design 

standards to support a vibrant look 

and feel to its commercial corridors. 

Assistance to bring about these 

improvements as a matter of 

maintenance, rather than as part of 

new development, is desired.

Capacity of Town 

and City Staff

Support for 

Private Realm 

Improvements

Assistance for 

Navigating 

Design and 

Development 

Standards

Presence of a 

Danvers-Based 

Main Streets or 

Business 

Association

Support for Small 

Business Development

ADMIN CAPACITY -
WHERE ARE THE 
GAPS?

Danvers/PeabodyRapid Recovery Plan
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Key Findings

Danvers and Peabody are emblematic of New England downtowns which have 

“strong bones” but contend with legacy infrastructure and incongruous 

development patterns which have shifted consumer spending to auto-oriented 

locations. In Danvers, some divestment is present in Danvers Square and 

Tapleyville, although landmark projects such as the Danvers Rail Trail have kept 

the Danvers Square area vibrant. In Peabody, the building stock varies with high 

levels of preservation coinciding with small-scale uses in areas off the Main 

Street corridor. Pass-through traffic is a problem in Peabody, particularly truck 

traffic.

While each community has invested considerable attention in keeping their 

downtown areas vibrant, such as through design guidelines, Danvers and 

Peabody could each benefit from an influx of funding to address public and 

private realm needs and support economic development from their own 

populations.

Alignment of Goals & Key Findings

In order to develop project ideas that address the primary needs of Danvers and 

Peabody,  the Plan Facilitator team compared the diagnostic grades and findings 

for the  physical environment (public and private realm), business environment, 

customer base data, and administrative capacity observations to the Danvers and 

Peabody LRRP project goals. This comparison illustrated that project ideas should 

consider solutions that help existing businesses and the public and private realm.

Summary of Needs

Danvers/PeabodyRapid Recovery Plan
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Project Recommendations & 

Implementation



Identification & Prioritization of Projects

Integration of Project Goals & Recommendations

All project ideas developed through the LRRP program integrate the overarching  

goals of supporting business competitiveness, building vibrant communities,  

creating a trained and skilled workforce, and using technical assistance to create  

a defined and actionable project list. 

The Town of Danvers and City of Peabody each developed short and 

medium/long-term goals to guide project recommendation thinking at the 

study’s outset in March 2021. Short-term goals focus primarily on business 

resiliency in the wake of COVID and revitalizing business prospects moving 

forward. Longer-term goals concern building upon the public and private realm 

to support the economic vibrancy of each study area and Danvers and Peabody 

as a whole. 
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Public Engagement Efforts

PUBLIC  MEETINGS

Two meetings were held with 

stakeholders in each municipality’s 

merchant community in late May of 2021. 

In Danvers, invitations were extended to 

several business owners whom had 

previously been invited to take the 

business survey. 

In Peabody, the meeting was held with 

stakeholders from Peabody Main Streets.

Each meeting involved the presentation of 

program goals  and schedule, as well as 

the diagnostic  approach, results, and key 

findings.

Meetings to conclude the project were 

held as part of the Town of Danvers Select 

Board on October 5, 2021 and for City of

Peabody staff in late October 2021. 

Project recommendations were presented 

at these meetings to help Town and City 

staff anticipate desired next steps.

SUBJECT MATTER EXPERT GUIDANCE

To better define and create strong and  

implementable rubrics, the Danvers and 

Peabody LRRP team worked with other Plan  

Facilitators across the Rapid Recovery  

program through the Subject Matter Expert 

efforts. Subject Matter Experts were 

provided for this project on the following 

topics:

• Public Realm Activation

• Private Realm Activation

• Adaptive Capacity of Businesses

• Small Business Formation

• Lease It Local Programming

• Business Development Task Forces

• Permitting for Filming
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Stakeholder Feedback

66

Stakeholder meetings among business interests were held in each community in late May to present 
Stantec’s assessment of public and private infrastructure conditions, present demographic 
conditions, study business activity and survey results, and gather feedback for project ideas. Several 
threads emerged from these meetings:

• Infrastructure conditions were lacking in each community. A mix of different aesthetic styles 
implemented over the course of many decades left each study area feeling disjointed. 
Deteriorated infrastructure, such as crosswalks and sidewalks, were present.

• Each community’s study area was oriented towards automobile travel. In Peabody, trucks are 
commonly observed along Main Street, and bicyclists often divert to Walnut Street to avoid 
vehicle traffic. Signage and wayfinding are primarily geared towards being seen from an 
automobile. Complete Streets amenities after missing, and the High Street commercial corridor is 
largely inaccessible for non-motorists.

• Capacity among the business community and within each municipality’s government could be 
strengthened. Although Peabody Main Streets serves as a resource for local businesses, adaptive 
capacity among businesses in each community could be improved. Stakeholders reported 
difficulty navigating local permitting processes and a desire to band together. Each community’s 
planning department also expressed the need for additional administrative support.

• Businesses have struggled to sustain operations with labor shortages and other operational 
impacts. Businesses in each community reported that while revenues were in the process of 
rebounding as of spring 2021, labor levels have not bounced back in a similar way. This indicates a 
need among local businesses to tap available resources to sustain operations.

Danvers/Peabody
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Project Ideas

67

This stakeholder feedback, combined with diagnostic data collection, was incorporated into several 
project ideas to assist each community in their recovery from the effects of COVID-19. Some ideas 
encompassed each community, while others were specific to one of Danvers or Peabody.

Six ideas were singled out for special consideration from Subject Matter Experts, who consulted with 
Danvers and Peabody stakeholders to better understand issues. These ideas were:

• Private Realm Improvement Program – originally conceived to be targeted towards worn-down 
facades present in each community, a private realm improvement program is meant to promote a 
sense of place in each municipality through assistance and support for property upkeep and 
maintenance.

• Public Realm Improvement Plan – given the age of select pieces of infrastructure in each 
community, a coordinated improvement program was desired to better inventory existing 
conditions and funding sources while formalizing a long-term plan for maintenance.

• Adaptive Capacity Organization for Businesses – this Danvers-specific idea was raised by business 
interests who expressed a need to better coordinate with one another. The project sheet for this 
idea discusses formation of a Main Streets organization or a Business Improvement District to 
support future coordination.

• Small Business Formation – as shown in demographic data collection in Peabody, study area and 
community characteristics trend younger, more diverse, and less-educated than Massachusetts as a 
whole. Connecting local residents with resources to help with new business formation, particularly 
when capital is difficult to acquire, was the primary focus of this idea.

• Lease It Local Program –business stakeholders during Peabody’s meeting expressed a desire to 
revive an earlier Lease It Local program which links local small businesses with short-term rental 
opportunities in Peabody.

• Permitting for Filming – a targeted evaluation of Danvers’ zoning code yielded improvements to 
permitting processes for filming opportunities. This idea came about through the difficulty to grant 
permits for smaller or shorter-duration filming efforts, depriving the community of local spending by 
outsiders.

In total, 16 projects are advanced for further discussion in this report. 

Danvers/Peabody



Project Overview

Project Categories

Physical Environment: Public Realm
Projects for the public realm enhance streets and public spaces in communities  
to spur other investment and create opportunities for business activity and  
gathering that lead to community vitality. The recovery of Massachusetts  
downtowns, town centers, and business districts has relied on public spaces  
like these to extend the areas in which business communities and public life can  
operate.

Physical Environment: Private Realm
These project focus on enhancements on private properties and buildings,  
improving the aesthetics and attractiveness of existing buildings but also helping  
new buildings to contribute to a commercial district’s recovery in a positive way.

Business Environment: Revenue and Sales
Projects intended to increase revenue and sales can include strategic  
organizations such as task forces and business improvement districts, but  
also include more creative approaches that draw on attributes of the physical  
environment and special events to promote businesses in a downtown 
district  and encourage increased visits and spending.

Business Environment: Tenant Mix
These project efforts are intended to diversify the types of businesses in  
communities. This can not only respond more closely to community needs, but  
also work toward a more resilient commercial fabric in business centers so that  
major disruptions like COVID-19 do not result in disproportionate closures and 
a  lack of activity.

Administrative Capacity
Capacity-building projects help make local governments and their partner  
agencies more able to take on the other kinds of project efforts recommended 
in  this Local Rapid Recovery Plan.

Cultural & Arts
Strategies that create a more favorable environment for cultural and arts 
institutions that have been disproportionately impacted by COVID.

Danvers/PeabodyRapid Recovery Plan 68
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Danvers/Peabody LRRP Project Idea List

Project Idea Description
Implementation  

Timeframe

Budget Range

Danvers Rail Trail 

Crossing at Maple Street

Accommodate a signalized crossing of the Danvers Rail 

Trail at Maple Street Short-Term (<5 years)
Medium Budget  

($50K-$200k +)

Main Street Heavy 

Vehicle Exclusion Zone

Exclude heavy vehicles along the Main Street corridor 

in Peabody Square Short-Term (<5 years)
Low Budget 

(<$50k)

Parking Management 

Practices

Explore regulatory, operational, and zoning changes to 

improve parking management Short-Term (<5 years)
Low Budget 

(<$50k)

Plazas and Parklets

Foster the identification, development, and success of 

temporary and/or permanent plazas and parklets Short-Term (<5 years)
Medium Budget  

($50K-$200k +)

Public Realm 

Improvement Program

Long-term planning for public infrastructure 

construction and maintenance. Short-Term (<5 years)
Medium Budget  

($50K-$200k +)

Rail Trail 

Connection

Advance planning for a 2.8-mile rail trail connection

between Danvers Square and Peabody Square
Medium-Term 

(5-10 years)

Large Budget  

($200k +)

Shared Streets and 

Neighborways

Toolkit for creating shared streets and neighborways for 

recreation along residential streets Short-Term (<5 years)
Low Budget 

(<$50k)

Private Realm 

Improvement Program

Long-term planning for maintenance and care of private

properties, particularly relating to facades Short-Term (<5 years)
Medium Budget  

($50K-$200k +)

Business Recovery 

Task Forces

Capacity building in communities to assist businesses 

with recovery and identification of ways to increase 

revenues
Short-Term (<5 years)

Low Budget 

(<$50k)

Riverwalk Economic 

Development

Zoning and economic development strategies to spur 

investment associated with the Riverwalk concept in 

Peabody
Short-Term (<5 years)

Medium Budget  

($50K-$200k +)

Adaptive Capacity 

Organization

Development of a Main Streets organization or Business 

Improvement District for Danvers Short-Term (<5 years)
Medium Budget  

($50K-$200k +)

Lease It Local Program

Identify and occupy vacant storefronts with local, small 

businesses Short-Term (<5 years)
Medium Budget  

($50K-$200k +)

Small Business Assistance

Build a community ecosystem to support small business 

formation and entrepreneurship Short-Term (<5 years)
Medium Budget  

($50K-$200k +)

Permitting for Filming

Support language changes to Danvers zoning code to 

support those seeking film permits, particularly for low-

impact (low-cost, short-term) filming
Short-Term (<5 years)

Low Budget 

(<$50k)

Streamlining 

Special Events/ 

Pop-Ups

Techniques for supporting special and pop-up events in 

each community, particularly relating to permitting Short-Term (<5 years)
Low Budget 

(<$50k)

Branding and Marketing 

Through Public Art

Launch programs and employ strategies to support local 

artists and lead placemaking through public art Short-Term (<5 years)
Medium Budget  

($50K-$200k +)

Danvers/Peabody



Implementation/Next Steps

Project Action Plan 
The Local Rapid Recovery Program gives communities a defined and 

implementable compilation of projects that have been vetted by the community, as 

well as a data-driven plan that can alleviate the impacts from COVID-19 pandemic. 

This report provides detailed information on the budget ranges, timeframe, 

funding sources, action items, and key processes required to properly execute and 

implement the project ideas. The project ideas developed through this program 

serve as opportunities for communities to rapidly implement capital improvements 

and address administrative and economic development challenges. Municipal 

departments and planning entities can use the project ideas as a resource for 

internal or external funding opportunities. 

Obtaining Funding 
Considering the vast number of project ideas and differing budget ranges (less than 

$50,000 or greater than $200,000), it can be overwhelming and overly time-

consuming for communities to seek assistance and find funding opportunities. The 

Department of Housing and Community Development provides extensive 

resources that contain information on existing local, state, and federal grant 

programs, organized by the diagnostic categories including physical environment, 

business environment, administrative capacity, and customer base. 

The tables on the following pages organize the 16 projects for the Danvers and 

Peabody LRRP plan by implementation timeframe (short, medium, or long-term), 

as well as budget range (less than $50,000 or greater than $200,000). Organizing 

projects by potential budget and timeframe can act as a resource for communities 

to assess projects that could be implemented quickly and cheaply, and which 

projects should be addressed at a later date due to funding, political, or 

administrative setbacks. 
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Location

Origin

Budget

Timeframe

Risk

Key Performance Indicators

Partners & Resources

Category

Danvers Rail Trail Crossing at Maple Street

71

Town of Danvers – LRRP Study Area

Town/City Feedback During Project Ideation

Medium Budget ($50,000 to $200,000)

Short-Term (Less Than 5 Years)

Low Risk

Dedicated funding source(s), meetings held, members, investments, satisfaction 
surveys

Town of Danvers (Dept. of Planning & Community Development, others), City of Peabody 
(Dept. of Community Development), MassDOT, Metropolitan Area Planning Council

Public Realm

A rendering of a proposed crossing of the Danvers Rail Trail at Maple Street, with a 
signalized crossing integrated with the adjacent traffic signal to the north

Danvers/Peabody
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Budget

Timeframe

Risks

Key Performance Indicators

Partners

• Danvers Planning and Economic Development Division, 
Department of Public Works, and Engineering Division

• Danvers Police and Fire Departments

• MassDOT

• MAPC

• Future Danvers-specific downtown organization

• Initiation of transportation study to assess suitability and 

impacts

• Public meetings held to discuss changes

• Allocation of funding for design & construction

• Award of construction contract

• Completion of construction

• Use of new infrastructure by users of the Rail Trail

• Unfavorable feedback to the proposal from the public or 

from Town officials

• Impact to traffic operations at the intersection of Maple 

Street at Hobart Street

• Underground utilities and surface features may need to be 

relocated

The development of the proposal would include potential 
engineering study and design, public consultation, 
allocation/procurement of funding, preparation of bid documents 
and then awarded to a contractor for construction. If funded by 
the Town, this could be implemented within a 9-to-12 month 
timeframe.

$85,000 estimated construction cost, which includes traffic signal 
modifications and sidewalk and wheelchair ramp construction/re-
construction.

Funding for the proposal can come from the Town’s capital budget, 
from Chapter 90 funds from the Commonwealth, the MassWorks
Infrastructure Grant Program, and/or MassDOT’s Complete Streets 
Funding program.

Medium Budget

Short-Term

Low Risk

Short-Term 

Priority

Mid/Long-

Term Priority

Ensure 

business 

continuity 

moving 

forward

Placemaking 

investments 

for streets, 

sidewalks, and 

public spaces

Invest in social 

distancing 

infrastructure

Pedestrian 

and cycling 

connectivity 

within and 

between 

communities

Market local 

shopping and 

dining options

Connectivity 

to existing and 

future 

multimodal 

transportation

Plan Priorities

Addresses Priority

Danvers/Peabody
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As part of the project’s diagnostic 
phase, field collectors and Town of 
Danvers staff noted that the crossing of 
the Danvers Rail Trail of Maple Street 
did not operate effectively. The 
crossing is approximately 80 feet west 
of the existing Maple Street/Hobart 
Street/Locust Street intersection; the 
short distance between the crossing 
and the intersection prevents the 
provision of a crosswalk and forces Rail 
Trail users onto the crosswalk along 
Maple Street. This situation prevents 
pedestrians and bicyclists from 
properly social distancing and detracts 
from the recreational experience of the 
Danvers Rail Trail.

In order to provide a more direct 
connection across Maple Street for 
users of the Danvers Rail Trail, this 
project idea proposes a signalized 
crosswalk across Maple Street, aligned 
with the Danvers Rail Trail. Currently, 
users of the Danvers Rail Trail who 
desire to cross Maple Street at a 
crosswalk have to make their way to 
the intersection of Maple Street at 
Hobart Street/Locust Street, which is 
approximately 80 feet to the west of 
the Trail, and then make their way back 
to the Trail to continue on it.

Diagnostic

The proposal would include features to 
minimize vehicle queuing between the 
intersection and the proposed crossing.  
The new crosswalk would be under 
traffic signal control and would be 
incorporated into the existing traffic 
signal system at the Maple Street at 
Hobart Street/Locust Street 
intersection. Incorporating the new 
crosswalk into the existing traffic signal 
system at the intersection will allow for 
control of both the intersection and 
crossing to be operated in concert with 
one another so that queuing will be 
minimized between the locations. 

Specifically, trail users would only be 
allowed to cross when the traffic signal 
at the Maple Street at Hobart 
Street/Locust Street intersection is 
servicing traffic on the Hobart Street 
and Locust Street approaches (with 
Maple Street approach traffic stopped 
at the intersection). In conjunction, 
changes to the intersection (additional 
traffic signal indications) are proposed 
such that left turns from Locust Street 
and right turns from Hobart Street 
would be prohibited while users of the 
Trail are allowed to cross, so that 
vehicles will not be travelling on Maple 
Street eastbound when the crossing is 
activated and minimizing queueing.

Danvers/Peabody

Potential funding sources for this 

recommendation include:
• Town capital budget

• Chapter 90 funds

• Danvers PTDM funds

• MassWorks Infrastructure Grant Program

• MassDOT’s Complete Streets Funding Program

• MassDOT Shared Streets and Spaces

• MassTrails Grant Program

• Destination Development Capital Grant
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A transportation study should be 
conducted to assess the suitability of 
the proposal. The study should 
evaluate the impact of the addition of a 
signalized crosswalk at the bicycle trail 
crossing, on the nearby intersection of 
Maple Street at Hobart Street/Locust 
Street.  

Proposed changes to the traffic signal 
sequence of operations at the 
intersection, associated with the 
addition of the trail crossing, should be 
evaluated to determine the operational 
impacts of the proposed change.  

Action Items

The trail crossing’s proximity to the Maple Street/Hobart Street/Locust Street 
intersection creates complexity for the path’s crossing of Maple Street. 

The study should also assess the 
impacts to existing infrastructure in the 
vicinity of the crossing, including the 
identification of changes to curblines, 
sidewalks, surface features (such as 
banner supports and fire hydrants), 
underground utilities, street parking.  

Lastly, the study should include a 
preliminary construction cost estimate 
so that the Town can begin to evaluate 
suitable funding sources for the 
proposal.

Danvers/Peabody
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Conduct Outreach

Using the Transportation Study, The 
Town will have enough information to 
start engaging stakeholders through 
outreach in the form of a public 
information meeting with local 
residents and business owners to 
describe the work, solicit feedback and 
build support. The Town should also 
engage officials from Town 
Departments, including (but not limited 
to) the police, fire, planning and public 
works departments. Feedback from 
Town Departments is key to evaluating 
issues with the proposal from those 
who are most familiar with the Town.

Determine Funding

Using the preliminary construction cost 
estimate developed as part of the 
Transportation Study, the Town should 
assess the funding sources available to 
it. The most direct source of funding 
would be from the Town’s capital 
budget. 

The proposal could also avail itself of 
the Town’s allocation of Chapter 90 
funds from the Commonwealth.  
Chapter 90 funds are distributed to 
municipalities based on a pre-
established formula. Chapter 90 can be 
used to fund projects that create or 
extend the life of local capital facilities.  
It is expected that the proposal would 
qualify for Chapter 90 funds. The 
Commonwealth allows for each 
municipality to determine which 
projects to fund using allocation of 
Chapter 90 funds.

Process

Other funding sources for the Town to 
explore include funding through grant 
programs offered by the 
Commonwealth, such as the 
Massworks Infrastructure Grant 
Program and MassDOT’s Complete 
Streets Funding Program.  These 
programs have unique requirements 
that should be evaluated to determine 
if the proposal qualifies for the funding.

Initiate Engineering Design

Once a funding source has been 
identified, the engineering design of 
the proposal can begin. This includes 
procurement of the professional 
services of a civil engineering design 
consultant and associated disciplines, 
including field surveys. The engineering 
design consultant should prepare all 
documents necessary to advertise the 
proposal for construction, including 
engineering plans, specifications and 
quantity and cost estimates.

Advertise for Construction

The proposal should be advertised for 
bids from contractors to obtain a 
competitive bid price. Once the bids 
are received, the Town can use its 
typical bid evaluation process to select 
a contractor to perform the work.

Construction

During construction, the Town (or 
consultant acting on behalf of the 
Town) will have to administer the 
construction contract to ensure that 
the work is being executed per the 
contract and to ensure that the 
contractor is compensated 
appropriately throughout the 
construction period.

Danvers/Peabody
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Location

Origin

Budget

Timeframe

Risk

Key Performance Indicators

Partners & Resources

Category

Main Street Heavy Vehicle Exclusion Zone

76

City of Peabody – LRRP Study Area

Low Budget (Under $50,000)

Short-Term (Less Than 5 Years)

Low Risk

Dedicated funding source(s), meetings held, members, investments, satisfaction 
surveys 

Town of Danvers (Dept. of Planning & Community Development, others), North Shore 
Chamber of Commerce, Danvers business owners, Danvers property owners, Metropolitan 
Area Planning Council

Main Street n Peabody

Public Realm

City Feedback During Project Ideation

Danvers/Peabody
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Budget

Timeframe

Risks

Key Performance Indicators

Partners

• Danvers Planning and Economic Development Division, 
Department of Public Works, and Engineering Division

• Local business community

• MassDOT

• MAPC

• Nearby municipalities

• Increase in pedestrian and cycling traffic 
on Main Street 

• Number of restaurants/cafés with 
outdoor seating on Main Street

• Increase in events and activities bringing 
people to Main Street

• Political support

• Funding availability

• Enforcement

• Support of neighboring 
municipalities

• Lack of feasible alternative 
route(s)

• Impacts along new routes 
used by trucks

Once the City has secured funding for the engineering study, it will 
likely take between six months and a year to select an engineering 
firm, complete the study, and develop the alternate route(s). Once 
alternate route(s) are identified, it could take several years to 
secure the necessary approvals and implement the exclusion zone.

A small budget is required for a required engineering study, which 
may run between $6,000 and $15,000, and associated signage. 
Funding support could come from the City, MAPC, via Downtown 
businesses, from Chapter 90 funds, 

Low Budget

Short-Term

Low Risk

Short-Term 

Priority

Mid/Long-

Term Priority

Ensure 

business 

continuity 

moving 

forward

Placemaking 

investments 

for streets, 

sidewalks, and 

public spaces

Invest in social 

distancing 

infrastructure

Pedestrian 

and cycling 

connectivity 

within and 

between 

communities

Market local 

shopping and 

dining options

Connectivity 

to existing and 

future 

multimodal 

transportation

Plan Priorities

Addresses Priority

Danvers/Peabody
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Main Street in Peabody is a convenient 
and heavily travelled route between 
Route 128, Salem, Swampscott, and 
Marblehead. The noise and number of 
trucks travelling on Main Street has 
impacted local business' decision to 
have outdoor seating, retail, or host 
events; the truck traffic along Main 
Street makes it a less desirable location 
to walk, bike, or linger. 

For several years, Peabody has 
considered creating a heavy 
commercial vehicle exclusion zone 
along Main Street. The COVID-19 
pandemic has renewed interest in 
creating this exclusion zone to help 
encourage safe, attractive, and 
welcoming outdoor spaces for people 
to congregate and for businesses to 
have outdoor seating, gathering 
spaces, and sidewalk retail. As the City 
rolled out its outdoor dining policy in 
2020, several restaurants and 
businesses cited the truck traffic and 
noise as a reason to not offer outdoor 
dining.

Pedestrians and cyclists spend more at 
local businesses and are more likely to 
patronize businesses in addition to the 
intended destinations. Creating an 
environment that encourages people 
to walk or bike along Main Street will 
support the local businesses that have 
been hard-hit by the pandemic.

Diagnostic

Display of appropriate signage along Main Street and at 
alternate locations will be required of the City to procure and 

install

Stakeholders, including city 
departments, should be brought 
together to determine whether it 
makes sense to try and develop a truck 
exclusion zone. 

An engineering study that meets 
MassDOT's minimum requirements for 
consideration of a truck exclusion route 
would cost approximately $6,000. This 
minimal study would conduct traffic 
counts at one location, review and 
summarize the data, review an 
alternative route, and prepare a data 
package. The City would need to 
handle all coordination, public 
outreach, and other activities for the 
study.  

A more extensive traffic study that 
would also assess traffic impacts and 
operations associated with the 
proposed truck exclusion would cost 
more. It may be best to confirm with 
MassDOT whether this more extensive 
analysis is required prior to starting any 
study.

Action Items

Danvers/Peabody
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Process

To identify and establish a truck 
exclusion zone, the City of Peabody will 
need to follow the processes outlined 
in the Massachusetts Amendments to 
the 2009 Manual on Uniform Traffic 
Control Devices and the Standard 
Municipal Traffic Code (MUTCD). 

Once the City has secured funding for 
the engineering study, it will likely take 
between six months and a year to 
select an engineering firm, complete 
the study, and develop the alternate 
route(s). Once alternate route(s) are 
identified, it could take several years to 
secure the necessary approvals and 
implement the exclusion zone.

Peabody must demonstrate to 
MassDOT that the truck exclusion is 
warranted for one (or more) of the 
following reasons:

• A volume of heavy commercial 
vehicles, which usually is in the 
range of five (5) to eight (8) percent, 
reduces the utilization of the facility 
and is cause for a substantial 
reduction in capacity or safety.

• The condition of the pavement 
structure of the route to be 
excluded indicates that further 
repeated heavy wheel loads will 
result in severe deterioration of the 
roadway (subject to Department 
review).

• Notwithstanding the foregoing, in 
certain instances where land use is 
primarily residential in nature and a 
municipality has requested 
exclusion only during hours of 
darkness, a specific night exclusion 
may be granted.

An engineering study is required. 
MUTCD outlines the engineering study 
requirements: 

• Twenty-four hour (consecutive) 
count of all vehicles using the 
subject street. If only a 12-hour 
exclusion zone is requested, the 
engineering study must only include 
a 12-hour consecutive count. The 
count must be broken into half hour 
intervals and identify commercial 
vehicles with a carrying capacity 
over 2-1/2 tons and all other 
vehicles.

• A map of the area (showing the 
excluded street marked in red and 
alternate route in green).

• Physical characteristics of excluded 
and alternate streets (length, width, 
type and condition of surface and 
sidewalks).

• Types of buildings or properties 
abutting the street (residential, 
business, school, playground, etc.).

• Zoning of street (residential, 
industrial, etc.).

• Proximity of probable alternate 
route to the proposed excluded 
route and the additional distance to 
be traveled using the alternate 
route.

• Types of traffic control existing on 
the street.

• Hours during which exclusion is to 
be in effect.

• Written statement from the 
municipality as to the need for the 
exclusion and acknowledgment of 
acceptance of the responsibility for 
installation and maintenance of 
appropriate signage.

Danvers/Peabody

Potential funding sources for this 

recommendation include:
• City capital budget

• Chapter 90 funds

• MAPC assistance
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Process

It will be important to identify the 
alternative truck route(s) and assess 
whether these roads can support 
additional truck traffic. MassDOT
requires that an alternate route has an 
effective width and pavement 
structure which can safely 
accommodate the additional truck 
traffic. Traffic studies along the 
alternative route(s) may need to be 
conducted. It is possible that no 
alternate routes are available.

The City will need to conduct outreach 
to both the truck exclusion area and 
proposed alternate route and identify 
businesses along/adjacent to the truck 
exclusion route that will still require 
truck access. 

Once the background work has been 
completed, the City will need to apply 
to MassDOT for the approval of a heavy 
vehicle exclusion. If the identified 
alternate route is not wholly within 
Peabody, MassDOT requires written 
approval from the adjacent community 
in support of Peabody's truck exclusion 
route. It is possible that MassDOT could 
ask for additional documentation or 
justification of the truck exclusion zone 
before approving it. Not all heavy 
commercial vehicle exclusion areas are 
approved by MassDOT.

If MassDOT approves the Peabody 
Main Street truck exclusion area, the 
City will be responsible for installing 
signage, educating the public, and 
enforcing the truck exclusion zone.

Even if it is not feasible to create a 
permanent exclusion, explore 
alternatives such as reduced speeds, 
time of day restrictions, size 
restrictions, temporary restrictions for 
special events, etc. may be possible. 
The City would need to coordinate with 
MassDOT and others to identify and 
implement these alternatives.

Danvers/Peabody

A truck exclusion study, similar to what is proposed here, 
conducted in Erving and Northfield

The Town of Dedham maintains a webpage detailed how 
truck exclusions work in the community
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Location

Origin

Budget

Timeframe

Risk

Key Performance Indicators

Partners & Resources

Category

Parking Management Practices

81

Town of Danvers and City of Peabody – LRRP Study Areas

Town/City Feedback During Project Ideation

Low Budget (under $50,000)

Short-Term (Less Than 5 Years)

Low Risk

Public Realm

The 2015 Downtown Danvers Parking study documented regulations present in the Danvers Square area (source: Nelson\Nygaard)

Danvers/Peabody
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Budget

Timeframe

Risks

Key Performance Indicators

Partners

• Danvers Planning and Economic Development Division, 
Department of Public Works, and Engineering Division

• Peabody Department of Community Development and 
Department of Public Services

• Peabody Main Streets

• Future Danvers-specific downtown organization

• Increased parking availability

• Increased consumer spending

• Customer and visitor satisfaction surveys

• Unfavorable feedback to policy ideas from the public or from 

Town/City officials

• Business support

• Identification of funding 

• Long-term system management with policy changes 

required increased staff commitments

Data collection can take place within a manner of weeks with 
staffing in place but use of seasonal data to understand variations 
over the course of a year can put off completion. Enaction of 
different policies dependent upon Town Meeting and City Council 
scheduling.

An updated parking analysis in each community could cost 
between $15,000 and $80,000-$100,000. Enacting policy ideas 
listed in this project sheet carry few costs.

Low Budget

Short-Term

Low Risk

Short-Term 

Priority

Mid/Long-

Term Priority

Ensure 

business 

continuity 

moving 

forward

Placemaking 

investments 

for streets, 

sidewalks, and 

public spaces

Invest in social 

distancing 

infrastructure

Pedestrian 

and cycling 

connectivity 

within and 

between 

communities

Market local 

shopping and 

dining options

Connectivity 

to existing and 

future 

multimodal 

transportation

Plan Priorities

Addresses Priority

Danvers/Peabody
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The proximity and availability of 
parking is viewed by many businesses 
as an important factor for success. 
Convenient and affordable access to 
the business areas for motorists have 
spurred communities across the nation 
to ensure on-street parking spaces and 
municipal lots are plentiful for 
prospective customers and other types 
of visitors. Results from the business 
survey in each community cited parking 
management as a key issue affecting 
businesses.

In reality, parking is oftentimes 
oversupplied in downtowns. One 
example of this is in Danvers Square, 
where a 2015 study funded by DHCD 
found that parking during the Thursday 
peak period (between 11:00 AM and 
1:00 PM) was under 60 percent utilized 
and under 40 percent utilized during 
the Saturday peak period (11:00 AM-
1:00 PM).

Diagnostic

Despite this reality, each community 
has encountered resistance to the idea 
of converting parking spaces for other 
purposes, such as outdoor retail, 
dining, or gathering space. In Peabody, 
several spots along Main Street were 
converted to short-term curbside pick-
up in 2020; further changes were not 
enacted by either community.

Parking issues are intricately tied with 
factors such as economic vitality, 
wayfinding, resident and visitor 
friendliness, development and 
redevelopment potential, and 
Complete Streets. Many municipalities 
had to quickly change and adapt their 
parking management practices through 
the evolving COVID-19 pandemic to 
help Downtown businesses survive. 

Utilization of Downtown Danvers parking assets showed vacancy in key parking areas (source: Nelson\Nygaard)

This project idea conceptualizes 
parking management best practices to 
continue to support Downtown 
business spending and community 
placemaking in the wake of COVID-19. 
These ideas are borne by the 2015 
Downtown Danvers Parking Study as 
well as by strategies recommended in 
peer communities across the state, 
often brought about by studies 
furnished by DHCD.

Danvers/Peabody
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A parking analysis is oftentimes the 

best way to assemble the right data 

points to convince stakeholders of new 

changes to the parking system. In 

Danvers, the 2015 study can serve as 

baseline data; in Peabody, new analysis 

may need to be conducted. 

This analysis should include:

• A collection of regulations which 

exist in the study area, such as time 

limits and paid parking rates.

• A detailed utilization exercise during 

peak time periods. Peak periods for 

downtowns are often during the 

weekday midday but each 

community should conduct 

Saturday midday counts and may 

wish to understand conditions on a 

Friday or Saturday night.

• A public outreach effort, such as a 

survey or stakeholder meetings with 

key groups such as merchants, 

residents, Town/City stakeholders, 

and other key users of the parking 

system.

• A review of existing zoning 

regulations for each community. 

Specific outreach can be conducted 

to understand how zoning 

regulations are enforced, such as 

with private residential and 

business owners, developers, 

department officials, and elected 

officials can help determine which 

clauses are working for the 

community and which may need to 

be updated.

• Understanding of existing 

enforcement protocols and 

administrative capacity for 

implementing parking strategies.

• At the very least, a rudimentary 

understanding of future 

development opportunities in the 

study area.

Action Items

Findings from these efforts can reveal 

strengths and weaknesses endemic to 

each community which improved 

parking management practices can 

address, such as:

• Updating parking regulations using 

demand-based management 

practices such as pricing and time 

limits. A key goal of any 

community’s parking system is 

ensuring availability of some 

amount of parking at each location, 

and directing those who desire 

specific types of parking, such as 

long-term or free parking, to 

appropriate locations.

• Alternatives for the redesign or 

redevelopment of parking areas 

with little utilization, and how 

changes would interact with the 

larger physical, economical, social 

and environmental context. A public 

involvement process can spur 

iterative design developments to 

achieve robust solutions.

• Improvement of parking-related 

wayfinding and signage to create a 

branding for each municipality that 

is consistent and recognizable, thus 

creating a more cohesive downtown 

experience.

• Streamlining of parking permit 

systems to better manage parking 

demand. Permit parking for 

employees and business owners in 

each community’s downtown can 

ensure appropriate on-street and 

off-street parking spaces are 

reserved for users like customers.

• The need for any equipment 

upgrades or operational, 

management, or administrative 

restructuring.

Danvers/Peabody

The Appendix 

provides further 

detail on how to 

best conduct a 

Parking Study
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Specific parking management 
strategies that could be implemented 
in each community are profiled here. A 
task force group can be created with 
diverse representation of stakeholders 
to help implement these strategies. 
Stakeholders may include: 

• The downtown business community 
and landowners.

• City and Town government, such as 
planning and economic 
development officials, public works, 
police, and other key staff.

• Elected officials, such as those 
serving on a planning board, or 
selectmen or city councilors.

• Residents. 

Parking Regulations and Infrastructure

A more efficient time regulation or 
pricing system will lead to more 
efficient use of all the parking in each 
community. Pricing is typically the only 
means to regulate parking availability; 
time limits promote turnover, 
restricting the time prospective 
customers may spend in each 
community. Steps include:

• Elimination or lengthening of time-
limited parking to encourage 
customers to stay longer in 
downtown for a more enjoyable 
experience with the potential for 
increased retail spending. 
Alternatively, if the community 
wishes to retain shorter time limits 
on primary commercial corridors, 
outlying streets could sustain long-
term regulations to help keep 
spaces open.

• Consideration of pricing where it 
does not exist today, particularly in 
locations where demand is high.

• Installation of new payment 
methods, such as pay-by-phone and 
centralized kiosks, to reduce 
maintenance obligations of parking 
meters. Kiosks also allow for 
programming to be easily changed.

Process

It is ideal to have at least one empty on-

street space per block face in a downtown, 

ensuring easy customer access to 

businesses. 

This typically equates to about 1 out of 8 

spaces free, or a target of 15-percent 

vacant per block face. Similarly, a goal of 

at least 10-percent vacancy is considered 

ideal in off-street lots. 

If any facility has less availability, it is 

effectively at its functional capacity and 

drivers perceive parking problems.

Danvers/Peabody
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Zoning Changes

Most communities require the 
construction of parking with new 
development projects despite excess 
parking supply existing within a short 
walk. Lowering or removing parking 
minimums, instituting parking 
maximums, exempting changes of use, 
and enabling shared parking between 
uses on site (such as office parking 
during the day and residential parking 
at night) can ensure the parking supply 
grows at a sensible rate as 
development occurs.

Shared Parking Districts

A shared parking district allows under-
utilized private parking areas to be 
folded into the larger public supply 
during certain time periods, or in a 
permanent condition. Restrictions may 
be put in place to preserve parking for 
existing users, and lot owners enter 
into a legal agreement which obligates 
broader use of the lot at a profit for the 
landowner.

Within shared parking districts a 
separate set of parking standards 
should be created. This would allow 
businesses and organizations to 
cooperate in order to provide sufficient 
parking during peak hours.

Signage and wayfinding is a key 
component of a shared parking district. 
Any revenues shared by the system are 
typically redirected into the 
community, once operating costs are 
accounted for.

Having a model shared parking 
agreement on file can be essential. 
Many landowners cite legal obstacles 
as reasons not to enter into shared 
parking agreements, but successful 
agreements are actually widespread.

Process

Shared parking enables different types of users to park in a 
single lot over the course of a day, instead of providing separate 
parking locations for each use

Danvers/Peabody

Potential funding sources for this 

recommendation include:
• Town/City capital budget

• Chapter 90 funds

• Danvers PTDM funds

• MAPC assistance

• MassWorks Infrastructure Grant Program

• MassDOT’s Complete Streets Funding Program

• MassDOT Shared Streets and Spaces

• Massachusetts Downtown Initiative Program

Parking Permitting

Long-term parking can be facilitated 
through a parking permit (or placard or 
sticker) system. This is particularly 
fruitful for employee parking to 
prevent vehicles from sitting unused 
for several hours on the street. 

Permits can be priced to cover the cost 
of administrative and parking lot 
operating costs and be made available 
to purchase online. Regular 
enforcement checks can give an idea of 
demand and allow rates to be adjusted 
accordingly to accommodate employee 
needs.
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Parking Lot Redesign

Within municipal lots, non-vehicular 
interventions such as parklets and bike 
corrals can be introduced on a seasonal 
basis to accommodate different types 
of uses and different types of travel 
demand.

Re-striping parking lots to 
accommodate reverse angle parking 
also helps accommodate safer 
conditions for cyclists, lowers vehicle 
speeds, and safer loading and 
unloading of trunks.

The 2015 Danvers study cited 
improvements to the Hobart Street and 
Locust Street lots as a redesign 
possibility.

Process

• Providing information at arrival, for 
motorists looking for parking as well 
as pedestrian-level signage. This can 
be detailed to the point of directing 
different types of users (e.g. short-
term and long-term) to different 
parking areas.

• Branding all on-street and off-street 
public parking to create a unique 
identity for the Town/City. 

• Improvement of lighting and safety 
so people feel safe to park during 
evenings.

Future Travel Needs

Public EV charging stations and 
improved curbside management to 
accommodate carshare vehicles should 
be considered by each community.

Public meeting feedback from the 2015 Downtown Danvers Parking Study found that many participants preferred a multimodal 
Downtown where they would only need to park their car once and walk between destinations (source: Nelson\Nygaard)

Danvers/Peabody

Wayfinding/Signage

Signage and information plays a 
significant role in parking 
comprehension. A wayfinding program 
should encourage a “park once” or 
“park and walk” environment. 
Installation of consistent and 
standardized wayfinding/signage to 
guide those new or who infrequently 
visit each community is important. This 
includes:

• Inventorying existing signage.

• Providing information before 
arrival, such as on a municipal 
website. 
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Location

Origin

Budget

Timeframe

Risk

Key Performance Indicators

Partners & Resources

Category

Plazas and Parklets

88

Town of Danvers – LRRP Study Area

Town Feedback During Project Ideation

Medium Budget ($50,000 to $200,000)

Short-Term (Less Than 5 Years)

Medium Risk

Public Realm

A permanent concept for a plaza and parklet in Danvers Square. 
This concept provides programmable space, structural and visual barriers between the plaza and street, and seating. 

Danvers/Peabody
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Budget

Timeframe

Risks

Key Performance Indicators

Partners

• Danvers Planning and Economic Development Division, 
Department of Public Works, and Engineering Division

• Local business community

• MassDOT

• MAPC

• Future Danvers-specific downtown organization

• Foot traffic

• Spending at nearby businesses

• Concerted effort of several stakeholders

• Short/medium-term Town commitment

• Agreement regarding organizational purpose

• Forward momentum to sustain success

Procurement of materials can occasionally require 2-3 months of 
lead time, particularly for customized street furniture. Installation 
is designed to be quick to allow for frequent installation and 
disassembly.

Funding support could come from grant opportunities such as the 
MassDOT Shared Streets and Spaces program, for which Danvers 
has previously received a project award. Regular Chapter 90  
funding could also support implementation, as well as anticipated 
ARPA funding or support from foundations.

Medium Budget

Short-Term

Medium Risk

Short-Term 

Priority

Mid/Long-

Term Priority

Ensure 

business 

continuity 

moving 

forward

Placemaking 

investments 

for streets, 

sidewalks, and 

public spaces

Invest in social 

distancing 

infrastructure

Pedestrian 

and cycling 

connectivity 

within and 

between 

communities

Market local 

shopping and 

dining options

Connectivity 

to existing and 

future 

multimodal 

transportation

Plan Priorities

Addresses Priority

Danvers/Peabody
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In November 2020, the Town of 
Danvers released temporary outdoor 
seating and use regulations to facilitate 
existing local businesses to utilize 
outdoor seating in parking lots, on-
street parking spaces, sidewalks where 
previously approved, or landscaped 
yard areas around businesses to 
provide more space for patrons. This 
followed attempts by Town staff and 
local businesses to use existing wide 
sidewalks in Danvers Square, 
particularly along Maple Street and Elm 
Street, for outdoor dining and retail.

Additionally, the Town received a 
$58,000 grant from the MassDOT
Shared Winter Streets and Spaces 
program to reimagine Danvers Square 
by allowing recreation, dining, and 
socially distant gathering spaces within 
the Town Center, with a hope to 
eventually make the installation 
permanent.

Diagnostic

At present, this space in Danvers Square accommodates 13 parking spaces along a one-way street.

Despite these efforts, community 
members have expressed concern 
about the viability of a downtown 
shared spaces, such as plaza and 
parklets. Issues identified include:

• Loss of Parking – 13 spaces in the 
heart of Danvers Square would be 
displaced as part of a plaza concept 
at the corner of Maple Street and 
Conant Street.

• Ability to Attract Foot Traffic –
although some restaurants and 
retail outlets are available in the 
vicinity of the plaza and parklet 
concept, a perception of a lack of 
foot traffic in Danvers Square 
creates the perception of an 
installation which will mostly sit 
empty

• Sense of Permanency – some 
community members have 
expressed concern about investing 
in a plaza and parklet idea that may 
be disassembled at the end of the 
season

Danvers/Peabody
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Well-designed plaza and parklet 
concepts have captured the 
imagination of municipalities across the 
Commonwealth over the past year. 
Communities have embraced proactive 
outreach strategies to support the 
identification of plaza/parklet locations 
and implementation of concepts such 
as:

• Identification of working groups 
made up of Town staff, elected 
officials, property owners, and 
business representatives.

• Thorough analysis of potential sites, 
with issues identification

• Outreach to local business owners, 
such as through fliering and door-
to-door outreach

• Design concept development, 
including through public outreach 
such as email updates or virtual 
meetings

• Stakeholder meetings

• Tactical event promotion, such as 
weeknight or weekend temporary 
installation

• Management of longer-term trial 
design and material installation

• Processing feedback and 
engagement

Although the Danvers Square concept 
has been developed previously by the 
Town, these steps can be followed for 
other potential plazas and parklets 
elsewhere in the community, such as in 
Tapleyville and adjacent to the Danvers 
Rail Trail.

Action Items

Plazas and parklets often require consideration of ADA 

accessibility; considerations related to this can be found in 

the Appendix for the Public Realm Improvement Program 

project idea

Design considerations related to plazas and parklets can be 

found in the Appendix for the Public Realm Improvement 

Program project idea

Danvers/Peabody

Potential funding sources for this 

recommendation include:
• Town/City capital budget

• Chapter 90 funds

• Danvers PTDM funds

• MassWorks Infrastructure Grant Program

• MassDOT’s Complete Streets Funding Program

• MassDOT Shared Streets and Spaces

• Destination Development Capital Grant

• Competitive Tourism Grant
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Process

Specific detail on the action items 
provided on the preceding page 
include:

• Discuss the need for the 
intervention

• Field visits and observations, 
counts, and documentation

• Measure key dimensions

• Create design alternatives

• Present to stakeholders for 
feedback

• Plan installation data and timeline

• Promote installation through fliers, 
social media, and town-wide 
announcements

• Design business and citizen 
engagement survey

• Create materials list and budget, 
order supplies, and plan for delivery

• Post messaging signs in the area 
announcing upcoming changes

• Decide on police detail and 
overnight needs and other ways to 
cover potential liability

• Plan for maintenance and upkeep

• Create an hour-by-hour installation 
schedule and steps for install day

• On the day of: measure and lay 
down materials, observe and tweak 
as-needed, document through 
photos and video, consider 
intercept surveys, and program 
around event

• After day-of testing, install more 
permanent seasonal materials

• Consider local art enhancements 
over time

The National Association of City Transportation Officials 
(NACTO) provides design guidance for parklets and interim 
public plazas as part of their Urban Street Design Guide, 
available at:

https://nacto.org/publication/urban-street-design-guide/

Danvers/Peabody

https://nacto.org/publication/urban-street-design-guide/
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Amherst (source: Erin Clark)

Arlington (source: Erin Clark)

Brockton (source: Rob May)

Brookline (source: Todd Kirrane)

Fall River (source: Solomon Foundation)

New Bedford

Danvers/Peabody
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Location

Origin

Budget

Timeframe

Risk

Key Performance Indicators

Partners & Resources

Category

Public Realm Improvement Program

94

Phase I Diagnostic Presentation Feedback

Medium Budget ($50,000 to $200,000)

Short-Term (Less Than 5 Years)

Low Risk

Dedicated funding source(s), meetings held, members, investments, satisfaction 
surveys 

Town of Danvers (Dept. of Planning & Community Development, others), North Shore 
Chamber of Commerce, Danvers business owners, Danvers property owners, Metropolitan 
Area Planning Council

Public Realm

Maple Street in Danvers

Town of Danvers and City of Peabody – LRRP Study Areas

Danvers/Peabody
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Budget

Timeframe

Risks

Key Performance Indicators

Partners

• Danvers Planning and Economic Development Division, 
Department of Public Works, and Engineering Division

• Peabody Department of Community Development and 
Department of Public Services

• MassDOT
• MAPC
• Peabody Main Streets
• Future Danvers-specific downtown organization

• Implementation of public 
realm design plan

• Number of new businesses
• Number of new minority 

and women business 
enterprises (MWBE) 
businesses

• Increase of existing and 
generation of new 
commercial revenue

• Increase of existing and 
generation of new 
commercial revenue for 
MWBE businesses

• Percentage increase in 
commercial revenue In 
Downtown

• Providing affordable commercial space to local businesses, 
with an emphasis on minority and women-owned 
businesses.

• Determination of viable retail and commercial activity that 
the community currently lacks and is losing to nearby 
communities.

• Ensuring on-going capital and operational support.

Up to 18 months may be needed to establish an operations and 
funding plan. Specific details are provided in the Process section.

Funding could come from grants, direct fees from involved 
properties, tax levy, sales taxes, developer mitigation, or bond 
financing. Sources of funding could include the Massachusetts 
Downtown Initiative Program, Community Development Block 
Grants, MassDevelopment’s Transformative DeveIooment
Initiative, Creative Catalyst, Commonwealth Places, ARPA, EDIC, 
and municipal funds.

Medium Budget

Short-Term

Low Risk

Short-Term 

Priority

Mid/Long-

Term Priority

Ensure 

business 

continuity 

moving 

forward

Placemaking 

investments 

for streets, 

sidewalks, and 

public spaces

Invest in social 

distancing 

infrastructure

Pedestrian 

and cycling 

connectivity 

within and 

between 

communities

Market local 

shopping and 

dining options

Connectivity 

to existing and 

future 

multimodal 

transportation

Plan Priorities

Addresses Priority

Danvers/Peabody
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Evaluation of public realm 
infrastructure, including sidewalks, 
street trees and benches, lighting, 
wayfinding/signage, roadbed, and 
crosswalks yielded areas of deficiency 
and lack of a “community feel” 
resulting from mismatched application. 
This is evident in the Diagnostic results 
detailed in this report as well as via 
community feedback in both Danvers 
and Peabody. Community members 
indicated:

• Treatments in each community are 
inconsistent; instead of promoting a 
classic New England downtown, 
each community features a clash of 
different styles.

• Sidewalks and roadbed conditions 
are lacking.

• A long list of maintenance needs 
never quite seems to get resolved.

A public realm improvement program 
can provide a coordinated plan of 
attach for address insufficient 
infrastructure across each municipality.

Diagnostic

Danvers/Peabody

This idea proposes to study the 
feasibility of municipal funding sources 
and work processes for regular public 
realm improvements over a several-
year period. Sources of funding, 
decisions on where to direct upgrades, 
and partnering opportunities would be 
analyzed. Outcomes may include a 
defined workplan on where, when, and 
how public realm improvements will be 
carried out, including where decision-
making for where funds and/or 
attention can be directed. Hired labor 
or community volunteer organizations 
may be used to carry out activities.  

This idea could also incorporate tactical 
urbanism in lieu of defined work plans.

• Define space needs
• Determine preferred operations 

structure
• Participate in community 

engagement process
• Coordinate with local businesses
• Perform a market study
• Develop operating program
• Finalize operational agreements 

& leasing program

Action Items

Sidewalk, crosswalk, and lighting 
characteristics in each community
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Action items introduced on the 
previous page are defined below:

Defining Operational Space Needs

In coordination with core stakeholders, 
including local vendors, downtown 
organization(s), municipal staff, and 
abutters, conduct a focused planning 
process to identify the preferred use of 
the space and any nearby public spaces 
that may support the program, such as 
parking areas, loading zones, 
connected sidewalks, other venues, 
etc. Participants should help determine 
space (sf) needed for vendors, shared 
spaces, and support services, as well as 
defining any public outdoor dining, 
retail, or other spaces that will be 
assigned to and delineated for each 
interior space.

Community Engagement Process & 
Coordinate with Local Businesses and 
Artists

Engage with the community through 
the development of the preferred 
operations program and organization 
structure to help outline those process 
steps. Solicit input on preferred uses 
and ideation about programming 
options, operations and maintenance 
expectations, and connections of the 
space with other public spaces, 
including desired features in the 
surrounding public realm. Coordinate 
and engage with the local business 
community to promote the event/plan 
and discuss goals.

Process

Danvers/Peabody

Market Study and Program 
Development

With preferred categories of uses 
identified by the community and 
refined by the core stakeholders, 
commission a focused market study to 
ensure the viability of the program. 
Considerations should include 
capturing retail leakage locally, finding 
desirable niche uses, synergy with 
nearby uses, opportunities to create 
an-attractive regional cluster, and the 
maximum level of rents achievable. 
Final preferred use program(s) should 
estimate revenue streams over a 
minimum 10-year period to help 
establish the operating structure.

A public realm improvement program could take up to 18 

months to establish operations and a funding plan:

Months 1-3:

• Establish core stakeholder group

• Define preferred uses and space plan

Months 4-9: 

• Participate in community engagement for preferred 

design/public realm plan and goals to identify preferred use(s)

• Conduct market study (to determine viable commercial uses of 

the property)

Months 9-18:

• Identify preferred operating entity/manager 

(for identified public space/parcel)

• Develop capital programming and maintenance plan

• Identify operator(s)

After Month 12:

• Work with municipal staff and business owners to ensure 

consistency with operations Implementation; 

this could take up to 36 months.

• Finalize legal agreements and launch operations and 

maintenance plan when appropriate.

Potential funding sources for this 

recommendation include:
• Town/City capital budget

• Chapter 90 funds

• Danvers PTDM funds

• MassWorks Infrastructure Grant Program

• MassDOT’s Complete Streets Funding Program

• MassDOT Shared Streets and Spaces

• Build Back Better Regional Challenge

• Destination Development Capital Grant

• Competitive Tourism Grant

• Creative Catalyst

• Commonwealth Places
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Developing the Operational Structure

In consultation with similar 
organizations or a programming 
consultant, develop preferred 
operating structure for oversight and 
management of day to day operations, 
advertising, leasing space (If 
applicable), event programming, etc. 
Assess multiple manager options, 
including full public staff, public 
management with private/non-profit 
operator(s), and private/non-profit 
management and operations, including 
shared (temporal) or split (physical/ 
responsibility) partnership operations 
models. Considerations for upkeep, 
security, ambassadors/ docents, 
maintenance, repairs, periodic 
upgrades, etc. should be included. 

Develop Budget and Capital Program

Based on final operating program, 
identify resulting capital and labor 
operating expenses, and work with 
municipal financial advisors and core 
stakeholders to address any financing 
gap or needed subsidy, based on the 
market study results. Where gap 
funding is limited, consider a phased 
program to demonstrate viability. Roll 
10-year revenue and expense 
projections into a capital program, 
including and surrounding public 
spaces considered part of that 
program. Integrate with Town capital 
plan where possible.

Operating Agreements and Standards

Within last year of anticipated opening 
at the latest, begin drafting operating 
agreements for preferred operating 
program. Should include roles and 
responsibilities, liabilities, consistent 
sunset and renewal clauses, clear 
communications protocols, and 
appropriate legal definitions. A set of 
performance standards for all parties is 
recommended that aligns with the 
preferred operating program to ensure 
quality delivery of needed support. 
Similar terms should be integrated into 
a standard lease/rent agreement 
template for future vendors.

Process

Danvers/Peabody

The Appendix provides additional guidance on 

crafting a public realm improvement program as 

provided by this topic’s subject matter expert, Stantec
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Location

Origin

Budget

Timeframe

Risk

Key Performance Indicators

Partners & Resources

Category

Rail Trail Connection

99

Town of Danvers and City of Peabody – Community-Wide

Phase I Diagnostic Presentation Feedback

Large Budget (over $200,000)

Medium-Term (Between 5 and 10 Years)

Medium Risk

Dedicated funding source(s), meetings held, members, investments, satisfaction 
surveys

Town of Danvers (Dept. of Planning & Community Development, others), City of Peabody 
(Dept. of Community Development), MassDOT, Metropolitan Area Planning Council

Public Realm

Rendering of a potential rail crossing at Healy Court and Purchase Street in Danvers

Danvers/Peabody
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Budget

Timeframe

Risks

Key Performance Indicators

Partners

• Danvers Planning and Economic Development Division, 
Department of Public Works, and Engineering Division

• Peabody Department of Community Development and 
Department of Public Services

• Danvers Rail Trail Advisory Committee and Danvers 
Conservation Commission

• Peabody Community Preservation Committee and Peabody 
Conservation Commission

• DCR, MBTA, MassDOT, and MAPC

• Increased pedestrian and cycling volume

• Growth in retail and business revenues

• Roadway level-of-service (LOS)

• Bike/ped crash data

• Right-of-way (ROW) 
availability

• Environmental impacts

• Analysis of existing bridge 
structures

• Funding availability

• Political support

• Community interest

A feasibility study could take place in the short-term, between six 
months and a year. Construction could take up to five years, and 
potentially longer. The ultimate timeframe would depend on the 
scale of design and the availability of construction funds.

A feasibility study is a first step for this effort, which could cost 
upwards of $100,000. Construction could run into the millions of 
dollars; $3 to $5 million may be a sensible benchmark but final 
costs will depend on landscape amenities, traffic signaling, and a 
structural analysis of existing bridge structures.

Large Budget

Medium-Term

Medium Risk

Short-Term 

Priority

Mid/Long-

Term Priority

Ensure 

business 

continuity 

moving 

forward

Placemaking 

investments 

for streets, 

sidewalks, and 

public spaces

Invest in social 

distancing 

infrastructure

Pedestrian 

and cycling 

connectivity 

within and 

between 

communities

Market local 

shopping and 

dining options

Connectivity 

to existing and 

future 

multimodal 

transportation

Plan Priorities

Addresses Priority

Danvers/Peabody
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Local businesses in the Town of 
Danvers and the City of Peabody have 
been adversely impacted by COVID-19, 
while demand for recreational space 
has increased. Stakeholders identified a 
desire to connect business center 
areas, and have a designated, 
separated shared-use-trail. 
Additionally, both municipalities have 
shown interest and support for 
constructing rail-trails in the past, 
including Peabody's ongoing work with 
the Independence Greenway. 

Danvers and Peabody each have an 
extensive legacy of railroad activity. In 
Peabody, the Independence Greenway 
operates in the vicinity of the North 
Shore Mall west towards Middleton 
with on- and off-street connections; an 
expansion of the Greenway towards 
Peabody Square is on the State 
Transportation Improvement Program. 

In Danvers, the Danvers Rail Trail 
stretches more than four miles from 
the Peabody city line near Route 114 to 
the north and east to Topsfield Road, 
crossing Maple Street in Danvers 
Square. A second, unimproved right-of-
way intersects the Rail Trail near 
Danvers Square, running in a 
north/south direction between Route 
62 and the Crane River area.

Feedback received at the Phase I 
Diagnostic Presentation in the Town of 
Danvers regarded further planning and 
design of this north/south railroad 
right-of-way, which includes segments 
adjacent to Maple Street and High 
Street in the LRRP study area. 
Attracting recreational users to a 
future shared-use path can enhance 
retail spending for nearby businesses, 
including bicyclists from out-of-town. A 
continued connection towards Peabody 
across Waters River would connect 
both study areas in each community.

Danvers Rail Trail (photo credit: Town of Danvers)

Diagnostic

Danvers/Peabody

Potential funding sources for 

this recommendation include:
• Transportation Enhancement 

(TE) Program

• Congestion Mitigation and Air 

Quality (CMAQ) Improvement 

Program

• Community Preservation Act

• Recreational Trails Program 

(RTP)

• MassWorks Infrastructure Grant 

Program

• MassTrails Grant Program

• Danvers PTDM funds

• Chapter 90 funds

• Parkland Acquisitions and 

Renovations for Communities 

(PARC)

• People for Bikes

• WalkBoston

• Safe Route to School (SRTS) 

Program

• Fields Pond Association

• New England Grassroots 

Environment Fund (NEGEF)

• Kodak American Pathways Grant 

Awards Program

• Main Streets Organization(s)

• Chamber of Commerce(s)

• Business Association(s)

• Municipal Funding
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By creating active transportation plans 
and designing communities that make 
traveling on foot or by bicycle 
comfortable and safe, rail-trails can 
help to reinforce the sense of 
community within a city or suburb. 

It is critical to evaluate if the project 
area successfully meets the project 
goals and is consistent with community 
needs. To do this, the following action 
Items need to be taken: 

• Develop a project area feasibility 
study to determine if a rail-trail 
proposed along the abandoned 
MBTA rail corridor between 
Peabody Square and Danvers 
Square Is practical and doable. 

• Identify connections to adjacent 
neighborhoods and local 
business centers in Danvers 
Square and Peabody Square

• Outline the key implementation 
activities and funding necessary 
to advance the project forward. 

Planning for future shared-use paths 
benefits from a strong community 
presence. In Danvers, the Danvers Rail 
Trail Advisory Committee was 
appointed by the Town Manager in 
2009 comprised of nine volunteers. The 
Committee’s purpose is to advance the 
utilization of the 4.3 mile, east-west 
corridor in the community which today 
comprises the Danvers Rail Trail. 
Activities the Committee plays 
includes:

Action Items

Proposed extension of the Independence Greenway on the State 
Transportation Improvement Program (photo credit: Solomon Foundation)

• Obtaining grants and other funding

• Community and abutter outreach

• Working with the MBTA (which had 
granted a 99-year lease to the Town 
for the trail)

• Acting as a liaison with other 
communities

• Design, building, and maintenance 
of the trail

Given this history, the community is 
well-prepared for the planning of 
another trail.

The MBTA also owns the approximately 
three-mile segment of railroad right-of-
way between Hobart Street in Danvers 
and Railroad Avenue in Peabody, when 
the ROW meets track owned by 
PanAm. A first step for the community 
is to inquire if the MBTA is willing to 
lease this segment, in part or in its 
entirety, to Danvers and/or Peabody 
for development as a rail trail.

Danvers/Peabody
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Rail trail projects often follow an 
arduous process to fruition. The need 
to acquire property rights to a corridor 
matched with efforts to develop 
community support and secure the 
necessary funds can often take several 
years. 

A feasibility study of the project 
corridor will help build on Danvers' and 
Peabody's existing efforts to revitalize 
local businesses and connect bikers and 
pedestrians to these locations. 
Additionally, a feasibility study will 
allow the municipalities to identify 
major items of technical interest and 
concern, key implementation activities, 
and funding necessary to advance the 
project forward. The following steps 
outline the process for carrying out a 
feasibility study of the project area:

• Evaluate the overall Intent of 
the project – this includes a 
preparation of the following: a 
study purpose, a brief ROW 
history and ownership 
evaluation, general mapping of 
the study area, and identifying 
the boundaries and limitations of 
the study. 

• Complete a physical inventory 
and environmental assessment 
of the ROW – this can be 
evaluated through a 
combination of existing reports 
and mapping, geographic 
information system (GIS) data, 
and field investigation efforts. 
This step should also include a 
structural feasibility study of the 
existing bridge structures within 
the project corridor

Process

Danvers officials touring the ROW corridor between Hobart Street 
and the Middleton Town Line (photo credit: Salem News)

Bridges over the Waters River (foreground) and Crane River (background) 
would be evaluated as part of a feasibility study

• Develop a trail concept plan –
this will highlight features such 
as the trail alignment, locations 
for emergency access, and 
potential trail amenities. 

• Develop costs and outline a 
phasing plan if necessary – this 
will include the development of 
an order of magnitude 
conceptual cost estimate based 
on the concept design. 

• Engage with local stakeholders 
through public outreach and 
participation –this can be 
achieved through holding public 
meetings with the Committee 
and Danvers and Peabody 
representatives to review the 
trail corridor, termini points, and 
the project goals. Public 
outreach can also include 
various businesses that are 
adjacent to the project location. 

Danvers/Peabody
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Location

Origin

Budget

Timeframe

Risk

Key Performance Indicators

Partners & Resources

Category

Shared Streets and Neighborways

107

Town of Danvers and City of Peabody – Community-Wide

Town/City Feedback During Project Ideation

Low Budget (Less Than $50,000)

Short-Term (Less Than 5 Years)

Low Risk

85th percentile vehicle speeds, vehicle volumes, volumes of people on foot and 
bike, crashes involving people on foot and bike

Town of Danvers (Dept. of Planning & Community Development, others), City of Peabody (Dept. 
of Community Development), Neighborhood associations, Local artists, Emergency responders

Public Realm

Danvers/Peabody

A conceptual rendering of a neighborways concept at a prospective future crossing of the Riverwalk of Caller Street in Peabody 
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Budget

Timeframe

Risks

Key Performance Indicators

Partners

• Peabody Department of Community Development and 
Department of Public Services, Police, Fire

• Danvers Planning and Economic Development Division, 
Department of Public Works, and Engineering Division

• Neighborhood associations
• MassDOT
• MAPC

• 85th percentile vehicle speeds

• Vehicle volumes

• Volumes of people on foot and bike

• Crashes involving people on foot and bike

• Support from neighborhoods

• Municipal support

• Funding availability

Conception and outreach can take as short as a few weeks, 
particularly if introduced on a pilot basis.

Most equipment for shared streets and neighborways installations 
can be procured for three or four figures. A community-wide 
program may exceed $50,000, but many communities often have 
the equipment needed to pilot a program already on-hand.

Low Budget

Short Term

Low Risk

Short-Term 

Priority

Mid/Long-

Term Priority

Ensure 

business 

continuity 

moving 

forward

Placemaking 

investments 

for streets, 

sidewalks, and 

public spaces

Invest in social 

distancing 

infrastructure

Pedestrian 

and cycling 

connectivity 

within and 

between 

communities

Market local 

shopping and 

dining options

Connectivity 

to existing and 

future 

multimodal 

transportation

Plan Priorities

Addresses Priority

Danvers/Peabody
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Placemaking and traffic calming 
measures have been implemented 
across the Commonwealth of 
Massachusetts over the past year and a 
half to create safe recreational 
opportunities in residential 
neighborhoods. Slow streets are 
friendly to bicyclists and pedestrians, 
using traffic calming to slow vehicle 
speeds and provide visibility and 
protection to those walking, biking, or 
strolling. These enhancements have 
also been introduced to streets with a 
mix of commercial and other uses. 

Each community can satisfy the 
demand for traffic calming and 
placemaking on neighborhood streets 
through the implementation of 
“neighborways.” Neighborways are 
low-street neighborhood streets that 
already lend themselves well to 
walking and biking. These streets are 
also sometimes known as "bike 
boulevards" or "neighborhood 
greenways" in other communities. 
Treatments tend to include traffic 
calming and wayfinding signage. Public 
art can be incorporated into both 
traffic calming and wayfinding signage 
to show the unique character of each 
street and neighborhood. 
Neighborways can be done with 
relatively low-cost materials, like paint 
and planter boxes.

Diagnostic

109

Shared Street installations have been popular responses to the need for safe recreational space 
resulting from COVID impacts. Parties such as the Barr Foundation, Solomon Foundation, and 
neighborways design have helped communities plan for and measure success of projects.

Danvers/Peabody

Potential funding sources for this 

recommendation include:
• Town/City capital budget

• Chapter 90 funds

• Danvers PTDM funds

• MassDOT’s Complete Streets Funding Program

• MassDOT Shared Streets and Spaces

• Foundations

• Private grants
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Each community can take several steps 
to help implement neighborways:

Define the Location

Neighborway streets should be 
selected based on a data-driven 
prioritization strategy to identify 
candidate streets equitably. Data-
driven factors for prioritization may 
include average vehicle speeds, vehicle 
volumes, heavy vehicle volumes, and 
crash history. 

Prioritization should also consider the 
role the street plays in the overall 
network: How many destinations does 
it connect to? Does is provide an 
alternate route for a busier street? The 
election process should be cautious 
against only implementing solutions 
without broader thought to these kinds 
of considerations. 

Partnering

Each community should work closely 
with neighborhood associations to 
gauge resident interest and vet 
potential treatments. Neighborhood 
residents may volunteer to aide in 
installation for treatments like 
pavement markings  It may be 
advantageous to partner with local 
artists or student groups to implement 
public art installations. Public works 
departments and local active 
transportation advocates should also 
participate. 

Action Items

110

Planning

Planning should include an analysis of 
the selected street(s) to identify issues 
and appropriate solutions. Each 
community’s public works, fire, and 
police departments should be 
consulted in this step to identify any 
special considerations of vehicular 
traffic that may need to use affected 
streets which may impact the 
treatments considered.  

Implementation

Installation can be conducted by local 
contractors or public works staff; 
volunteer groups could be called upon 
to help clean and maintain spaces.

Iterate

Successes and challenges of different 
installations should be tracked to 
determine how each of the streets 
should function in the future, including 
whether different installations are 
merited depending on the season. Use 
metrics from the prioritization process 
(under the “Define the Location” 
stage), such as vehicle speeds and 
crash rates, to measure progress. 

Community members install 
pavements marking in 

Somerville, MA to highlight the 
street as a pedestrian-priority 

space (Source: NACTO)

Danvers/Peabody
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Decisions on which treatments to 
deploy in different neighborhoods 
should be handled between Town/City 
government and affected 
neighborhoods. This section describes 
the different treatments which could 
be utilized.

Pedestrian Lane

A particularly low-cost intervention, a 
pedestrian lane designates space on a 
roadway for the exclusive use of 
pedestrians. Vehicle speeds and 
volumes should be low or moderate; 
the visual separate between vehicles 
and pedestrians is typically paint or 
adjustable objects such as traffic cones 
or barricades. 

STOP-Controlled Intersections

Oftentimes adding a stop sign, whether 
as a traditional ground-mounted sign 
or attached to a lower-level barricade, 
provides the visual cue to motorists 
that coming to a full stop at an 
intersection is required. This may be 
appropriate at intersections on 
residential streets where not much 
vehicle traffic is encountered and 
motorists occasionally fail to lower 
their speed or take stock of their 
surroundings.

Process

Danvers/Peabody
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Speed Management

Signage and other visual cues can help 
modulate speed on residential streets:

• Customized Signage – Non-
traditional signage, such as signs 
designed by children to encourage 
lowering vehicle speeds, reinforces 
the idea that neighborhood streets 
belong to residents and not those 
travelling through.

• Pavement Markings – temporary or 
permanent markings delineating 
crosswalks, bicycle lanes, and other 
on-street space used by pedestrians 
reinforces the idea that drivers 
must be careful in the vicinity of 
homes.

• Street Art – Street art allows the 
community, particularly children, to 
enliven residential streets and 
provide a gathering activity to enjoy 
together. As a visual cue, street art 
can be arresting in alerting 
motorists that the streets they 
travel on are apt to be used by 
pedestrians and bicyclists and they 
should travel accordingly.

• Reduce the Effective Street Width –
Wide streets encourage speeding by 
providing motorists with larger 
margins of error for their travel; for 
this reason, lane widths on 
highways are designed wider than 
lane widths in dense commercial 
corridors. Reducing the effective 
width of the roadway through 
treatments such as traffic cones or 
barricades reinforces the idea that 
residential streets should be 
traversed slowly.

Danvers/Peabody
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Traffic Calming

Equipment, typically procured or 
already available through a 
community’s public works department, 
can be utilized to slow vehicle speeds:

• Reduce the Effective Street Width –
Wide streets encourage speeding by 
providing motorists with larger 
margins of error for their travel; for 
this reason lane widths on highways 
are designed wider than lane widths 
in dense commercial corridors. 
Reducing the effective width of the 
roadway through treatments such 
as traffic cones or barricades 
reinforces the idea that residential 
streets should be traversed slowly. 
Common interventions to reduce 
effective street widths include:

• Chicanes – curbs 
extending alternately 
from opposite sides of 
a roadway, forcing 
motorists to drive 
around a series of fixed 
objects.

• Neckdowns –
narrowing of roadways 
at intersections or in 
the middle of a street 
segment, usually by 
protruding sidewalks

• Raise Pavement Levels – Speed 
bumps, humps, and tables can be 
used to raise the pavement three or 
four inches, forcing motorists to 
slow. Raised intersections can 
achieve the same goals.

• Temporary Traffic Circles – At 
uncontrolled intersections, a 
temporary traffic circle using traffic 
cones can force motorists to slow 
down and alter their path.

• Direction Changes – Treatments 
which block access to a lane of 
travel, which can decrease cut-
through traffic.

113Danvers/Peabody
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Location

Origin

Budget

Timeframe

Risk

Key Performance Indicators

Partners & Resources

Category

Private Realm Improvement Program

114

Town of Danvers and City of Peabody – LRRP Study Areas

Phase I Diagnostic Presentation Feedback

Medium Budget ($50,000 to $200,000)

Short-Term (Less Than 5 Years)

Medium Risk

Number of applicants, number of facades, storefronts, and/or sites improved, 
maintenance of improvements, visitors, sales, business retention, business growth

Town of Danvers (Dept. of Planning & Community Development, Public Works), 
City of Peabody (Dept. of Community Development, Public Works), municipal 
boards, property owners, business owners, North Shore Chamber of Commerce, 
Peabody Main Streets

Private Realm

Main Street in Peabody

Danvers/Peabody
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Budget

Timeframe

Risks

Key Performance Indicators

Partners

• Danvers Planning and Economic Development Division, 
Department of Public Works, and Engineering Division

• Peabody Department of Community Development and 
Department of Public Services

• Local business community

• Peabody Main Streets

• Future Danvers-specific downtown organization

• Number of applicants

• Number of facades, storefronts, and/or sites improved

• Retail revenues

• Rents

• Change in vacancies

• Interest from property owners

• Involvement of Select Board and City Council

• Equitable distribution of funding

• Property owner follow-through

• Administrative capacity

The kit of parts could be developed within 12 months. The 

improvement program could be launched within 12 months. Full 

implementation may take longer, depending on the labor market 

and supply chain at the time of launch. If both communities set the 

program up as a revolving loan fund and are pleased with the 

result results, the programs could become permanent options. 

Costs could include hiring a consultant to help develop a private 
realm “kit of parts” for public and private realm investments.

Several grant sources are identified in the best practices sheet for a 
façade improvement program. ARPA funds could help seed a 
program, similar to what has been done in Ashland, MA.

Medium Budget

Short-Term

Medium Risk

Short-Term 

Priority

Mid/Long-

Term Priority

Ensure 

business 

continuity 

moving 

forward

Placemaking 

investments 

for streets, 

sidewalks, and 

public spaces

Invest in social 

distancing 

infrastructure

Pedestrian 

and cycling 

connectivity 

within and 

between 

communities

Market local 

shopping and 

dining options

Connectivity 

to existing and 

future 

multimodal 

transportation

Plan Priorities

Addresses Priority

Danvers/Peabody
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Feedback from the Phase 1 Diagnostic 
community presentations indicated a 
programmatic need to support 
investments in the private realm. 
Stakeholders in each community 
expressed how facades can be 
observed in fair or poor shape and 
upkeep can vary considerably 
storefront to storefront.

In Danvers, the infrastructure 
assessment found that branding, 
facades, and awnings do not promote a 
unique identity. Buildings are a variety 
of different styles and limited spillover 
retail fails to distinguish Danvers 
Square as a unique destination. A lack 
of window transparency does not 
support attracting foot traffic.

In Peabody, many businesses feature 
pedestrian-scale signage, creating a 
pleasant strolling experience. However, 
many properties feature blank walls 
along the street frontage, and facades 
lack a common unifying style.

Diagnostic

A few issues are involved – some of 
which are overlapping between the 
two communities. First, how should the 
identities of the two communities will 
be expressed? Should there be a clear 
link or a clear difference? The 
Inter/Intra-Community Bike Ped 
Connectivity idea provides the 
potential for a physical link and 
gateway opportunity as visitors arrive 
and leave each of the study areas. 

The existing design controls (guidelines 
or form-based code) should be 
augmented by a set of public realm 
design guidelines to cover paving 
materials (including crosswalks), street 
furniture, streetlights, wayfinding 
signage, and tree species. A consistent 
public realm becomes a backdrop for 
local businesses. 

A common “kit of parts” can be varied 
enough to separately identify the two 
communities while still keeping a 
consistent physical experience 
connecting the two. Any kit of parts 
should also include notes about regular 
maintenance and lifespan of materials 
and plantings and the respective 
Departments of Public Works should 
establish a regular program of updates.

Danvers Conditions Peabody Conditions

Older storefronts in poor shape Site design should be more public-facing

Some storefronts not welcoming Some success with design guidelines

Inconsistency across building types Storage of outdoor materials is challenging

Points of interest not connected Absence of bike parking

No projects yet approved under new form-

based code

Design guidelines lack regulatory effect

Design guidelines do not include public 

realm

Design guidelines do not include public 

realm

Both communities need to tell their stories better

Certain elements of the public realm –
for example, a change in the colors of 
wayfinding signage (but not fonts or 
sign styles) can both connect and 
differentiate each community. Public 
standards will need the approval and 
support of the Select Board (in 
Danvers) and City Council (in Peabody) 
to ensure that the DPW applies the 
standards on all street improvement 
projects. These standards can also be 
incorporated, where relevant, into 
MassDOT projects. 

The design controls for signage and 
storefront can reinforce the identity of 
each area. The existing design 
guidelines (Peabody) and form-based 
code (Danvers) should be evaluated for 
elements that can be elevated to 
standards rather than guidelines. For 
Peabody, these standards can be 
incorporated into the zoning 
ordinance. For Danvers, standards, as 
opposed to guidelines, should be 
clearly indicated in the form-based 
code. 

Existing design requirements can be 
evaluated for inclusion into a façade 
improvement program. 

Danvers/Peabody
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A private realm, or façade or storefront 
improvement program, can include one 
or more of the following:

• Requirements to address the 
transmissibility of COVID-19, such as 
new windows, doors, or HVAC 
systems which may otherwise be 
unaffordable to a small business 
owner and/or may have a negative 
impact on the façade if improperly 
sourced and installed. 

• Re-organized on-site parking spaces 
to provide room for outdoor dining 
or retail display. 

• Resources, such as time, funding, 
and expertise, for businesses to 
address substandard storefronts. 

• Attention towards distressed 
properties which have a negative 
impact on people’s impression of 
the viability and/or safety of a 
business district. 

• Temporary or permanent 
accessibility improvements for 
storefronts.

• Grant funding to address interior 
and exterior accessibility, especially 
for buildings with empty upper 
floors due to the lack of accessible 
elevators. 

• Remedies for “improvements” to 
historic properties which may have 
involved use of inappropriate 
materials or substandard repairs. 

• Reduction of asphalt and addition of 
landscape to reduce the heat island 
effect, planting of trees to address 
air quality, and use of low impact 
design to manage stormwater on-
site. 

Action Items

Each municipality needs to make 
certain decisions prior to and during 
the creation of a private realm 
improvement program. 

If starting from scratch, Danvers and 
Peabody will need to accomplish the 
following: 

• Identify capacity within each 
municipality to guide the program 
and bring on additional capacity. 

• Develop an appropriate level of 
design guidelines. 

• Engage businesses, property 
owners, and the broader 
community to buy-into the 
program. 

• Develop criteria for application, 
approval, installation, and 
maintenance. 

• Develop funding and oversight 
structures. 

If either municipality already knows the 
answers, then staff can proceed with 
developing the program. If not, the 
municipality can work the decision 
points into a scope of work for 
assistance in development and perhaps 
managing the program, which are 
further detailed in the next section.

Maple Street in Danvers

Danvers/Peabody
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Elements of a private realm 
improvement program should speak to 
local concerns in each community, 
including integration with public realm 
improvements:

• How will the identities of the two 
communities be expressed? There 
could be a clear link between the 
two communities or a clear 
difference. Future connections, 
such as a rail trail, provide a 
potential gateway opportunity as 
visitors arrive and leave each 
community. 

• Existing design controls (guidelines 
or form-based codes) should be 
augmented by a set of public realm 
design guidelines to cover paving 
materials (including crosswalks), 
street furniture, streetlights, 
wayfinding signage, and tree 
species. A consistent public realm 
becomes a backdrop for businesses. 

• Variations on a kit of parts for the 
communities can separately identify 
each community while still keeping
a consistent physical experience 
connecting the two. Any kit of parts 
should also include notes about 
regular maintenance and lifespan of 
materials and plantings and the 
respective Departments of Public 
Works should establish a regular 
program of updates. 

Action Items

• Public standards will need the 
approval and support of the Select 
Board (in Danvers) and City Council 
(in Peabody) to ensure that the 
Public Works applies the standards 
on all street improvement projects. 
These standards can also be 
incorporated, where relevant, into 
MassDOT projects. 

• The design controls for signage and 
storefronts can reinforce the 
identity of each area. The existing 
design guidelines (Peabody) and 
form-based code (Danvers) should 
be evaluated for elements that can 
be elevated to standards rather 
than guidelines. For Peabody, these 
standards can be incorporated into 
the zoning ordinance. For Danvers, 
standards, as opposed to guidelines, 
should be clearly indicated in the 
form-based code. 

• Existing design requirements can be 
evaluated for inclusion into a façade 
improvement program. 

Tactical urbanism is a technique could be an appropriate 

test for some of the public realm improvements –

particularly for showcasing pavement, lighting, and 

plantings prior to inclusion in the kit of parts. 

Another use of tactical urbanism might be to incorporate 

public art in vacant storefront windows or on blank 

facades. Standards in the area at larger scales are Beyond 

Walls in Lynn and El Punto in Salem. El Punto is an 

excellent example of art reflecting local culture. Beyond 

Walls would serve as models for the necessary 

agreements with property owners. 

Tactical urbanism could be used on private property to 

test, for example, the location of landscaping with 

planters or by restriping parking to accommodate outdoor 

dining or retail displays. 

Danvers/Peabody

Potential funding sources for this 

recommendation include:
• Town/City capital budget

• Massachusetts Downtown Initiative

• MassDevelopment Transformative 

Development Initiative

• Competitive Tourism Grants

• Build Back Better Regional Challenge

• Preservation Projects Fund

• Business Improvement District

• Private grants

• Foundations
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A key element of a private realm 
improvement is the development of a 
kit of parts. This can be developed 
within 12 months, with or without the 
use of consultants, although full 
implementation of the program may 
take longer depending on the labor 
market and supply chain at the time of 
launch. If both communities set the 
program up as a revolving loan fund 
and are pleased with the results, the 
programs could become permanent 
options.

Four distinct parts of the process are 
laid out below:

Pre-program development 

• Identify who in the municipality will 
manage this program. This could be
municipal staff, an existing 
downtown committee/ organization 
such as Peabody Main Streets, a 
volunteer committee, or a hybrid 
model. 

• If the municipality does not already 
have design guidelines for the 
area(s) targeted by the program, 
decide how those guidelines will be 
developed. Will the design 
guidelines be just for the façade 
improvement program, or will they 
be more broadly applicable? The 
entity managing this process does 
not have to be the municipality. For 
example, a Community 
Development Corporation or other 
nonprofit could sponsor the 
program. 

Process

• Discuss the potential focus of the 
program: components of a 
storefront, the entire storefront, 
the entire façade, all façades, the 
site? Will signage, lighting, awnings 
and other smaller elements be 
included? Will interior 
improvements to address 
accessibility be included? Will the 
municipality fund the design, all or 
some of the improvements, or 
both? 

• Discuss what will not be eligible. 
Eligibility may also be determined 
by the funding source (for example, 
CDBG funds). 

Developing the Guidelines 

If the municipality already has design 
guidelines that can be used for the 
façade improvement program, skip to 
the next section. 

For developing the guidelines, review 
the Best Practices for Design 
Guidelines. 

• Discuss the length of time that 
improvements must be maintained 
and the enforcement process for 
ensuring that improvements are 
maintained. Maintenance 
requirements could be tied to the 
length of the tenant's lease. 

Ashland, MA’s Side and 
Façade Program

https://www.ashlandm
ass.com/669/Business-

Incentive-Programs

Cambridge, MA’s 
Storefront 
Improvement 
Program

https://www.camb
ridgema.gov/CDD/
econdev/smallbusin
essassistance/small
businessprograms/s
torefront

• Consider the funding structures. 
The program can provide grants or 
loans to property owners/ 
businesses for the improvements. 
Grants may provide a greater 
incentive to participate while loans 
(no or low interest) provide a 
revolving fund to assist more 
properties. Forgiving loans after a 
certain time if the improvement are 
maintained is another option. If the 
property owners are less interested 
in the program, the municipality 
might consider offering grants to 
the first three to five to sign up 
(depending on resources) or 
through a lottery process and 
transitioning later applicants to a 
loan program. This method would 
also allow the municipality to assist 
specific properties as catalysts for 
the rest of the target area. This 
would need to be a highly 
transparent process. 

• Decide whether the guidelines and 
program will be developed in-house 
or whether the municipality will 
seek outside help. The funding 
source may determine the type of 
outside assistance; for example, 
certain programs will assign on-call 
consultants. For others, the 
municipality may need to issue an 
RFP. 

Danvers/Peabody
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Developing the Program 

• Decide the following: 

• Grant, loan or hybrid

• Which elements will the 
program fund and which 
are the responsibility of 
the property owner? 

• What are the eligibility 
requirements for 
participating in the 
program? 

• What is the length of the 
program? 

• How long will property 
owners be required to 
maintain the 
improvements? 

• What is the enforcement 
procedure for 
maintenance? (This could 
be repayment of a grant 
or a lien on a property.) 

• Will the responsibility for 
maintenance transfer to a 
new owner if the property 
is sold? 

• Differentiating between the 
responsibilities of the tenant (often 
the small business) and the landlord 
(the property owner) is critical – a 
small business may be enthusiastic 
about the assistance, but the 
landlord may not. The municipality 
may need to consider parallel 
outreach processes. 

• Decide on the application process 
and how applicants will be 
evaluated. Are certain property 
types or improvements given 
priority over others? Make sure the 
process of choosing participants is 
transparent. 

• Develop the forms and train the 
people who will be evaluating the 
applications. 

Process

Implementation 

The program can provide grants or 
loans to property owners/businesses 
for the improvements. Grants may 
provide a greater incentive to 
participate for reluctant property 
owners, while loans (no or low 
interest) provide a revolving fund to 
assist more properties. Some 
communities have indicated that 
requiring a match from the property 
owner may create longer-term support 
of the program. 

If the property owners are less 
interested in the program, the 
municipality might consider offering 
grants to the first 3-5 participants to 
sign up (depending on resources) and 
transitioning later applicants to a loan 
program. This method would also allow 
the municipality to assist specific 
properties as catalysts for the rest of 
the target area. 

Education of all people involved in the 
program must be an ongoing 
component. A municipality that is short 
on project management resources 
should consider hiring a dedicated staff 
member or consultant to manage this 
program. 

Finally, each municipality should 
consider streamlining approvals of 
projects under this program to reduce 
the time needed for implementation. 

The Appendix provides additional guidance on 

creating or updating design guidelines for a 

downtown, village center, or commercial corridor 

as provided by this topic’s subject matter expert, 

Emily Innes.

Best practice 

communities include 

Ashland and 

Cambridge. 

Each community uses 

municipal funds; 

Ashland’s structure 

involves seed money, 

regular appropriation, 

and a revolving fund. 

ARPA funds could also 

provide initial seed 

money.

Danvers/Peabody
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Location

Origin

Budget

Timeframe

Risk

Key Performance Indicators

Partners & Resources

Category

Business Recovery Task Forces

121

Town of Danvers and City of Peabody– LRRP Study Areas

Town/City Feedback During Project Ideation

Low Budget (less than $50,000)

Short-Term (Less Than 5 Years)

Low Risk

Revenue/Sales

Main Street in Peabody

Danvers/Peabody
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Budget

Timeframe

Risks

Key Performance Indicators

Partners

• Peabody Department of Community Development

• Danvers Planning and Economic Development Division

• Peabody Main Streets

• Peabody Area Chamber of Commerce

• Future Danvers-specific downtown organization

• North Shore Chamber of Commerce

• Number of employees retained

• Change in annual retail revenues

• Number of customers/clients served

• Number of vacancies

• Visitors

• Interest from business owners

• Business owner follow-through

• Lack of coordination

• Funding and political support within community

• Administrative capacity

A Task Force can be established informally within one month from 

when a need is identified, and meet on a monthly basis.

Participating partners can be involved as part of their regular jobs 
or donated time. Resources provided to businesses can be 
allocated through existing local, state, and Federal grant programs.

Low Budget

Short-Term

Low Risk

Short-Term 

Priority

Mid/Long-

Term Priority

Ensure 

business 

continuity 

moving 

forward

Placemaking 

investments 

for streets, 

sidewalks, and 

public spaces

Invest in social 

distancing 

infrastructure

Pedestrian 

and cycling 

connectivity 

within and 

between 

communities

Market local 

shopping and 

dining options

Connectivity 

to existing and 

future 

multimodal 

transportation

Plan Priorities

Addresses Priority

Danvers/Peabody
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Peabody Square

The Business Recovery Task Force idea 
is targeted at businesses in each 
community desiring technical 
assistance as they emerge and/or 
continue to deal with disruptions 
caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. 

Although Peabody Main Streets 
provides a forum for business owners 
in this community to share their 
concerns, a more targeted effort to 
address immediate impacts stemming 
from COVID-19 and provide the 
necessary support is desirable.

This project idea conceptualizes what 
business task force program could look 
like, including municipal support, 
partnerships, and whether these 
should be conducted as one-off events 
or structured as a permanent program. 

Understanding the needs of existing 
businesses, and what’s missing to 
create a center of life attractive to 
businesses, residents, and visitors, 
should be paramount as part of 
Business Recovery Task Forces. 
Outcomes for the community should 
include:

• Creation of an active, desirable 
downtown with a strong sense of 
place.

• Attraction of new businesses that 
create a robust mix of shopping, 
dining, entertainment and service 
options for residents and visitors, 
and that provide job opportunities 
for a variety of skills and salaries.

• Enhancement of public spaces for 
arts and cultural events that serve 
the existing members of the 
community but also draw in 
attendees from around the region.

• Building a diverse population, with 
residents and workers supported by 
complementary diverse housing and 
employment opportunities.

• Growth of the local property tax 
base.

• Provision of amenities that support 
and enhance downtown living and 
quality of life.

Diagnostic

Danvers/Peabody

Potential funding sources for this 

recommendation include:
• Town/City capital budget

• Massachusetts Downtown Initiative

• Business Improvement District

• Build Back Better Regional Challenge

• MassDevelopment Transformative 

Development Initiative

• Regional Pilot Project Grant Program

• Community Development Block Grant

• Private grants

• Foundations
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Business Recovery Task Force materials used in Lowell

Key questions must be addressed with 
the development of Business Recovery 
Task Forces. These include:

• Which entity/entities will serve as 
the lead task force member? Are 
there entities which have a 
precedent of small business 
technical assistance and 
administrative capacity? 

• In addition to each 
community’s economic 
development capacity 
within government, in 
Peabody Peabody Main 
Streets could serve this 
role. The North Shore 
Chamber of Commerce 
and Salem Enterprise 
Center are other 
potential options.

• What are the stakeholder groups 
that must be represented? 

• This could include 
government, non-
profits, small 
businesses, property 
owners, and banking 
institutions. 

• Who will lead the online presence 
of the task force? 

• What entities will create small 
business recovery toolkit content?

• An RFP process could 
be initiated to provide 
small business 
technical assistance 
and municipal level 
marketing.

• Will the task force be designed as a 
short-term or long-term initiative? 

• If long-term, 
determine if there’s 
consideration of a 
Business Improvement 
District being created.

Action Items

Danvers/Peabody
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A task force group should be created 
with diverse representation of 
stakeholders that may include: 

• The small business community 

• Local banks and CDFIs 

• Local entrepreneurship 
organizations

• City and Town government, 
including economic development 
and planning officials as well as 
leadership such as the Mayor and 
Town Manager

• Resident representatives 

• Building owner representatives, 
such as landlords 

This task force should initiate the 
following actions:

Survey

A robust outreach effort surveying 
existing businesses can create an up-to-
date database of existing businesses. 
Business types, recent and ongoing 
obstacles, number of employees, and 
other business needs (such as technical 
assistance, capital access, hiring, 
training, technology upgrades) should 
be identified.

Define Application Process

An application process for new 
businesses seeking assistance should 
be defined. Businesses should be 
offered some reward, such such as 
permit/ license fees waived or reduced. 
A business welcome handbook and 
assistance to new selected businesses 
can also be provided.

Process

Technical Assistance

Technical assistance should be 
provided not just on accessing capital 
but also providing grants to businesses 
to do such things like retrofitting their 
spaces, improving technology, 
purchasing PPE, social media coaching 
and marketing, managing financials, 
and implementation of modern point 
of sales payment systems, among 
others.

Next, the communities should decide 
which business types they aim to serve. 
This should align with local economic 
and strategic objectives within each 
community. Common business types to 
target include: 

• Small businesses, such as those with 
less than 5 employees.

• A targeted number of businesses 
based on the number of existing 
businesses, and potential space for 
new businesses.

Together We Thrive provides aid to support Black-owned businesses in New York City, 
supported by a team of partners and administered by the United Way of New York City

• Small businesses in need of help in 
technology (e.g., website 
management, business email setup, 
social media, and other tools to 
communicate virtually). 

• Businesses that need help with 
COVID-19 safety measures for 
employees and customers 

• Help for immigrant-owned 
businesses and businesses with 
immigrant employees and 
contractors. 

Danvers/Peabody

The Appendix provides 
detail on successful 

Business Recovery Task 
Force programs, other 
best practices, and a 
template action as 

provided by this idea’s 
Subject Matter Expert, 

Revby.
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Location

Origin

Budget

Timeframe

Risk

Key Performance Indicators

Partners & Resources

Category

Riverwalk Economic Development

126

City of Peabody – LRRP Study Area

City Feedback During Project Ideation

Medium Budget ($50,000 to $200,000)

Short-Term (Less Than 10 Years)

Medium Risk

Dedicated funding source(s), meetings held, members, investments, satisfaction 
surveys

Town of Danvers (Dept. of Planning & Community Development, others), City of Peabody 
(Dept. of Community Development), MassDOT, Metropolitan Area Planning Council

Revenue/Sales

Danvers/Peabody

Potential resiliency measures along the Riverwalk Corridor in Peabody (source: Weston & Sampson)
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Budget

Timeframe

Risks

Key Performance Indicators

Partners

• Peabody Department of Community Development and 
Department of Public Services

• Peabody Planning Board and City Council

• Neighborhood residents

• Local business community

• Local developers

• Number of new projects

• Number of properties 
redeveloped

• Number of new housing 
units

• Number of new residents

• Amount of runoff 
decreased by green 
stormwater management 
structures

• Political will

• Community support

• Buy-in from the development community

Zoning review, analysis, and amendment language could be drafted 
between six and eight months.

A zoning review, analysis, and amendment exercise may require 
the use of external consultants to review existing zoning language 
and suggest changes to language and general economic 
development strategies in the Riverwalk area. Funding could be 
acquired from the municipal budget or private grants.

Medium Budget

Short-Term

Medium Risk

Short-Term 

Priority

Mid/Long-

Term Priority

Ensure 

business 

continuity 

moving 

forward

Placemaking 

investments 

for streets, 

sidewalks, and 

public spaces

Invest in social 

distancing 

infrastructure

Pedestrian 

and cycling 

connectivity 

within and 

between 

communities

Market local 

shopping and 

dining options

Connectivity 

to existing and 

future 

multimodal 

transportation

Plan Priorities

Addresses Priority

Danvers/Peabody
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Peabody’s long-awaited Riverwalk 
project desires to develop a multi-use 
path along the North River between 
Main Street and Walnut Street. This 
corridor separates the bustling 
commercial district of Main Street from 
Walnut Street, where older buildings 
and uses such as small-scale 
manufacturing and other non-office 
workspaces are plentiful from the 
community’s industrial legacy. The 
North River has historically existed as a 
hard barrier between these two 
environments.

Large vacant parcels of underutilized 
and potentially contaminated land 
currently exist along the North River 
corridor. The low-lying area is also 
prone to flooding. Developers have 
been averse to invest in the area for 
these reasons. The City is hopeful that 
increasing flood resiliency along the 
corridor and creating an open space 
amenity that enhances public access 
and vitality will spur investment in the 
Riverwalk. From a COVID-19 
perspective, providing more 
recreational opportunities in the 
downtown area and increasing the 
diversity of businesses and resident 
base of downtown will support 
recovery.

Historically, economic development in 
this corridor has been stymied for 
these reasons. A 2016 North River 
Neighborhood District Master Plan 
developed by Sasaki identified goals 
and a framework for the corridor which 
can be built off of for this concept.

Main website for Peabody Main Streets

Diagnostic

Danvers/Peabody

Goals identified in the 2016 North 
River Neighborhood District 

Master Plan (source: Sasaki)
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Action Items

As a first step, the City should evaluate 
existing zoning and identify any 
potential deficiencies in the code for 
attracting economic development to 
the Riverwalk area. This may include 
the appropriateness of existing zoning 
or whether customized districts are 
needed for this area.

A key action item for the community is 
to develop a zoning amendment that 
allows higher-density development by 
right but requires more extensive 
stormwater mitigation and flood 
prevention. This method could 
introduce a credit system of 
stormwater/flood management best 
management practices (BMPs) to offset 
the impact of higher-density 
development. The applicant would be 
able to mix and match between these 
BMPs to meet their needed credits.

Options for this type of program could 
include: 

• Payment into infrastructure funds 
or towards central stormwater 
management programs/operations

• On-site BMPs including green 
infrastructure, community retention 
ponds, and/or floodable ground-
floor levels.

100-year flood impacts in the Riverwalk and Walnut Street area (source: Weston & Sampson)

The zoning amendment could also 
introduce a transfer of development 
rights (TDR) program that allows 
density increases in certain areas as 
identified by public-process driven 
neighborhood plans. TDR programs 
allow existing single-family 
neighborhoods that the community 
wants to preserve to send 
development rights to neighborhoods 
the community wants to 
redevelopment. Under the TDR 
program, existing structures would not 
be treated as non-conforming uses as 
long as they remain single-family 
residences.

Small-area/neighborhood planning 
efforts to define TDR sending and 
receiving zones would need to be 
completed before the zoning 
amendment is adopted.

Danvers/Peabody

Potential funding sources for this 

recommendation include:
• Town/City capital budget

• Massachusetts Downtown Initiative

• MassDevelopment Transformative 

Development Initiative

• Build Back Better Regional Challenge

• Real Estate Services Technical Assistance

• Community Development Block Grant

• Under Utilized Properties Grant

• Planning Assistance Grant
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The City would need to identify funds 
for small-area/neighborhood planning 
studies and a consultant to evaluate 
existing zoning and write the zoning 
amendment.

Once funding is secured, the City 
should issue a request for proposals to 
solicit a planner or planning team to 
lead the neighborhood planning 
efforts and draft the zoning 
amendment. This team should have 
experience with TDR in 
Massachusetts, neighborhood 
planning, green infrastructure, 
stormwater management and flood 
reduction efforts, and writing/testing 
zoning amendments.

The consultant would lead the 
process, working closely with project 
partners and others to define the 
program and ensure it is consistent 
with other municipal policies and 
development standards. Other 
sections of the municipal code may 
need to be updated to accommodate 
TDR and green infrastructure 
techniques.

The neighborhood planning processes
and zoning amendment process would 
need to include public processes to 
help gain public support for the 
proposal. Test fits and other market 
analyses should be conducted to 
determine if the proposed zoning is 
economically viable or if adjustments 
will need to be made to make the 
level of development viable.

Several larger cities have adopted 
resiliency zoning to help mitigate 
climate impacts which can be 
reviewed for effectiveness, such as 
Cambridge.

Process

Danvers/Peabody

The current Riverwalk concept in the vicinity of 24 Caller Street

Redevelopment opportunities along the Riverwalk (source: Sasaki)
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The Resilient Cambridge Climate Change 
Preparedness and Resiliency Plan outlined how the 
City of Cambridge could prepare for impacts of 
climate change, including flooding. Redevelopment 
along the North River Corridor may wish to follow a 
similar blueprint to mitigate future flooding impacts 
(source: City of Cambridge, MA)

https://www.cambridgema.gov/Departments/comm
unitydevelopment/resilientcambridgeplan

https://www.cambridgema.gov/Departments/communitydevelopment/resilientcambridgeplan
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Location

Origin

Budget

Timeframe

Risk

Key Performance Indicators

Partners & Resources

Category

Adaptive Capacity Organization for 
Businesses

132

Town of Danvers – LRRP Study Area

Phase I Diagnostic Presentation Feedback

Medium Budget ($50,000 to $200,000)

Short-Term (Less Than 5 Years)

Medium Risk

Dedicated funding source(s), meetings held, members, investments, satisfaction 
surveys 

Town of Danvers (Dept. of Planning & Community Development, others), North 
Shore Chamber of Commerce, Danvers business owners, Danvers property 
owners, Metropolitan Area Planning Council

Tenant Mix

District Management Models in Massachusetts

Source: https://www.mass.gov/doc/2020-revised-business-improvement-district-manual/download

Danvers/Peabody

https://www.mass.gov/doc/2020-revised-business-improvement-district-manual/download
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Budget

Timeframe

Risks

Key Performance Indicators

Partners

• Danvers Planning and Economic Development Division

• Local business community

• Massachusetts Downtown Initiative

• MassDevelopment

• Peer Main Streets organizations and BIDs

• Annual funding support

• Annual expenditures

• Meetings held

• Events held

• Members

• Member satisfaction

• Concerted effort of several stakeholders

• Short/medium-term Town commitment

• Agreement regarding organizational purpose

• Forward momentum to sustain success

Organizers should be able to form a district management 
organization in 18 months or sooner for a district of Danvers’ size.

Seed funding for technical assistance can be acquired to explore 
district management models. Options include the Massachusetts 
Downtown Initiative (now part of the One Stop), ARPA, 
foundations, MassDevelopment, and other stakeholder support.

Medium Budget

Short-Term

Medium Risk

Short-Term 

Priority

Mid/Long-

Term Priority

Ensure 

business 

continuity 

moving 

forward

Placemaking 

investments 

for streets, 

sidewalks, and 

public spaces

Invest in social 

distancing 

infrastructure

Pedestrian 

and cycling 

connectivity 

within and 

between 

communities

Market local 

shopping and 

dining options

Connectivity 

to existing and 

future 

multimodal 

transportation

Plan Priorities

Addresses Priority

Danvers/Peabody
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Among the key pieces of feedback 
received at the Phase I Diagnostic 
Presentation in the Town of Danvers 
concerned the disparate nature for 
business owners to collaborate with 
one another.  As businesses struggled 
with the COVID-19 pandemic, a way to 
collectively share concerns and 
strategies was lacking.  

According to Danvers staff, the Town 
used to facilitate meetings between a 
select group of business owners to 
share opportunities and challenges 
faced by the businesses. This 
arrangement dissipated prior to COVID-
19 due to declining interest from 
business owners.

The COVID-19 pandemic threw many 
challenges at Danvers businesses, 
including staff reductions, reduced 
hours of operation, and needed 
investments to ensure safe gathering 
within stores. Survey results indicated 
76% of respondents generated less 
revenue in 2020 than they did in 2019., 
with 53% operating at a reduced 
capacity. As the community regained 
capacity in spring 2021, business 
owners cited staff shortages as a 
primary obstacle. 

The Phase I Diagnostic Presentation in 
Danvers found that business owners 
would benefit from talking with one 
another and advocating collectively on 
their own behalf.  Targets of focus for 
this advocacy could include overcoming 
staffing challenges, knowledge sharing 
of Town zoning code, beautification 
projects within the community, best 
practices for store improvements, and 
many others.

Main website for Peabody Main Streets

http://www.livepeabody.com/

Diagnostic

Danvers/Peabody

Potential funding sources for this recommendation 

include:
• Town/City capital budget

• Massachusetts Downtown Initiative

• Community Development Block Grant

• MassDevelopment Transformative Development Initiative 

• Under Utilized Properties Grant

• Real Estate Services Technical Assistance

• Foundations

• Private grants

http://www.livepeabody.com/
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Action Items

A downtown management organization 
could serve as an effective resource in 
convene businesses and downtown 
stakeholders. The purpose of the 
organization would be to provide 
better coordination and pooled funding 
to advocate on behalf of business 
interests, interface with the Town on 
economic development priorities, and 
for marketing and other strategies. 

These action items involve an approach 
to forming a sustainable downtown 
management entity that reflects the 
needs and opportunities of businesses, 
residents, and other stakeholders in 
Danvers. Organizers would undertake a 
phased and iterative process to 
evaluate which organizational model 
would work best. 

Get Started

Municipal officials could initiate the 
process by creating a working 
partnership between the municipality 
and downtown stakeholders such as 
businesses, nonprofits, media, civic 
leaders, property owners and active 
residents. 

Develop the Value Proposition

A value proposition must be made for 
investing human capital and financial 
resources into a downtown 
organization and communicate to the 
municipality and private stakeholders 
the impact of their investment. 

The goal of any downtown organization 
is to build a destination that is 
attractive to existing and potential 
businesses, residents, and visitors. A 
successful district management effort 
can result in increased property values, 
sales and meals taxes, stronger 
tenancy, a vibrant cultural scene, and a 
destination where people want to 
shop, locate a business, dine, and live. 
A well-managed and sustainable 
organization will undertake strategic 
programs and services that will help 
achieve that goal. 

Brochure language for the Hudson Downtown Business Improvement District

https://www.discoverhudson.org/

Key benefits of a district management 
approach include: 

• The ability to collectively and cost-
effectively purchase priority 
programs and services to achieve a 
desirable impact and scale. 

• Provision of a unified voice and 
"seat at the table" to advocate for 
district priorities. 

• Professional management and staff 
dedicated to implementing 
programs and services in the 
district. 

• The ability to respond to future 
crises.

• The ability to leverage resources 
and collaborations. 

Danvers/Peabody

https://www.discoverhudson.org/
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Action Items

Stakeholder Engagement, Leadership, 
and Partnerships

Key property owners, business owners, 
and civic leaders should be engaged as 
part of the conversation about forming 
a downtown management entity; this is 
critical to identify key priorities and 
begin discussions on which model 
would be the most sustainable for 
Danvers. The goal of this effort would 
be to form an inclusive and 
representative steering committee to 
develop a sustainable district 
management model. The municipality 
may initiate this effort but should 
transition to a private sector-led 
Steering Committee with strong public 
sector support. The clear 
demonstration of a public/ private 
partnership will help move this effort 
forward.

Create a Community Outreach 
Strategy to Identify Priorities

The Steering Committee should 
undertake efforts to engage 
businesses, property owners and 
interested residents to continue to 
identify needs and priorities for the 
downtown. This work has already 
begun through the LRRP process. The 
effort will provide the vehicles for 
community education on different 
organizational models, identify needs 
and opportunities, as well as identify 
potential leadership. This could happen 
in a variety of ways including: 

• Community forums (in person, if 
possible) – organizers should hold 
fun, engaging and informational 
visioning sessions in convenient, 
accessible, and informal locations, 
like a popular casual restaurant, 
community business space, or 
public space. 

• Peer learning panels – Executive 
Directors from downtown 
management entities in other 
successful communities can provide 
valuable perspective to the 
community. Stakeholder engagement process in Reading

• Visits to other communities with 
downtown entities to see programs 
in action. 

• Survey of needs and priorities, 
building off the success of the local 
LRRP survey. 

• Use of websites and social media.

• One-on-one conversations with key 
stakeholders. 

Danvers/Peabody
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Action Items

Evaluate Organizational Models

Once organizers have established 
downtown priorities, proposed 
programs, and budget, the most 
appropriate district management 
organizational model should be 
determined. Two of the most common 
models are a voluntary nonprofit "Main 
Streets" type organization and a more 
formal Business Improvement District 
(BID).

Organizers must consider an approach 
to financial sustainability and 
governance for each model under 
consideration. The Steering Committee 
may evaluate different organizational 
models through site visits, peer 
learning from Executive directors of 
downtown organizations, online 
research, or other technical assistance.

Resources for Startup and 
Sustainability

Starting a district management 
organization requires seed money. 
Sources include technical assistance 
through the Massachusetts Downtown 
Initiative, the MassDevelopment Real 
Estate technical assistance program 
(for BIDs), or ARPA funds if the 
development of the organization is tied 
to implementing COVID recovery 
activities. 

Local institutions, foundations and key 
stakeholders and individual 
contributors may also be sources for 
seed money to launch an effort to form 
a downtown management entity. 
Organizers need to develop a realistic 
budget and a variety of revenue 
opportunities for the organization. 
Depending on the selected 
organizational model this may include 
assessment/fees, sponsorships, event 
revenue, grants or contracts, and 
foundation and individual giving.

Hyannis Main Street Business Improvement District 
(http://www.hyannismainstreet.com/)

If forming a volunteer-based nonprofit, 
the downtown organization should 
strive to secure multiple year 
commitments from funders. If the 
municipality approves the formation of 
a BID, property owners would have to 
reauthorize the organization every 5 
years. 

Danvers/Peabody

http://www.hyannismainstreet.com/
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With no active downtown organization 
in place, Danvers should consider the 
following steps to begin the process of 
building support for a downtown 
management entity and determining 
the best model for their community. 

• Create a Downtown Partnership 
between the municipality, key 
property owners, key local 
destination businesses, and other 
stakeholders to launch the effort. 

• Form an inclusive, broad-based 
advisory committee to provide 
input and feedback. 

• Secure seed funding for technical 
assistance to explore district 
management models through the 
Massachusetts Downtown Initiative, 
ARPA, foundations, 
MassDevelopment, and other 
stakeholder support. 

• Create community outreach events, 
widely distributing surveys and 
other engagement tools to develop 
program priorities. 

• Hold community forums on 
different management district 
models. 

• Initiate one-on-one conversations 
with stakeholders to secure support 
and engagement in process. 

• Consensus building with 
stakeholders on preferred models, 
programming, and budget. 

• Consider executing a demonstration 
project that could "show" potential 
programs and services provided by 
a district management organization. 

• Formal creation of selected 
management entity model. 

Process

Business Improvement District (BID)

• Undertake a petition process under 
the direction of a Steering 
Committee to secure support of 
60% of property owners 
representing 51% of the assessed 
valuation of the district. The 
petition must include: 

• Map and legal 
description of BID 
boundaries.

• BID improvement plan, 
including programs and 
services.

• Fee Structure 

• Budget 

• Hardship provisions 

• Identified management 

• Property owner 
signatures of support 

Voluntary “Main Streets”-type 
organization

• Formation as a 501(c)(3) 
organization 

• Approval of bylaws 

• File Articles of Organization 

• Establish of a Board of Directors. 

• Secure Funding commitments from 
stakeholders and other sources to 
establish a sustainable financial 
structure for the organization. 

• Formal local legislative approval 
through a public hearing and formal 
vote by the Select Board to 
establish the BID. 

• Completed 501(c)(3) and Articles of 
Organization filings 

• Approval of bylaws 

• Establishment of a Board of 
Directors. 

• Initiation of supplemental services 

• Creation of a memorandum of 
understanding with the municipality 
defining its relationship with the BID 
and baseline services 

• Reauthorization by property owners 
every five years. 

An outline of baseline organizational requirements of the two common district 

management models is below: 

Legislative Authorization Process for a Business 
Improvement District

https://www.mass.gov/doc/2020-revised-business-
improvement-district-manual/download

Best Practice Communities

Amherst (BID)

Beverly (Main St)

Central Sq/Cambridge (BID)

Hudson (BID)

Hyannis (BID)

Peabody (Main St)

Salem (Main St)

Springfield (BID)

Taunton (BID)

Worcester (BID)

Danvers/Peabody

https://www.mass.gov/doc/2020-revised-business-improvement-district-manual/download
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Location

Origin

Budget

Timeframe

Risk

Key Performance Indicators

Partners & Resources

Category

Lease It Local Program

139

City of Peabody – LRRP Study Area

Phase I Diagnostic Presentation Feedback

Medium Budget ($50,000 to $200,000)

Short-Term (Less Than 5 Years)

Medium Risk

Dedicated funding source(s), meetings held, members, investments, satisfaction 
surveys 

Town of Danvers (Dept. of Planning & Community Development, others), North Shore 
Chamber of Commerce, Danvers business owners, Danvers property owners, Metropolitan 
Area Planning Council

Tenant Mix

Central Street in Peabody

Danvers/Peabody
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Budget

Timeframe

Risks

Key Performance Indicators

Partners

• Peabody Department of Community Development 

• Local business community

• Peabody Main Streets 

• Peabody Area Chamber of Commerce

• MassDevelopment and Massachusetts Downtown Initiative

• Salem State Enterprise Center

• Decrease in vacant commercial spaces

• Number of businesses engaged

• Increase in the number of new business in the study area 
(including MWBE-owned)

• Long-term funding limitations

• Program sustainability

• Administrative capacity

• Interest from property owners

• Property owner follow-through

Initiation of a program can be completed in a matter of months.

Funds required for program coordinator/business liaison position, 
as well as additional assistance for grant and incentive program 
administration. Possible sources of funding include private grants, 
MassDevelopment’s Transformative Development Initiative, the 
Massachusetts Downtown Initiative, and ARPA.

Medium Budget

Short-Term

Medium Risk

Short-Term 

Priority

Mid/Long-

Term Priority

Ensure 

business 

continuity 

moving 

forward

Placemaking 

investments 

for streets, 

sidewalks, and 

public spaces

Invest in social 

distancing 

infrastructure

Pedestrian 

and cycling 

connectivity 

within and 

between 

communities

Market local 

shopping and 

dining options

Connectivity 

to existing and 

future 

multimodal 

transportation

Plan Priorities

Addresses Priority

Danvers/Peabody
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With negative impacts to local 
businesses during the COVID-19 
pandemic, a proactive approach to 
keeping storefronts filled in Peabody 
Square and throughout the 
community is warranted. Although 
data and survey results showed that 
the business community suffered few 
closings, retaining and cultivating 
locally-owned small businesses helps 
keep business districts vibrant and 
spending in the community.

A previous Lease It Local program 
was in place through a short-term 
Transformative Development 
Initiative (TDI) grant, where the City 
and the Peabody Area Chamber of 
Commerce partnered with 
MassDevelopment. The program was 
not renewed. 

As part of the Phase 1 diagnostic 
presentation in Peabody, 
stakeholders from Peabody Main 
Streets expressed interest in re-
initiating this program to support 
local businesses and address 
commercial vacancies in the 
community.

Diagnostic

141

Action Items

A renewed Lease It Local program 

would need to encompass a number 

of elements or incentives for both 

property owners and interested small 

business owners. A key objective of 

program planning would be creating 

the right conditions for it to be 

sustainable over the long-term. 

Having a database of available 

properties, or for that fact, all 

properties in the subject area would 

be beneficial to this program.

Actions items include:

• Developing a proactive program to 

encourage and support new local 

business development and fill 

street-level vacancies.

• Create a small business 

development program which can 

work in partnership with local 

commercial property owners and 

provide resources and knowledge 

to cultivate local start-up and 

incubator businesses. This is similar 

in concept to the Capacity Building 

for Startups and New Businesses 

idea. 

• Secure funding, personnel, and 

resources for the program.

• Create a current database of 

available properties to assist in 

finding space for small and local 

businesses.

Create & Escape and Granite Coast Brewing each 
opened under the prior Lease It Local Program

Danvers/Peabody

Potential funding sources for this 

recommendation include:
• Town/City capital budget

• Massachusetts Downtown Initiative

• MassDevelopment Transformative 

Development Initiative

• Community Development Block Grant

• Under Utilized Properties Grant

• Foundations

• Private grants
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The previous Lease It Local program 
should be reviewed and evaluated to 
determine its effectiveness and identify 
any changes or modifications to the 
program.

Next, program requirements should be 
built, with the process, budget, and 
staffing required to build a work plan. 
Ideally, a five-year budget should be 
developed. Steps in building a work 
plan include: 

• Identify funding sources

• Determine the level of support
available

• Fill the City’s vacant Business 
Liaison position to administer the 
program

• Define program eligibility, program 
administration, application/support 
processes, and requirements

• Develop outreach and marketing 
effort, including consultations, 
messaging, targeted audiences, a 
web interface, online programming 
(this may initially require 
consultants), and communications

• Coordinate and fund business 
grant/incentive programs or rental 
assistance incentives

• Set program goals and milestones

• Coordinate business and property 
owner incentive programs

• Cultivate public/private 
partnerships with property owners 
for program participation

• Develop, and update regularly, a 
property database to track all 
available real estate space

• Develop opportunities to engage 
partners, such as the Salem State 
Enterprise Center, for small 
business support, recruitment and 
workshops.

Process

Springfield’s Lease It Local program

https://developspringfield.com/

Danvers/Peabody

https://developspringfield.com/
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Program Coordination, 
Implementation, and Evaluation

For management of the program, the 
best practice example from Springfield, 
MA shows how online administration of 
the program can help ensure goals are 
being met, with continuous updating of 
the database. 

Continued business and property 
owner engagements are critical for the 
Lease It Local’s program long-term 
sustainability.

Process

Springfield’s Lease It Local program

The Massachusetts Vacant Storefront 

Program allows commercial areas to seek 

refundable tax credits for leasing and 

occupying vacant storefronts in the district. 

A municipal match is required for up to 

$10,000 in refundable tax credits.

Program information can be found at 

https://www.mass.gov/service-

details/massachusetts-vacant-storefronts-

program-mvsp

Danvers/Peabody

https://www.mass.gov/service-details/massachusetts-vacant-storefronts-program-mvsp
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Location

Origin

Budget

Timeframe

Risk

Key Performance Indicators

Partners & Resources

Category

Small Business Assistance

144

City of Peabody – Community-Wide

City Feedback During Project Ideation

Medium Budget ($50,000 to $200,000)

Short-Term (Less Than 5 Years)

Medium Risk

Persons served, jobs placed, internships placed, apprenticeships placed, increased 
spending, wages earned, businesses involved

City of Peabody(Dept. of Planning & Community Development, others), North 
Shore Chamber of Commerce, Peabody Main Streets, local banks, Peabody 
business owners, Peabody property owners, Metropolitan Area Planning Council, 
Peabody Area Chamber of Commerce

Tenant Mix

Main Street in Peabody

Danvers/Peabody
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Budget

Timeframe

Risks

Key Performance Indicators

Partners

• Peabody Department of Community Development 

• Local business community

• Peabody Main Streets 

• Peabody Area Chamber of Commerce

• MassDevelopment and Massachusetts Downtown Initiative

• Salem State Enterprise Center

Key performance indicators will vary based on the activity brought 
forward by the community. The Process section details key 
performance indicators for each option. 

• Long-term funding limitations

• Program sustainability

• Administrative capacity

• Interest from potential partners

Organizers should be able to make decisions on organizational 
purpose and launch activities within 1 year. Time required to scale 
program activities will be dependent upon the activities selected; it 
may take several years for more ambitious ideas to become fully 
implemented.

Options defined on the following pages range from specialized 
events which can run for as little as $5,000 to large-scale property 
acquisition which can exceed several hundreds of thousands of 
dollars.

Medium Budget

Short-Term

Medium Risk

Short-Term 

Priority

Mid/Long-

Term Priority

Ensure 

business 

continuity 

moving 

forward

Placemaking 

investments 

for streets, 

sidewalks, and 

public spaces

Invest in social 

distancing 

infrastructure

Pedestrian 

and cycling 

connectivity 

within and 

between 

communities

Market local 

shopping and 

dining options

Connectivity 

to existing and 

future 

multimodal 

transportation

Plan Priorities

Addresses Priority

Danvers/Peabody
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Demographic research conducted for 
the diagnostic phase of the project 
found that the LRRP study area in 
Peabody trended younger, more 
diverse, and with less educational 
attainment than the city as a whole 
and across Massachusetts. 

The study area’s daytime employee 
population is about half of the 
residential population, with median 
household income lower than across 
Peabody and with a predominantly 
renter-occupied housing stock. 

Population growth in the LRRP study 
area is also slower than observed in the 
community as a whole and across 
Massachusetts.

Given these factors, Peabody staff 
expressed a desire to support 
workforce development and small 
business formation efforts within the 
community through a robust technical 
assistance program. Where access to 
capital can be challenging and 
knowledge of business formation is 
lacking, a coordinated program to 
support budding entrepreneurs in the 
community can support factors such as:

• Employment

• Wage growth

• Vacancies

• Wealth building

Resources exist in the area to support 
this idea, including the presence of a 
business liaison within the Community 
Development Department (position 
currently vacant) and Salem Enterprise 
Center offered by Salem State 
University.

Diagnostic

146

The study area’s younger population yields the potential for vibrant 
new ideas, but access to capital and knowhow is an obstacle 

Greater diversity in the study area points to the need for technical 
assistance to support these populations with wealth generation 

Danvers/Peabody
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There are a considerable number of 
alternatives for building small business 
capacity. Some significant things to 
determine include:

• The nature of services and 
resources to offer.

• The clusters of entrepreneurs and 
small businesses to focus on.

• The number stages of the business 
development lifecycle of interest.

• Whether Peabody’s efforts should 
prioritize working directly with small 
businesses or convening and 
coordinating the network of 
business support organizations 
serving entrepreneurs (e.g., 
whether or not to offer business 
programs and resources in house 
our invest in their cultivation among 
select community partners).

Each of these considerations is profiled 
in more detail below. Determining 
answers to these questions is critical 
prior to developing a successful long-
term approach. A working group made 
up of governmental stakeholders and 
representatives of key business groups 
such as Peabody Main Streets and the 
Peabody Area Chamber of Congress 
can support this step.

Action Items

147

Services and Resources Offered

This first alternative refers to the 
offerings mix such as the decision to 
provide business development 
workshops and classes, technical 
assistance (e.g., helping with 
completing financial assistance 
applications or writing business plans) 
and resource navigation (e.g., serving 
as a concierge and making referrals to 
the appropriate sequence of support 
services), low-to-no-cost office space 
(e.g., incubators, co-working) and 
business centers with special programs 
(e.g., accelerators), coaching and 
mentoring services, business pitch 
competitions, procurement-readiness 
certification and vendor pipeline 
development series (e.g., one-on-one, 
group, and cohort programs focused on 
helping businesses obtain minority and 
women-owned business, HUD section 
3, disadvantaged business enterprise 
and other business certifications.

Business Clusters Served

This aspect of business support 
decision-making refers to choosing 
what kinds entrepreneurs and small 
businesses to support. The national 
network partner SourceLink has a short 
video that outlines four fundamental 
clusters of businesses regardless of 
industry or sector. Each cluster 
generally requires different kinds of 
support tailored to their distinct 
contexts. 

• The innovation-led cluster refers to 
tech, high tech, and science-based 
businesses. 

• The microenterprise cluster 
encompasses small businesses with 
10 or fewer employees, often 
operating in the “gig” economy. This 
includes freelance photographers, 
event planners and promoters, 
consultants, pursuing their craft for 
personal income full-time or as side 
jobs. 

• The main street cluster, or 
“mainstreeters,” corresponds to 
doctor’s offices, law firms, 
restaurants, retail shops and the like 
that bring vibrancy to commercial 
corridors and neighborhoods, but 
whose firms are unlikely to grow 
too much. 

• Lastly, the second stage cluster 
encompasses established firms with 
10 to 100 employees capable of 
achieving high-levels of growth and 
scale.

Business Development Lifecycle

Like living organisms, businesses go 
through a lifecycle. In public sector 
work, terms like “start up,” “stay up,” 
“scale up,” and “split up” have been 
adopted to broadly characterize the 
phases of the entire lifecycle. Within 
each phase, one would find the 
traditional stages of business 
development commonly taught in a 
Business 101 course. This includes the 
“seed,” “concept” or “idea” stage 
interchangeably; the “launch” or “start-
up” stage; the “growth,” “shakeout,” 
and “maturity” stages; the “expansion” 
stage; and the “decline,” “succession,” 
and “exit” stages within the phases, 
respectively. Businesses wrestle with 
distinct challenges, pursue different 
milestones, and require different kinds 
of support along this continuum. It 
would serve Peabody well to be 
cognizant of how support is configured 
to assist entrepreneurs and small 
businesses along this journey. There is 
no effective one-size-fits-all approach 
to small business support.

The Appendix features 

resources which can 

support Peabody’s efforts 

towards supporting small 

business development, such 

as plans from providers like 

SourceLink (left)

Danvers/Peabody
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Action Items

148

Entrepreneurial Ecosystem Building

In addition to working directly with 
small businesses to build their capacity, 
municipalities can alternatively assume 
the role of convener and connector 
across local and regional resource 
networks of entrepreneur or business 
support organizations—
interchangeably called ESOs and BSOs. 

ESOs tend to include government, 
nonprofits (e.g., public charities, 
foundations, community development 
financial institutions, economic 
development agencies, chambers of 
commerce, etc.), and academic 
institutions that provide any of the 
kinds of offerings described above. In 
some special cases—like coworking 
facilities, incubators, and 
accelerators—ESOs can be for-profit 
enterprises that offer their resources at 
low or otherwise moderate costs. ESOs 
do not include professional services 
providers like accountants, lawyers, 
insurance agents, commercial banks, or 
technology companies.

The entire network of ESOs in a 
community are referred to as the small 
business ecosystem. Uncoordinated, 
these actors struggle to meet 
businesses where they are in culturally 
and contextually congruent ways 
capable of helping them achieve their 
goals and objectives. This reality has 
given rise to the emergence of 
entrepreneurial ecosystem building, 
which entails the active pursuit of 
inclusive coordination and systematic 
enhancement of the local or regional 
ESO network. 

Subsets of ESOs in these networks 
focus on or specialize in particular 
small business clusters and stages of 
the business development lifecycle. 
Ecosystem building is a team sport, and 
municipalities can play essential 
leadership roles in mapping, realigning, 
augmenting, and investing in the 
improvement of their small business 
ecosystems to scale business capacity 
building and growth activities through 
cooperation—realizing collective 
impact.

• The main street cluster, or 
“mainstreeters,” corresponds to 
doctor’s offices, law firms, 
restaurants, retail shops and the like 
that bring vibrancy to commercial 
corridors and neighborhoods, but 
whose firms are unlikely to grow 
too much. 

• Lastly, the second stage cluster 
encompasses established firms with 
10 to 100 employees capable of 
achieving high-levels of growth and 
scale.

Business Development Lifecycle

Like living organisms, businesses go 
through a lifecycle. In public sector 
work, terms like “start up,” “stay up,” 
“scale up,” and “split up” have been 
adopted to broadly characterize the 
phases of the entire lifecycle. Within 
each phase, one would find the 
traditional stages of business 
development commonly taught in a 
Business 101 course. This includes the 
“seed,” “concept” or “idea” stage 
interchangeably; the “launch” or “start-
up” stage; the “growth,” “shakeout,” 
and “maturity” stages; the “expansion” 
stage; and the “decline,” “succession,” 
and “exit” stages within the phases, 
respectively. Businesses wrestle with 
distinct challenges, pursue different 
milestones, and require different kinds 
of support along this continuum. It 
would serve Peabody well to be 
cognizant of how support is configured 
to assist entrepreneurs and small 
businesses along this journey. There is 
no effective one-size-fits-all approach 
to small business support.

Entrepreneurial ecosystem building connects community resources, 
such as incubators, coworking facilities, and technical expertise, in a 
coordinated fashion (see Appendix for more details)

Danvers/Peabody
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Planning considerations can be as 
nominal or as expansive as the array of 
resources available and capacity 
building strategies pursued by a given 
community. To that end, a few high-
level parameters by selected activity 
category are provided below:

Workshops and Classes

• Unless developed in-house, budgets 
may span $15,000 to $45,000.

• Costs can include curricular asset 
acquisition with onboarding and 
year one licensing fees, 
course/event registration (e.g., 
Eventbrite, Sign-up Genius, etc.) 
and data system subscriptions (i.e., 
learning management systems, 
customer relationship management 
systems, etc.), collateral and digital 
design, marketing and promotions, 
and supplies.

• Curricula licensing and technology 
subscriptions may require annual 
renewal fees in addition to the 
range above.

• Resources can include programs 
and assets offered by regional, 
national, and international ESOs 
with proven programs such as 
EforAll, Rising Tide Capital (e.g., 
Community Business Academy), 
Kauffman (e.g., FastTrac, 1 Million 
Cups), CO.STARTERS, Digital Main 
Street, Next Street, Forward Cities, 
and Mass Challenge. This is not 
intended to be a complete list.

• These activities should take less 
than six months to identify vendors 
and launch the first cycle of 
workshops and classes. Offerings 
may be administered annually, 
semiannually, by trimester, or 
quarterly

Process

• Key performance indicators can 
include the enrollment and program 
completion rates, participant 
satisfaction rates, net promoter 
scores, the amount of funds raised 
in support of the program, the 
number of businesses achieving 
their goals (i.e., by goal area). It can 
also include the number of training 
hours provided and amount of 
funds awarded.

• Risks for this offerings category is 
low and primarily concerns low 
adoption/participation rates and 
unfavorable reviews. These 
programs can also be labor 
intensive to effectively develop and 
administer.

• Actions include determining what 
kind of training to offer and the 
target categories and stages of 
small businesses to serve—deciding 
whether to develop a bespoke
program or to adapt/adopt an 
existing model(s).

• The process should begin with an 
environmental scan of existing 
business support workshops and 
classes and an assessment of what 
is missing. Community engagement 
should allow the municipality or 
community partner to elicit the 
kinds of developmental content 
most desired and/or needed by the 
small business community. Once the 
need has been determined, 
program development and resource 
acquisition begin. If developed in-
house, the provider will need to 
outline and develop materials and 
the sequence and modes of 
delivery. Subsequently, marketing 
and promotions is an essential 
means for driving enrollment with 
such considerations as requiring 
advanced registrations versus 
allowing walk-ins. Program 
administration follows along with 
options for personal office hours 
and post-program engagement 
(e.g., surveys, check-ins, and exit 
interviews) to determine the 
effectiveness of the program.

Technical Assistance (TA) and 
Resource Navigators

• If performed in-house, an ideal 
budget may span $56,589 to 
$92,651 per staff member.

• This is the annual median cost range 
for salaries plus 30% for benefits for 
full-time Training and Development 
Specialists ($71,270), Social and 
Community Service Managers 
($67,310), Community and Social 
Service Specialists, All Other 
($43,530) based on the following 
Standard Occupation Classification 
Codes 13-1151.00, 11-9151.00 and 
21- 1099.00, respectively for the 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

• Figures obtained from 
www.onetonline.org, our nation's 
primary source of occupational 
information.

• Sample job titles include, but is not 
limited to: Business 
Instructor/Advisor, Program 
Coordinator, Business Specialist, 
Small Business Development 
Manager, Site Coordinator, and 
Network Navigator.

• Key performance indicators include 
the number of small businesses 
served (i.e., new and retained), and 
targeted milestones and goals 
achieved to mark their progression 
along the business development 
lifecycle (e.g., viable proof of 
concept, entity formation, capital 
raised, sales volume and average 
size, customer size and repeat rates, 
number of jobs created/retained, 
certifications attained, growth and 
expansion). Internal metrics include 
the number programs under 
management, partnerships 
formalized, and funds raised to 
support new and existing programs.

Danvers/Peabody
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Process

• Risks are generally low to moderate 
and may include accessibility, low 
morale, burnout, and turnover if 
employees are under resourced, 
feel unappreciated, or are over 
allocated (i.e., “stretched too thin”). 
It is also important to align 
employee interests and skills to the 
scope and nature of the work. 
Training and additional staff may be 
necessary steps for mitigating these 
risks.

• Regarding timing, technical support 
staff should be hired as early in the 
process of rendering service as 
possible to ensure effectiveness, 
making it a short-term prospect. 
Staff hired in the midst of program 
administration face steeper learning 
curves and shorter onboarding 
support. Additionally, business 
support staff should be in 
empowered to contribute to the 
development and refinement of the 
offerings portfolio.

• Actions include the decision to 
allocate staff resources to small 
business support activities and 
initiating the hiring process once 
the requisite budget is obtained.

• The process involves framing the 
specific small business need(s), 
determining the sources of funds, 
portfolio of work, and operating 
resources needed to ensure 
success. This includes resources for 
marketing the new available 
resources and services and whether 
community partnerships are needed 
for augmentation.

Office Space and Business Centers

• These costs can vary significantly 
based on a number of factors, but
may include property acquisition 
($750,000 – $3,000,000), buildout 
of new or existing municipally-
owned facilities (e.g., $50,000 –
$200,000), staffing (see above), and 
operating costs.

• Key performance indicators here 
include occupancy rates or the 
number of subscribing members or 
participants; profitability and 
efficiency measures (e.g., low 
costs); number of programs offered, 
funds raised and number of 
partnerships formed in support of 
programmatic efforts.

• Risks can be medium to high 
depending on whether or not new 
or existing facilities are acquired 
and developed, accessibility, the 
total cost for development, staffing, 
and ongoing operations; in addition 
to adoption rates since the 
presence of a new center does not 
automatically mean that businesses 
will take advantage of the resource.

• Timelines will also vary with this 
approach based on the above 
decisions. However, retrofitting an 
existing facility or space can range 
from a few months to a year.

• These actions and processes vary, 
but are commonly understood by 
most municipalities as these falls 
within the scope of general 
municipal operations.

Specialized Events and Pipeline 
Programs

• Whether in-house or outsourced, 
budgets may span $5,000 to 
$75,000 per year.

• These costs can comprise program 
materials, facility rentals, catering, 
event supplies, instructor/trainer 
fees, entertainment fees, audio 
visual and technology services (e.g., 
sound systems, projectors, and 
screens),event insurance, awards, 
small business grants.

• Refer to “Workshops and Classes” 
above for general resource options, 
key performance indicators, risks, 
actions, and processes.

• In the case of annual pitch 
competitions and small business 
galas, specialized resources may 
involve procuring the assistance of 
an event planner, cater, emcee, 
deejay or band.

• In the case of organizational 
pipeline programs, specialized 
resources can require the services 
of quality consultants or software 
vendors that offer solutions 
designed to clarify and streamline 
organizational processes for 
increased efficiency and 
performance.

Danvers/Peabody

Potential funding sources for this 

recommendation include:
• Town/City capital budget

• Massachusetts Downtown Initiative

• MassDevelopment Transformative 

Development Initiative

• Planning Assistance Grant

• Regional Pilot Project Grant Program

• Community Development Block Grant

• Under Utilized Properties Grant

• Foundations

• Private grants
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Process

Entrepreneurial Ecosystem Building

• These resources can be procured 
for $25,000 to $150,000 per year.

• Refer to the Best Practice Sheet 
titled, “Facilitating Inclusive 
Entrepreneurial Ecosystem Building 
and Enhancement” for actions and 
process steps associated with the 
development of www.Nexusi90.org
(powered by SourceLink) in Greater 
Rochester (NY)/Finger Lakes Region, 
at the end of this section.

• The costs above may cover platform 
implementation, training, two to 
five years of technology and data 
system fees, collateral and digital ad 
design, printing, event planning and 
hosting, marketing and promotions, 
network research and development, 
and a hotline.

• Qwally is another national network 
provider that offers certification 
compliance and inclusive 
procurement “GovTech” solutions 
to municipalities. Their solutions are 
ecosystemic because their base 
platform implementation allows 
municipalities to refer businesses to 
selected local and regional ESOs for 
technical assistance at different 
places along the user journey for 
zoning and permitting, certification, 
licensing, funding, and procurement 
activities.

• Ecosystemic enhancements to 
network partners can cost an 
additional $375,000 to $1,500,000 
for three to 6 ESOs to deepen their 
collaboration and improve their 
relevance and organizational 
capacity to assist small businesses, 
making them ideal referral partners. 
This is based on proprietary ESO 
capacity-building programs 
developed by this project idea’s 
SME, Third Eye Network.

• The time to build, launch, market, 
expand, and possibly enhance the 
network should take place over 
three to five years as this is a social 
transformation program that takes 
time to shift the local/regional 
culture.

• Regarding resources, Kauffman 
Foundation has convened an annual 
global ESHIP Summit to advance 
entrepreneurial ecosystem building 
as an emerging industry sector and 
occupational field of practice. They 
have culminated the summit 
community’s collective learning and 
progress into a phenomenal and 
instructive playbook for ecosystem 
builders. In addition, in March 2021, 
the International Economic 
Development Council announced its 
new certification on entrepreneur-
led economic development, which 
focused on entrepreneurial 
ecosystem building. 

Resources from firms like 

Rising Tide Capital (right) are 

featured in the Appendix

Danvers/Peabody
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Location

Origin

Budget

Timeframe

Risk

Key Performance Indicators

Partners & Resources

Category

Permitting for Filming

152

Town of Danvers – Community-Wide

Town Feedback During Project Ideation

Low Budget (Less Than $50,000)

Short-Term (Less Than 5 Years)

Low Risk (political risk centered around potential for 
community feedback)

Admin Capacity

Maple Street in Danvers

Danvers/Peabody
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• Permits received

• Permits granted

• Average length of permits

• Number of complaints 
received

• Nature of complaints received

• Spending at local businesses

• Danvers Planning and Economic Development Division

• Danvers Zoning Board of Appeals

153

Budget

Timeframe

Risks

Key Performance Indicators

Partners

• No risks identified

Policy language can be reviewed, approved, and enacted as a 
matter of Town Meetings, which meet each year on the 3rd

Monday in May or periodically throughout the year as Special 
Town Meetings.

Idea involves policy changes only and has no cost.

Low Budget

Short-Term

Low Risk

Short-Term 

Priority

Mid/Long-

Term Priority

Ensure 

business 

continuity 

moving 

forward

Placemaking 

investments 

for streets, 

sidewalks, and 

public spaces

Invest in social 

distancing 

infrastructure

Pedestrian 

and cycling 

connectivity 

within and 

between 

communities

Market local 

shopping and 

dining options

Connectivity 

to existing and 

future 

multimodal 

transportation

Plan Priorities

Addresses Priority

Danvers/Peabody
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Currently, any filming taking place in 
the Town of Danvers requires a Special 
Permit from the Zoning Board of 
Appeals. There are limited criteria for 
whether to grant such a permit, leading 
to an opaque process for applicants. 

The timeframe needed for review is 
also prohibitive for some projects, 
especially those requiring only a few 
days. 

Another question concerns whether a 
zoning review of a temporary event like 
filming is appropriate or not.

Strategies for reforming the process for 
review of filming applications in 
Danvers was raised by the community. 
A particular concern regards short-
term filming, particularly for academic 
and other types of non-revenue 
applicants. Foregone filming events in 
Danvers deprives local businesses of 
potential revenues, such as spending 
for meals.

Diagnostic Action Items

Six steps were identified for the Town 
of Danvers to move forward with 
review of the film application process:

• Review Existing Policies – including 
materials from when current 
language was added to Zoning 
Bylaw and decisions on past 
applications to determine typical 
length of process and conditions 
commonly applied

• Identify Areas of Concern –
determine how common 
community concerns are addressed 
in the approval process and 
whether standard conditions could 
be applied to every filming 
approval; a valuable question are 
whether benefits from local film 
production (such as increased 
spending at local businesses) as well 
as challenges are properly reflected 
in the approval process

• Review Best Practice Policy 
Language from Other Communities 
– research how peer communities 
handle permitting for public filming 
and how processes vary by 
government type and/or frequency 
of filming; common systems and 
requirements could be used in 
Danvers

Film permitting is likely best handled in 
a licensing process before the Board of 
Selectmen. Zoning is generally best 
used to review permanent, or long-
term uses, not filming activities that 
are often less than two weeks. 
Enforcement of a licensing regimen is 
faster and more responsive to 
neighborhood concerns. 

If this use is to remain in zoning, a 
recommendation would be to amend 
the language in Section 9.1.h. of the 
Zoning Bylaw to clarify that the use 
only requires a Special Permit if the 
length of the activity warrants the 
process. A one- or two-day filming 
effort is unlikely to warrant such a 
process. 

Process

• Propose Language Edits for Existing 
Town Policies – draft proposed 
changes, potentially drafting a 
couple of options which outline 
alternative approaches; Town 
Counsel should be consulted to 
ensure consistency with State law

• Discuss Edits with Town Staff a 
working group of key policy and 
permitting staff in the Town should 
review options and provide 
feedback, recognizing whether 
feedback can be quickly addressed 
or if more comprehensive changes 
are desired; technical and political 
issues should be identified

• Undertake Public Process to Enact 
Policy Changes – language should 
be submitted to Town Warrant with 
a  short (one or two-page) 
explanation of the changes and 
process that led to them for Town 
Meeting members and other 
stakeholders

The criteria for granting, conditioning, 
or denying the Special Permit should 
also be clarified to indicate the goals 
sought, rather than relying on the 
general Special Permit criteria in State 
law. 

The Town indicated the time-sensitivity 
of this issue in August 2021 when the 
project idea was discussed. If the goal 
is to meet the warrant deadline for the 
fall Town Meeting, an easy way to 
amend the language in section 9.1.h. of 
the Zoning Bylaw would be along the 
following lines:

“(h) Movie/TV production uses for up 
to fourteen (14) days, subject to 
Special Permit by the Zoning Board of 
Appeals. In addition to the standard 
Special Permit criteria, such a review

shall factor in the economic benefits to 
local businesses. Movie/TV production 
uses for fewer than five (5) days do not 
require a Special Permit but may have 
reasonable conditions imposed by the 
Town Planning & Economic 
Development Director.” 

Since the Special Permit itself can limit 
the timeframe of the production use, 
the 14-day maximum does not seem 
necessary. In addition, this language 
allows shorter filming to occur with 
administrative review. Finally, it adds 
an additional criterion to the special 
permit review that factors in the 
project’s stated goal to think about 
benefits to local businesses. 

Danvers/Peabody
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Location

Origin

Budget

Timeframe

Risk

Key Performance Indicators

Partners & Resources

Category

Streamlining Special Events/Pop-Ups

155

Town of Danvers/City of Peabody – LRRP Study Areas

Town/City Feedback During Project Ideation

Low Budget (Less Than $50,000)

Short-Term (Less Than 5 Years)

Low Risk

Number of permits received, number of permits granted, ratio of permits issues to 
permits denied, length of permit review process, sales growth for nearby 
businesses, number and nature of complaints received

Town of Danvers (Dept. of Planning & Community Development, others), City of 
Peabody (Dept. of Community Development, others), Zoning Boards of Appeal, 
Planning Boards

Admin Capacity

Peabody Main Streets holds a weekly Friday Nights on Main Street market event in Peabody

Danvers/Peabody
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Budget

Timeframe

Risks

Key Performance Indicators

Partners

• Danvers Planning and Economic Development Division and 
others

• Peabody Department of Community Development and others

• Local business community

• Peabody Main Streets

• Future Danvers-specific downtown organization

• Permits received

• Permits granted

• Average length of permit

• Number of complaints 
received

• Nature of complaints received

• Spending at local businesses

• Inadequate enforcement of regulations at events

Idea involves policy changes only and has no cost.

Low Budget

Short-Term

Low Risk

Short-Term 

Priority

Mid/Long-

Term Priority

Ensure 

business 

continuity 

moving 

forward

Placemaking 

investments 

for streets, 

sidewalks, and 

public spaces

Invest in social 

distancing 

infrastructure

Pedestrian 

and cycling 

connectivity 

within and 

between 

communities

Market local 

shopping and 

dining options

Connectivity 

to existing and 

future 

multimodal 

transportation

Plan Priorities

Addresses Priority

In Danvers, policy language can be reviewed, approved, and 
enacted as a matter of Town Meetings, which meet each year on 
the 3rd Monday in May or periodically throughout the year as 
Special Town Meetings.

In Peabody, City Council meets on the second and fourth Thursday 
of each month.

In each community, several departments would likely be sought for 
any changes in municipal policy regarding streamlining special 
events and pop-ups.

Danvers/Peabody
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The COVID pandemic has unleashed 
creativity and permissiveness in 
permitting for municipal special events 
across Massachusetts. Danvers and 
Peabody may wish to retain certain 
aspects of these changes, include 
easing the burden of applying for 
permits and making sure costs properly 
reflect the amount of effort necessary 
to process the permits and do not 
result in inequitable access by different 
groups. 

More efficient and easier permitting 
processes can lead to quicker turn-
around and peace of mind for those 
organizing these events for the 
community. Streamlining event 
permitting can help groups organizing 
events to use their resources more 
efficiently and result in better events 
when permitted on a singular parcel as 
zoning dictates. 

The process for soliciting events in each 
community leaves room for 
improvement. In Danvers, the Town’s 
website advertises Endicott Park as the 
location for holding special events in 
the community. November 2020 
temporary regulations for the use of 
outdoor space provide precedent for 
create, short-term repurposing of the 
streetscape, but the regulations do not 
specifically allow for special events. The 
absence of a downtown business 
association indicates a lack of capacity 
in the community to initiative events. 
The Board of Health is also involved at 
any event where food may be served.

In Peabody, special events can be held 
on private property provided that the 
application is received 90 days prior to 
the event. Applications are review of 
relevant City departments; the City’s 
business liaison is positioned to 
support applicants, although as of 
summer 2021 this position is vacant. 
Peabody Main Streets holds several 
special events in the community each 
year.

Diagnostic

The City of Peabody’s Special Event Application

The following language details a 
regulatory process taken from Osceola 
County in Florida that employs best 
practices for special event permitting: a 
central repository for application with 
the ability to submit electronically and 
follow the permit review process via 
electronic permitting. Review 
processes are done transparently and 
discussed at routinely scheduled 
meetings in conformance with the local 
government’s regulatory codes.

Danvers/Peabody
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In order to streamline a community’s 
permitting process, the municipality 
should review its permitting powers: 
who reviews and approves, how much 
does the permit cost, is there an appeal 
procedure, and other key questions 
confronted by applicants and the 
community.

The following best practices can be 
used to improve communication 
between stakeholders and the 
community about the local permitting 
process for special events. These 
techniques help ensure an expedient, 
open permitting process for special 
event and pop-up permitting. 

Action Items

In Danvers, involvement of the Board of Health is required when food is served to the general public

• Provide a single point of contact 

• Provide a users’ guide to permitting 
with permitting flow charts & 
checklists 

• Clear submittal requirements 

• Ability to submit concurrent 
Applications

• Combined Public Hearings, if 
needed

• Pre-application assistance 

• Use of a Development Review 
Committee 

• Regularly scheduled inter-
departmental meetings

These best practices apply to 
streamlining special event applications 
that are allowed in specific areas of a 
community. In most cases, the zoning 
district would dictate the type of uses 
allowed in a community. These best 
practices are for special events as a 
type of use in commercially zoned 
areas with a limited number of 
occurrences per calendar year

As discussed in the Short-Term Film Permitting project 

idea, several action items were identified to help expedite 

review processes in the Town of Danvers. A similar process 

can be carried out for event and pop-up permitting in both 

Danvers and Peabody:

• Review existing policies

• Identify areas of concern

• Review best practice policy language from other 

communities

• Propose language edits for existing City and Town 

policies

• Discuss edits with City and Town staff

• Undertake a public process to enact policy changes

Danvers/Peabody
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As described on the previous page, 
streamlined permitting can be realized 
if a municipality explores the concepts 
below. Not only has COVID perhaps 
expedited these processes, but it has 
likely created a more permanent 
change in the ways municipalities 
interact with special events.

• Single point of contact. A single 
department, ideally a single official, 
should serve as the repository for 
the initial application and would 
determine if requirements are met, 
leading to the scheduling of a 
Development Review Committee 
Meeting. 

• Users’ Guide to Permitting and 
Permitting Flow Charts and 
Checklists. If Danvers or Peabody 
already has a product like this, the 
process for permitting for special 
events can be incorporated into the 
existing guide. An electronic 
permitting system allows for easy 
following the flow of the permit for 
the applicant to see what either was 
missing or if a staff review had 
occurred. 

• Clear submittal requirements.
Special event permit applications 
may require documented 
permission from the property 
owner, site plan, photos, proof of 
insurance, and a narrative 
description of the event. Other 
documents would be required if 
necessary. The single point of 
contact on the communities’ side 
should assist with these issues when 
events are proposed in a public 
right-of-way.

• Concurrent applications. Other 
required application permits, and 
their approvals, would need to be 
furnished as part of the permit 
approval process. 

• Combined public hearings

• Pre-application process. The point 
of contact for the process was the 
specific department staff person 
who would be able to address 
outstanding issues and questions 
regarding the permit requirements. 

Process

• Development Review Committee 
(DRC). The administrative approval 
of the DRC, or a similar type of 
committee in Danvers and Peabody, 
would occur either through a 
consent agenda or if pulled to be 
addressed publicly. The DRC could 
include public works, buildings, 
parks, public health, and planning 
departments. 

• Regularly scheduled inter-
departmental meetings. These 
meetings keep the issues of the 
specific special event permits in the 
City and Town’s pipeline of 
coordinated reviews. 

• A key piece of the items to the left 
involves speed. The more 
information applicants have in 
advance (by web posting or a single 
point of contact within the 
community to answer questions), 
the higher the level of coordination 
which can occur between 
departments, and the greater level 
of communication which can be 
shared between applicant and the 
community to address outstanding 
issues, the more successful a 
streamlined process will operate.

Osceola County, Florida reformed their 
special event permitting process. 

Applications are available as both a 
fillable paper version and electronically 

at the county’s permitting website.

An additional piece of these 
recommendations may be splitting the 
approval process for pop-up events 
from special events. In Danvers, 
temporary outdoor space regulations 
issued in November 2020 may provide 
precedent for businesses to host 
special outdoor occasions confined to 
the area around their storefront. When 
combined with a group of applicants 
along a street block or in a particular 
commercial district, a community-
oriented pop-up event may be created 
without a specific dining or retail 
component. 

At this smaller scale, a more expedited 
review process may be merited than 
for larger events involving live music, 
outdoor dining or drinking, or larger 
crowds.

Danvers/Peabody
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An outdoor event in Brockton supported by plaza 
improvements from the MassDOT Shared Streets and Spaces 
Program (photo credit: City of Brockton)

Outdoor programming on Central Street in Southbridge

CultureHouse Peabody hosted pop-up community space throughout the month of June 
(photo credit: Culture House)

Danvers/Peabody
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Location

Origin

Budget

Timeframe

Risk

Key Performance Indicators

Partners & Resources

Category

Branding and Marketing Through Public 
Art

161

Town of Danvers/City of Peabody – LRRP Study Areas

Town/City Feedback During Project Ideation

Medium Budget ($50,000 to $200,000)

Short-Term (Less Than 5 Years)

Low Risk

Ownership and longevity of branding, staff time devoted to program, community 
labor devoted to program

Town of Danvers (Dept. of Planning & Community Development, others), City of 
Peabody (Dept. of Community Development, others), Peabody Main Streets

Cultural/Arts

Public Art on a Utility Box Along Main Street in Peabody

Danvers/Peabody
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Budget

Timeframe

Risks

Key Performance Indicators

Partners

• Annual expenditures

• Artists engaged

• Volunteers engaged

• Installations

• Increased foot traffic

• Increased spending

• Concerted effort of several stakeholders

• Long-term municipal commitment to maintenance

• Political will

Re-purposing prior “Outside the Box Mural Project” in Peabody 
could occur quickly given past experience. Similar to the Private 
Realm Improvement Program project idea, community-wide 
branding and marketing strategy could be developed in 12 months, 
with implementation taking longer depending on the labor market 
and supply chain at the time of launch. 

Efforts can range from one-off installations created with volunteer 
effort or a modest amount of seed money to community-wide 
plans with funding required for design, fabrication, procurement, 
and installation in several different locations.

Medium Budget

Short-Term

Low Risk

Short-Term 

Priority

Mid/Long-

Term Priority

Ensure 

business 

continuity 

moving 

forward

Placemaking 

investments 

for streets, 

sidewalks, and 

public spaces

Invest in social 

distancing 

infrastructure

Pedestrian 

and cycling 

connectivity 

within and 

between 

communities

Market local 

shopping and 

dining options

Connectivity 

to existing and 

future 

multimodal 

transportation

Plan Priorities

Addresses Priority

• Danvers Planning and Economic Development Division and 
Department of Public Works

• Peabody Department of Community Development and 
Department of Public Services

• Local business community

• Peabody Main Streets

• Future Danvers-specific downtown organization

Danvers/Peabody
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Community branding through public art 
can be one component of a larger 
brand identity plan for the Town of 
Danvers and City of Peabody. 

At present, each community features 
limited branding, which is largely tied 
to wayfinding:

• Danvers – the Town presently has a 
wayfinding master plan which is 
ready to be implemented. This plan 
would introduce consistent signage 
throughout the community 
directing visitors to key 
destinations.

• Peabody – present branding in the 
community is highlighted by the 
City’s Outside the Box Mural 
Project. The project awards $750 
stipends to local artists to paint 
murals on utility boxes in the 
community, focusing on criteria 
such as creativity, community pride, 
originality, and appropriate regard 
for the nature of the space and 
audience. 

Wayfinding in the community is also 
present but is largely limited to 
motorists. Key signage along Main 
Street directs visitors to 
destinations in Salem, leading to a 
perception of the area as one to 
pass through rather than visit.

Diagnostic

Aesthetically-pleasing wayfinding along Main Street in 
Peabody promotes attractions in neighboring Salem.

Improved brand identity can increase 
awareness and tourism and improve 
the overall image of each community.

A unified brand identify master plan, 
which may or may not include 
wayfinding, can assist each community 
with determining short, medium, and 
long-term branding projects. 
Components of the plan should 
include:

• Value for providing a unique 
identify in certain parts of the 
community as well as across the 
community as a whole.

• Storytelling and interpretive 
elements, tied to local attractions.

• Signage design.

• Opportunities for public art.

A task force should be created with a 
diverse representation of stakeholders. 
This can include relevant City/Town 
departments, business organizations 
(such as Peabody Main Streets), key 
cultural institutions within the 
community, and potentially public 
schools.

Action Items

Danvers/Peabody

Potential funding sources for this 

recommendation include:
• Town/City capital budget

• Massachusetts Downtown Initiative

• MassDevelopment Transformative 

Development Initiative

• MassDOT Shared Streets and Spaces

• Planning Assistance Grant

• Competitive Tourism Grant

• Preservation Projects Fund

• Cultural Facilities Fund

• Community Development Block 

Grant

• Under Utilized Properties Grant

• Foundations

• Private grants
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Colorful benches in front of 
Peabody District Court

Chief functions of the branding task 
force include:

• Identification of key stakeholders 
and decision-makers in the 
community.

• Site visit(s) to audit existing 
conditions.

• Wayfinding analysis (may not be 
necessary in Danvers), including 
multimodal circulation, main 
decision points, and key 
destinations.

• Identifying opportunities and 
locations for art and placemaking.

• Researching local history, including 
stories which can inspire design.

• Public engagement to understand 
needs and perceptions. A survey 
instrument could be used to gather 
feedback.

• Developing project goals and a 
positioning statement to guide 
design efforts.

• Designing concepts for brand and 
wayfinding elements.

• Developing the preferred design 
into a family of sign types and 
branding materials.

• Creative Design Intent drawings and 
a bid document to solicit pricing 
from fabricators.

• Updating budgets and project 
schedules.

• Interfacing with fabricators.

• Providing construction 
administration, site visits, and 
punch lists as needed. 

Process

In Peabody, the City is positioned to 
advance on the Riverwalk Master Plan 
following many years of planning. 
Branding and placemaking efforts could 
first focus on gateways to the 
Riverwalk from Wallis Street, Caller 
Street, and Howley Street. Signage 
along these roads could promote the 
Riverwalk while being interchangeable 
for future promotions. See the Shared 
Streets and Neighborways project 
sheet for more information.

Current branding in the community, 
such as the Outside the Box Mural 
Project, could be extended to the 
Riverwalk area as well.

Wayfinding along Main Street in 
Peabody emphasizes parking

Danvers/Peabody
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In Lawrence, lighting was used to emphasize significant architectural features and to enliven the downtown experience. Illuminación
Lawrence was organized to create and develop the program with partner organizations and institutions funding various projects. A
light artist and MassDevelopment’s Transformative Development Initiative were also instrumental for concept development.

Process

Additional best practices from public art installations as provided by DHCD are detailed below:

Interactive Storefronts were installed as part of the Downtown Worcester 
Placemaking Plan process. Installation ran less than $5,000, with $900 artist 
stipends and a $300 material budget for each artist/storefront. The 
Interactive Storefronts operated simultaneously with an online survey and 
the development of the Placemaking Plan.

Chelmsford’s themed sculptural 
street furniture installations 

through the Downtown Historic 
District strategically added interest, 

visual and material texture and 
comfort to a previously barren, hard 

environment.

Danvers/Peabody
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Location

Origin

Budget

Timeframe

Risk

Key Performance Indicators

Partners & Resources

Category

Parking Management Practices

165

Town of Danvers and City of Peabody – LRRP Study Areas

Town/City Feedback During Project Ideation

Low Budget (under $50,000)

Short-Term (Less Than 5 Years)

Low Risk

Public Realm

The 2015 Downtown Danvers Parking study documented regulations present in the Danvers Square area (source: Nelson\Nygaard)

Danvers/Peabody
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Why Develop a Parking Plan? 

Most municipalities do not have a comprehensive or 
current understanding of what parking exists in  their  
communities ,  how it is  managed including 
regulations such as time l imits and price,  and how it 
is  used by residents ,  employees,  and visitors .  

A parking plan helps to support community goals and 
ongoing planning efforts by addressing parking 
access to key destinations,  downtowns,  residences,  
public facil it ies ,  places of employment,  etc.  It  should 
also provide an objective perspective on parking 
demand in a given area,  understand public feedback 
on parking conditions,  and develop parking policy ,  
management and supply solutions to address 
identified problems.

The best parking plans begin with a thorough 
analysis  of existing conditions,  management 
practices and associated policies.

Common Parking Plan Goals

• Support economic development

• Overcome negative perceptions of parking system

• Improve the experience for different users such as 

residents, employees, customers and visitors

• Document parking supply and demand

• Improve the management of the parking system

• Identify and recommend parking supply 

efficiencies/opportunities to improve parking in 

areas of higher demand

• Develop flexible parking standards to support 

development

Typically, a parking study is requested when members of a 

community or neighborhood see regular front-door parking 

problems impacting the ease of finding a space. The front-

door problem is often real, even if ample parking is nearby. 

A parking study reveals where parking is available and 

should recommend management practices to better utilize 

spare capacity, with supply enhancements only if cost-

effective.

Tip



Key Components of a Parking Plan

Parking Demand 
Analysis

• Counting all cars
across multiple hours

• “Typical” conditions

• Weekdays & weekends

• Utilization numbers 
and percentages

Operational & Financial  
Management Analysis

• Enforcement & hours

• Violations schedule & 
collections rate

• Meter/facility revenues

• Debt service, parking fund, 
maintenance costs

Parking Demand & Zoning 
Analysis

• Land use projections

• Assess parking 
requirements

• Peer & national standards 
reviews

• Forecast demand based on 
existing demand patterns

Public Engagement 
Process

• Key stakeholders

• Public surveys

• In-person workshops

• Language considerations

Strategies & 
Recommendations

• Operations/management

• Policy/zoning

• Supply & access

• Customer information 

Final Plan

• Clear data & maps

• Actionable 
recommendations

• Responsible parties

• Projections

Parking Inventory 
Analysis

• Mappable database

• On-street regulations

• Off-street restrictions

• Public & privately 
owned spaces



Develop Parking Inventory

Conduct Parking Demand 
Analysis

Analyze Parking Operational 
& Financial Management 
Structure

Conduct Parking Demand 
Model & Zoning Analysis

Engage Public & Stakeholders 

Create Parking Plan 
Strategies

Develop Draft & Final Parking 
Plan 

Parking Plan Tips for Successful Outcomes

• Pick a study area at least one-block bigger than 

focus area to identify any spill-over parking

• Not necessary to count small 

private driveway parking

• Walking can be fastest 

method. One person can 

count one mile in one hour

• Turnover/length of stay valuable 

but alternately obtained through 

a user survey

• Enforcement 

span often 

mismatched with 

parking demand

• Make data 

entry simple 

(paper is ok!)

• Often difficult to identify all 

financials when revenues & 

expenses are general fund 

transfers

• Many people dodge 

payment/enforcement. 

Revenue projections will 

be higher than reality.

• Use ULI / ITE rates and shared parking 

methodologies for comparisons

• Don’t overburden police 

with enforcement

• Standardize parking requirement rates (per 

1k sf or per unit) for comparisons

• Talk with all related 

departments

• Accessible infographics help 

communicate a boring topic effectively

• Survey perceptions & 

actual experience

• Hours of merchant & resident 

availability don’t match

• Liability fears of shared 

parking are red herrings

• Reveal costs of building 

/ maintaining parking

• Address all 

users & readers

• The best plans are 

compelling!



Best Practices: Shared Parking Districts

Town 

Owned

Privately 

Owned

West Hartford, CT – Consolidated Lots

• Town worked to consolidate privately owned lots

• For customers – just one big lot

• Town maintains – striping, snow removal, etc.

• Paid parking

• More info: https://www.westhartfordct.gov/town-

departments/parking (“Brace Lot”)

Ann Arbor, MN – Streamlined Public System

• BID manages parking on behalf of City

• Includes parking on private lots

• Signage/wayfinding bring private lots into public system

• Parking revenues fund parking management AND transit, 

travel information, and a commuter pass program

• More info: https://www.a2dda.org/getting-around/drive/

https://www.westhartfordct.gov/town-departments/parking
https://www.a2dda.org/getting-around/drive/


Best Practices: Parking Payment Technologies

Kiosk

• Can use credit card or 

cash

• Pay-by-plate / Pay-and-

display

• Can overlay with pay-by-

cell

• Easy to program to make 

changes

https://www.parkbeverly.com/paystations

Smart Meter

• Can use credit card or coins

• Easy to program to change 

price

https://www.gtechna.com/products/handheld-license-plate-recognition/

License Plate Recognition (LPR)

• Capture additional data such as 

turnover

• Backup images for violations

• Ability to use license plates for 

permitting

Pay-by-Phone

• Overlap with existing meter 

tech OR

• Use phone only for payment

• Users can extend remotely

• Users typically don’t mind 

paying fee for convenience 

of using app

https://twitter.com/mayornarkewicz/status/908350501691027456



Best Practices: Parking Wayfinding

Hanover, NH – Short- and Long-Term Guidance

• Wayfinding includes options for short and long-

term

• Intercept people before they get to the heart of 

Downtown

Salem, MA – Blue P

• Blue “P” is universally understood

• Overall wayfinding scheme includes 

parking

• Ped-level signage helps you return to 

your car as well as find a place to park

Image source: https://www.rollbarresi.com/work/salem

Beverly, MA – Signage for Zones

• Signage matches pricing zone

• Actual price not on sign (easy to 

change)

• More info: 

https://www.parkbeverly.com/visitors

https://www.parkbeverly.com/visitors


Best Practices: Parking Pricing Strategies

Core

$$$ Periphery

$$

Salem, MA – Pricing Tiers

• Prices tiered by location relative to core

• Creates availability in key locations

• Creates options for all users – pay a little more 

to go directly to your destination, pay a little 

less outside of the core and stay longer

Haverhill, MA – Time Of Day Adjustments

• Implemented paid parking in 2011

• Originally: 3:00 pm – 8:00 pm to create availability at 

key times

• Recently expanded to 10:00 am to 8:00 pm

• More information: 

https://www.cityofhaverhill.com/Paid%20Parking%20

program%20updates.pdf

Image Source: https://www.eagletribune.com/news/haverhill/paid-parking-in-downtown-haverhill-to-resume----but-

when/article_496afd26-38fd-5271-a7fe-6acb0a1a2a8a.html

https://www.cityofhaverhill.com/Paid%20Parking%20program%20updates.pdf


Best Practices: Parking Design

Topsfield, MA – Parking Space Reuse

• Seasonal

• One parking space = 8 dining chairs

• Temporary materials

• Aesthetically pleasing 

Somerville, MA – Parking Space Reuse

• Seasonal

• Bike corral

• Can be removed in winter

• Protected by flex post

• One parking space = ~10 parked bikes

https://patch.com/massachusetts/somerville/as-planned-somerville-gets-more-bike-parking

Somerville, MA – Reverse Angle 

Parking

• Data showed speeds decreased 

15%

• Safer for cyclist visibility

• Opening door directs passengers 

to curb

• Safer loading/unloading trunk

https://www.mikeontraffic.com/introduction-back-angle-parking/



Best Practices: Future Parking Needs/Trends (i.e. Electric Vehicle Stations)

Beverly, MA – Public EV Stations

• Level 2 Charge Point chargers

• More info: 

https://www.beverlyma.gov/712/

Electric-Vehicles

Arlington, VA – On-Street 

Carsharing spaces

• Making valuable spaces open 

to more members of the 

public

Buffalo, NY – Imagining a Multimodal Future

• Held a multi-day charette to understand goals for future of 

mobility in city

• Create a plan for a Mobility and Equity Innovation Zone

• More info: https://www.stantec.com/en/ideas/the-future-of-

mobility-remaking-buffalo-for-the-21st-century

https://www.beverlyma.gov/712/Electric-Vehicles
https://www.stantec.com/en/ideas/the-future-of-mobility-remaking-buffalo-for-the-21st-century


Case Studies: Demand Patterns as seen in Regional Parking Plans 

Rockport, MA – Seasonal Parking Demand

• High demand for on & off-street parking adjacent to 

recreational and commercial destinations

• Existing priced parking does not reflect demand and 

requires tiered parking zones to better distribute parking

• Remote, long-term parking for beachgoers needs to be 

promoted to encourage people to park farther away

• More info:
• https://www.rockportma.gov/sites/g/files/vyhlif1141/f/uploads/downtownro

ckportparkingplan_20190208_draft_1.pdf

Dedham, MA – Downtown Parking Demand 

• Develop a parking plan that quantifies parking demand in 

a commercial core/downtown 

• Identify public and private parking facilities that reflect 

high demand and target underutilized facilities that have 

additional capacity, particularly during peak weekday 

and weekend periods

• More info:
• https://www.mass.gov/doc/mobility-town-of-dedham/download

https://www.rockportma.gov/sites/g/files/vyhlif1141/f/uploads/downtownrockportparkingplan_20190208_draft_1.pdf
https://www.mass.gov/doc/mobility-town-of-dedham/download


Case Studies: Shuttle & Jitney Services

Cambridge, MA – Commuter Shuttle

• Shuttle Stop Signage at Alewife Station, MA

• Fare-free during COVID-19, however fare collection is 

resuming with the integration of mobile ticketing

• Runs between Alewife Station and office campuses

• More info: https://128bc.org/schedules/alewife-route-c/

Rockport, MA – Beach Shuttle

• Shuttle service during peak season that connects 

visitors from remote parking lot to Downtown and 

recreational attractions

• Advertised as a “Park N Ride” shuttle

• Costs $1/person each way (with reduced prices for 

seniors, children under five, and persons with 

disabilities)

• More info:
• https://rockportusa.com/parking-in-rockport/

https://128bc.org/schedules/alewife-route-c/
https://rockportusa.com/parking-in-rockport/


Case Studies: Shuttle & Jitney Services

Newburyport, MA – Regional Shuttle

• Operated by MVRTA

• Runs on weekdays and weekends and circulates through 

Downtown, regional attractions, plazas, and commuter rail 

station

• Integrated with Charlie Card MBTA fare system

• More info: https://www.mvrta.com/alerts/new-route-57-

newburyport-shuttle/

Everett (Boston BRT Program), MA – Pedicab Service

• Free pedicab service on Broadway

• Provided drop-off/pick-up services to bus stops and key 

destinations

• Created a more interactive way to connect first & last 

mile services for Everett residents

https://www.mvrta.com/alerts/new-route-57-newburyport-shuttle/


Case Studies: Shuttle & Jitney Services

Atlantic City, NJ – Jitney Service

• Operated by private vendor

• Free service from bus stations, resorts, local destinations, 

and rail terminal

• More info: https://www.jitneyac.com/atlantic-city-rail-

terminal

Boston (Seaport District), MA – First/Last Mile Shuttle

• “Circuit” shuttle that provides free service for Seaport 

visitors and residents

• Electric shuttles that can be hailed from the street or 

requested for pick-up through a mobile phone 

application

• Rides are offered all week

• More info: https://www.ridecircuit.com/boston

https://www.jitneyac.com/atlantic-city-rail-terminal
https://www.ridecircuit.com/boston
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Phase I Diagnostic Presentation Feedback

Medium Budget ($50,000 to $200,000)

Short-Term (Less Than 5 Years)

Low Risk

Dedicated funding source(s), meetings held, members, investments, satisfaction 
surveys 

Town of Danvers (Dept. of Planning & Community Development, others), North Shore 
Chamber of Commerce, Danvers business owners, Danvers property owners, Metropolitan 
Area Planning Council

Public Realm

Maple Street in Danvers

Town of Danvers and City of Peabody – LRRP Study Areas

Danvers/Peabody
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Why Develop a Public Realm Design?

The public  realm of  a commercial  distr ict is  i ts  f ront  door.  
Every business ,  residence and community  space is  
accessed through the outdoor realm.  The experiential  
quali ty  of  this  space can def ine much of  a v is i tor ’s 
impression of  their  ult imate dest inat ion,  including their  
sense of  pleasure and comfort ,  protect ion from the 
elements,  physical safety,  urgency and desire  to return.  
Poor or  degraded public  realms are clearly  demonstrated 
to contribute to declining v is i tation and decreased safety .  
An improved public  realm attracts v is i tors,  improves retai l  
sales ,  provides opportunity  for  new interact ions,  and 
becomes a v i tal  part  of  the sense of  place.

Designing an improved public  realm is  not  s imple.  Mult iple  
elements should be considered,  and the local community  
should play an integral  role  in the design,  s ince they wi ll  
ult imately  be i ts  primary users .  Small  changes often reap 
large rewards and can be implemented with ex ist ing tools  
l ike paint ,  plants  and s igns.  Substant ial  changes can have 
last ing high-valued impact  but  must  carefully  consult  with 
other planned infrastructure needs to avoid prolonged 
construction or  re-construction.

Public engagement is a crucial component when developing a 

public realm design plan. It is important to use internal 

community resources, Main Streets organizations, residents, 

and business owners to understand how to tell a story for your 

design and implement a plan that addresses the needs of all 

who will frequent your space. 

Tip

1. Open Space – integrating open space into urban districts is often the 

single-most valuable intervention, helping to calm and humanize hard 

infrastructure.

2. Streetscape – rapidly growing demands for walking, biking and other 

non-auto forms of mobility have pushed for the reinvention of streets and 

sidewalks, where trees, shade, lighting and protection from the elements 

also add value.

3. Existing Building/Structure – How people perceive the edges of public 

space directly impacts their experience. Architecture, windows, building 

lighting, entrances, and other private building features are essential parts of 

the public realm.

4. Temporary/Flexible Spaces – Activity defines a successful public realm, 

so spaces that accommodate and encourage periodic, seasonal and even 

unplanned outdoor activity are valuable.

5. Parking Asset Revitalization – Getting into a district often involves 

driving, but poor parking experiences can hurt vitality. Parking and its 

accessways by foot and car are important parts of the public realm.

Public Realm Design Categories:



Key Steps for a Public Realm Design

Project Identification 

Inventory Site/Space & Identify  

Opportunities & Constraints

Prioritize Short List of Design Options

Create Design Options & Prioritization Plan

Identify  Municipal  Champions to 

Implement,  Funding Mechanisms,  and 

Sponsors

Define Project Schedule & Timeline

Develop Capital  Plan for Design

Working with stakeholders and the public to identify areas in need and intended outcomes

Defining project extent as well as needed safety and accessibility features

Reflecting community goals to work within acceptable budgets 

and timeframes

Assessing appropriate design elements is integral to finalizing 

design options

Building consensus and support over the length of a public 

realm project requires consistent memory and leadership

Outlining practical timeframes within the constraints of budgets and 

construction schedules

Considering all elements in a multi-year design and installation program



Additional Considerations for Your Design

Engage the Community

• Hold focus groups to 
understand needs

• Show precedent examples to 
spur ideas

• Provide an assortment of 
concept designs

Examine the Bigger 
Picture

• Understand how the 
surrounding spaces and the 
project site are currently used

• Ensure non-designers will 
understand the design

• Promote connectivity between 
space to retail community

• Plan carefully around other 
infrastructure improvement 
needs

Be Strategic with 
Streetscapes

• Lessen impacts from passing 
vehicular traffic

• Provide multimodal options

• Design with accessibility in 
mind

• Create enhanced connectivity 
between space & surrounding 
circulation routes

Tie it  All  Together

• Design for flexibility

• Integrate sustainability

• Design with social equity in mind

• Design for year-round use

• Provide amenities

Measure Success

• Monitor influx of new traffic & 
visitors (using all modes)

• Document additional businesses

• Collect feedback from business 
community & business owners

Tell  a Story

• Focus on the history of 
the site

• Design around whimsical 
stories

• Provide a connection to 
the site

• Inspire creativity to 
create a sense of place



Tell a Story

Engage the Community

Examine the Bigger Picture

Be Strategic with Streetscapes

Tie it All Together

Measure Success

Public Realm Design Tips for Successful Outcomes

• Focus on implementing historical 

components to preserve local 

tradition and heritage

• Design options should not act as a stand-alone plan 

that isolates other areas of the community. Instead, 

they should focus on increasing accessibility & 

visibility to other businesses and districts  

• Engage with the community to 

find out what the community 

values and hopes to achieve

• Make sure the design provides a strong 

connection to surrounding infrastructure 

and that it is accessible for all users

• Make sure to involve feedback from 

all voices to ensure success for 

businesses, visitors, and residents

• Consider a design that designates space for 

other modes by implementing bike lanes, 

wider walking paths, and drop-off zones

• Design flexible spaces that can be used 

for dining, markets, and/or recreation 

to maximize use of the space

• Make a commitment to sustainable 

design and green infrastructure, which 

can reduce the footprint of your design

• Utilize past plans to better 

understand what projects have been 

successful and tell a unique story

• Conduct a diverse set of 

engagement efforts to collect 

feedback from all demographics

• Do not let the design be 

defined by project boundaries 

and look for opportunities to 

increase connections

• Success should be quantifiable 

and data-oriented to support 

investments for future designs

• Don’t over-promise; 

design changes are 

inevitable

• Use stated values to help 

prioritize solutions when 

budgets are limited

• Celebrate & advertise 

successful outcomes 

to guarantee more



Best Practices: Public Realm Design (Plaza Design)

SACHEM & PROSPECT PLAZA, NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT

• Gathering space that features walking paths, seating areas, and landscaped amenities

• Designed as a temporary space, which through future development plans can transition into a permanent 

installation

• The new design connects City sidewalks to the interior of the space. The site is fully ADA accessible, and the 

landscape plan creates a welcoming campus and publicly accessible respite within the urban campus.



Best Practices: Public Realm Design (Viaduct Activation)

HOFPLEIN STATION, ROTTERDAM, NETHERLANDS

• Redevelopment of transit station viaduct into public space for local businesses, outdoor dining, and retail activity

• Incorporates closed  storefront structures within the viaducts

• In order to activate this space,  the concrete sections had to be removed, cleaned, reinforced, improved, and 

installed with a new layer of concrete. The rainwater drainage system was also replaced



Best Practices: Public Realm Design (Viaduct Activation)

PALERMO WOODS, BEUNOS AIRES, ARGENTINA

• Installation of retail spaces and outdoor dining facilities within a railroad viaduct

• Active railroad line that is served by a major commuter line 

• Incorporates a hybrid approach of temporary and permanent community activation spaces



Best Practices: Public Realm Design (Streetscape)

BURLINGTON GREAT STREETS, VERMONT

• Redevelopment of Town Center streets

• Focused on development of designs that provided streetscape upgrades such as: 

• Sidewalks, crosswalks, stormwater, utility, lighting, and multimodal transportation improvements

• All elements designed to integrate with historic character and built realm along pedestrianized Church Street



Best Practices: Public Realm Design (Streetscape)

NEW ENGLAND CONSERVATORY, SOUTH END, BOSTON

• Creating a cohesive identity for a university precinct

• Unique identity carried through furniture, public art, pocket parks and custom paving

• Beneficial road diet, raised crossings, and bike parking integrated into design

• Completed in 2020



Best Practices: Public Realm Design (Streetscape)

WESTPORT, CONNECTICUT

• Defined a streetscape design in mid 2000’s and installed along main streets

• Design guidelines and intent are promulgated to this day in every subsequent project

• New private spaces are designed with same design palate, creating a cohesive district



Universal Design Plan Guide
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Universal Design Key Considerations

• Street design should 

be inclusive and 

incorporate 

feedback, opinions, 

and inputs from all 

users

• Street design should 

consider abutting 

uses and 

neighborhoods

Source: 2016 – Colorado Downtown Streets Toolkits

COLLABORATION & 

CONTEXT

• Streets should 

accommodate all 

modes safely, and 

consider each user 

type to create a safe 

and connected 

experience for those 

who walk, bike, take 

transit, wheel, or 

drive

SAFETY

• A well-connected 

street design should 

promote mode 

options and 

decrease circuitous 

routes for all users

CONNECTIVITY

• Street design should 

provide comfortable 

easy access for all 

users to access 

businesses, their 

vehicles, bicycles, or 

transit

MOBILITY & 

ACCESSIBILITY

• Street design should 

help to promote 

community 

revitalization, spur 

streetscape activity, 

and create engaging 

spaces for all users 

to enjoy 

PLACEMAKING



Universal Design Key Considerations

When developing accessibility design guidelines for a streetscape, you should consider the following design components  

Ramp Components

Ramp Types

Slope Requirements

Ramp Alignment

Design Considerations

• Level Landing, Ramps/Aprons, Flares

• Parallel, Perpendicular, Combination, Pass-

Through, Depressed Corner/Blended 

Transition

• Adhere to state and federal guidelines to 

ensure compliance  (POWAG & ADAAG)

• Where will the ramp be located and how will it 

interact with the sidewalk, building 

entrance/exit, structure, crosswalk, or 

streetscape amenities? 

• Alignment, Obstructions, Connectivity, Safety, 

Utilities, Site Distance, etc.



Best Practices: Universal Design Programs – Sidewalk & Street Reconstruction Plan

CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS

• Citywide effort to implement sidewalk and accessibility upgrades in high-priority neighborhoods & 

design streets that accommodate all users (pedestrians, cyclists, bus riders/drivers, and residents

• Reconstructed all curb cuts, and built/retrofitted crossing islands/medians 

• Incorporated stormwater components into redesign, including additional street trees

• More info: 

https://www.cambridgema.gov/theworks/ourservices/~/media/53AEF489A1144E4CB31B9324F48DBF9

1.ashx

• https://www2.cambridgema.gov/theworks/departments/engnr/fiveyearplancompleted.aspx

https://www.cambridgema.gov/theworks/ourservices/%7E/media/53AEF489A1144E4CB31B9324F48DBF91.ashx
https://www2.cambridgema.gov/theworks/departments/engnr/fiveyearplancompleted.aspx


Best Practices: Universal Design Programs – Sidewalk Improvement Program

ITHACA, NEW YORK

• Sidewalk improvements districts developed to organize funding and assess priorities for sidewalk upgrades

• Removes the burden from individual property owners with the entire cost of sidewalk installation and maintenance 

for sidewalks adjoining their property funded by an annual sidewalk assessment fee

• More info: https://storymaps.arcgis.com/stories/4df2b76ade6a4171a5ccbed80bf47ceb

https://storymaps.arcgis.com/stories/4df2b76ade6a4171a5ccbed80bf47ceb


Universal Design –Public Rights-of-Way Accessibility Guidelines (POWAG 2013)

Source: POWAWG Chapter R3: Technical 

Requirements (2013)

• POWAG guidelines “contain scoping 

and technical requirements to ensure 

that facilities for pedestrian 

circulation and use located in the 

public right-of-way are readily 

accessible to and usable by 

pedestrians with disabilities.” 

• POWAG guidelines provide design 

standards for: 

• Curb ramp and detectable panel 

placement and width on 

streetscape and pedestrian 

refuge islands

• Width, slope, and design 

specifications for pedestrian 

access points to street crossings, 

pedestrian paths, sidewalks, 

overpasses/underpasses, 

elevators, doors, and at-grade rail 

crossings

Sample from Design Guidelines



Universal Design – Standards for State and Local Government Facilities (Department of 
Justice - 2010)

• Design guidance that combines 28 CFR 

New Construction and Alterations 

standards and 2004 ADA Accessibility 

Guidelines

• Provides technical details on 

pedestrian path design standards for 

new construction and alternations for 

infrastructure considering signage 

placement, width of “accessible 

routes” , braille requirements, and 

ramp slopes

Source: Standards for State and Local Government Facilities (Department of Justice - 2010)

Sample from Design Guidelines



Universal Design – U.S. Access Board Technical Guide (2015)

• Guideline that provides design 

standards and requirements for ADA-

compliant ramps and curb ramps

• Includes recommendations for design 

and design intent for curb ramp slopes 

and width to avoid tipping hazards

Source: U.S. Access Board Technical Guide – Ramps & Curb Ramps (2015)

Sample from Design Guidelines
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Town of Danvers and City of Peabody – LRRP Study Areas

Phase I Diagnostic Presentation Feedback

Medium Budget ($50,000 to $200,000)

Short-Term (Less Than 5 Years)

Medium Risk

Number of applicants, number of facades, storefronts, and/or sites improved, 
maintenance of improvements, visitors, sales, business retention, business growth

Town of Danvers (Dept. of Planning & Community Development, Public Works), 
City of Peabody (Dept. of Community Development, Public Works), municipal 
boards, property owners, business owners, North Shore Chamber of Commerce, 
Peabody Main Streets

Private Realm

Main Street in Peabody

Danvers/Peabody



 

 

Innes Associates Ltd. 

36R Moody Street 

Byfield, MA 01922 

emily@innes-design.com 

(857) 226-3815 

 

 

 

MEMORANDUM 

 

To Michael Clark, Transportation Planner, Stantec - Urban Places Mobility 

Plan Facilitator for Danvers and Peabody 

From Emily Keys Innes, AICP, LEED AP ND, Principal 

Date August 27, 2021 

Project RRP – Town of Danvers and City of Peabody 

Subject SME Request for Public Realm Improvement Plan 

Cc:  

 

The following information is intended to enhance and/or supplement the Project Rubric 

you submitted in your request for SME services for a Public Realm Improvement Plan. I 

have followed the structure of the rubric and provided a best practices project sheet 

with this memorandum. The intent is to allow you to cut and paste information directly 

into your report for the Town of Danvers and City of Peabody. 

Based on our conversation and our subsequent meeting with David Fields and Drew 

Levin, I understood the following concerns: 

• Danvers: storefronts need attention; some are not welcoming. Older storefronts 

ae in poor shape. Danvers approved a form-based code last year. 

• Peabody: has had success with design guidelines. 

• Both squares need to tell their stories better – develop and reinforce unique 

identities. 

 Public infrastructure is not consistent. 

 Design guidelines need flexibility and should provide incentives. 

• Peabody:  

 Sign, façade, and site design are all issues.  

 Site design should become more public facing. 

 Design guidelines need to become standards with regulatory effect.  

 Public realm standards are also needed.  

 Bike racks are needed 

 Outdoor storage is an issue.



 

 

LRRP Program: Town of Danvers and City of Peabody  2 

Prepared by Innes Associates Ltd. 

• Danvers:  

 Form-based code is new; no projects approved yet. Boards need to be more 

consistent in using tools.  

 Overall, consistency has been an issue.  

 Design guidelines should include public realm. 

 Points of interest need to be connected (Lexington as an example). 

• Connections between Danvers and Peabody are proposed: 

 Paving a rail trail provides a connection between the two areas. 

 TIP Project will connect Endicott Street to the North Shore Mall and include 

bike lanes. ( I believe this will also connect to the bike trail.) 

 Pulaski Street (in Peabody) would be connected and has untapped potential. 

A few issues are involved here – some of which are overlapping between the two 

communities. I think the first part is to decide how the identities of the two areas will be 

expressed – a clear link vs. a clear difference. The proposed rail trail will provide a 

physical link and offers a gateway opportunity as visitors arrive and leave each area. 

The existing design controls (guidelines or form-based code) should be augmented by a 

set of public realm design guidelines to cover paving materials (including crosswalks), 

street furniture, streetlights, wayfinding signage, and tree species. Consistent public 

realm becomes a backdrop for the businesses. If Danvers and Peabody can agree on the 

kit of parts we discussed on the call, variations on that kit can separately identify the 

two communities while still keeping a consistent physical experience connecting the 

two. Any kit of parts should also include notes about regular maintenance and lifespan 

of materials and plantings and the respective Departments of Public Works should 

establish a regular program of updates. 

Certain elements of the public realm – for example, a change in the colors of wayfinding 

signage for the trail (but not fonts or sign styles) can both connect and differentiate 

each community. Public standards will need the approval and support of the Select 

Board (in Danvers) and City Council (in Peabody) to ensure that the DPW applies the 

standards on all street improvement projects. These standards can also be incorporated, 

where relevant, into MassDOT projects. 

The design controls for signage and storefront can reinforce the identity of each area. 

The existing design guidelines (Peabody) and form-based code (Danvers) should be 

evaluated for elements that can be elevated to standards rather than guidelines. For 

Peabody, these standards can be incorporated into the zoning ordinance. For Danvers, 

standards, as opposed to guidelines, should be clearly indicated in the form-based code. 

Existing design requirements can be evaluated for inclusion into a façade improvement 

program.  

Project Rubric: Façade and Storefront Improvement Program 

I am providing you with two documents. The table and images below are tailored to the 

draft project rubric – I am providing additional comments based on the specific needs 

we identified for the two communities.  
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Prepared by Innes Associates Ltd. 

I am also providing you with best practices sheets for design guidelines and a façade 

improvement program.  

Budget I agree that the budget is medium. Costs could include hiring a 

consultant to help develop the public realm “kit of parts.”  

I’ve identified several grant sources in the best practices sheet for the 

façade improvement program. ARPA funds could help seed a program 

similar to the Town of Ashland’s.  

Timeframe The public kit of parts could be developed within 12 months. The 

improvement program could be launched within 12 months. Full 

implementation may take longer, depending on the labor market and 

supply chain at the time of launch. If both communities set the 

program up as a revolving loan fund and are pleased with the results, 

the programs could become permanent options. 

Risks Low to medium, depending on how interested the property owners 

are. I agree with the regulatory risk as Town Meeting and City Council 

would need to be involved if either community needed to tweak its 

ordinance. 

KPI I have suggested some others that relate to the impact on businesses. 

Partners I would add the DPW and land use boards for both communities. 

Expedited permitting for improvement could be an incentive to use 

the program. 

Action Item We didn’t discuss tactical urbanism on the call, but that technique 

could be an appropriate test for some of the public realm 

improvements – particularly for showcasing pavement, lighting, and 

plantings prior to inclusion in the kit of parts.  

Another use of tactical urbanism might be to incorporate public art in 

vacant storefront windows or on blank facades. Standards in the area 

at larger scales are Beyond Walls in Lynn and El Punto in Salem. El 

Punto is an excellent example of art reflecting local culture. Beyond 

Walls would serve as models for the necessary agreements with 

property owners. 

For actions related to the private realm improvements, please see the 

best practices sheet. Note that tactical urbanism could be used on 

private property to test, for example, the location of landscaping with 

planters or by restriping parking to accommodate outdoor dining or 

retail display. 

Process For process related to the private realm improvements, please see 

the best practices sheet. 

Best 

Practices 

Both Ashland and Cambridge are good models for these two 

communities – both use municipal funds. Ashland’s structure of seed 

money, regular appropriation, and revolving fund is a good one; ARPA 

funds could provide the initial seed money. 
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Origin

Budget

Timeframe

Risk

Budget: Costs

Location

Provided by SME Consultant

Best Practices: Façade Improvement Program 1

Innes Associates Ltd.

Low (less than $50,000)

Short Term (1-5 years)

Medium

• Develop design guidelines for the façade elements to be improved. 

• Develop the structure of the program.

• Manage the program over time.

• Design assistance.

• Implementation, including construction.

• Displacement protection programs.

Any downtown, commercial corridor, or village center. 

Develop a façade/storefront/site improvement program.

Emily Keys Innes, AICP, LEED AP ND, Innes Associates Ltd.

Andover

Medium ($50,000-$200,000)
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In addition to municipal funds, the following are appropriate sources: 

Funding Sources for All Façade Improvement Programs

American Rescue Plan Act (ARPA)

Assistance to small businesses includes loans, grants, in-kind assistance, 

technical assistance, or other services. These funds should cover assistance 

with the design of façade, storefront, or site improvements when tied to a 

specific impact of the COVID-19 pandemic. Possible impacts are addressed 

in the sections on Key Performance Indicators and Diagnostic.

Hometown Grants

T-Mobile

This program will fund up to $50,000 per town and may be used to rebuild 

or refresh community spaces, including historic buildings.

https://www.t-mobile.com/brand/hometown-grants

Local Banks and other Community Development Financial Institutions

Local banks with a community development financing program for small 

businesses may be able to help provide low or no interest loans to small 

businesses for their share of the improvements, especially for a storefront 

or sign upgrade. The focus of the program at each bank is different; contact 

your local bank(s) and discuss how they could participate in investing in the 

community.

Commonwealth of Massachusetts Community One-Stop for Growth

Massachusetts Downtown Initiative (project limit $25,000)

All communities are eligible to apply. Some of the funding for this program 

is reserved for non-entitlement Community Development Block Grant 

(CDBG) communities. MDI staff will assign a consultant to assist the 

community with the technical services, which could include creating the 

program, developing the design guidelines, and providing conceptual 

designs for improvements, depending on the complexity of the project. 

This program could be used to develop the design guidelines for the façade 

improvement program.

Business Improvement District or Other Downtown District

Funds from a BID may be used for a façade improvement program.

Funding Sources that May be Leveraged 

A façade improvement program may be used to address components of 

the façade (including awnings and signs), a storefront system, accessibility, 

the entire façade or façades visible from a public way, and/or components 

of the site (including signage, planters, restriping for outdoor dining or 

retail display, or adding more permanent landscaping). However, within a 

target area such as a downtown, corridor, or other commercial area, some 

buildings may have more extensive needs. For example, many historic 

buildings require elevators for access to upper floors. Other buildings may 

require structural repairs to the façade or interior. 

The sources on the next page are examples that can work in tandem with a 

façade improvement program to address buildings with larger needs. 

Budget: Sources

Best Practices: Façade Improvement Program 2

https://www.t-mobile.com/brand/hometown-grants
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Commonwealth of Massachusetts Community One-Stop for Growth:

Underutilized Properties Program

MassDevelopment

As with the historic tax credits below, this funding source is for a much 

larger project. It could be used to help address larger buildings in a target 

area that have more significant issues. Bundling this program and a few of 

the other more specialized grants could help a municipality address smaller 

properties with the façade improvement program and larger ones with 

these more targeted funds.

Municipal Vacant Storefronts Program

Economic Assistance Coordinating Council

This program will not fund façade improvements. The municipality would 

form a district. Businesses the district then apply for the funds to address 

vacant storefronts. This could help reduce the number of vacant 

storefronts while the façade improvement program addresses accessibility, 

deferred maintenance, and design issues on the exterior or the site.

Collaborative Workspace Program

MassDevelopment

This grant provides another option to address both the exterior and the 

interior of this space while also helping to support local jobs and job 

creation.

Community Preservation Act

This source only applies in those communities that have adopted the CPA. 

CPA funds may be used to acquire, preserve, and rehabilitate and/or 

restore historic assets. A municipality could tie this to the design guidelines 

for a façade improvement program and consider, for example, acquiring a 

downtown historic building, updating the façade and ground floor for 

commercial use, and adding an elevator to allow for housing on the upper 

floors.

Massachusetts Preservation Projects Fund

Massachusetts Historical Commission (project limit $3,000-$100,000, 

depending on project type)

This is a 50% reimbursable matching grant for preserving properties, 

landscapes, and sites listed in the State Register of Historic Preservation.

Applicants are limited to municipalities and nonprofits. Many downtown 

and village centers include nonprofit and municipal anchors. This grant 

could be used to ensure that all properties in a target area are brought, 

over time, to the same standard of repair. The program does have 

limitation on allowable costs.  A preservation restriction is required.

Massachusetts Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credit

Massachusetts Historical Commission

This is available for significant rehabilitation of historic buildings and may 

help supplement a larger project in a downtown. This is included in this 

best practice sheet because the guidelines developed for the municipal 

façade/storefront improvement program could be incorporated into the 

review of larger projects.

Budget: Leveraging Other Sources

Best Practices: Façade Improvement Program 3
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Risk: Explanation

Key Performance Indicators

Best Practices: Design Guidelines 4

Improvements as a result of these programs include safety, accessibility, 
pedestrian comfort, and aesthetics. Over time, upgrades to façades and 
sites contribute to a perception that an area is vibrant, safe, and 
attractive to businesses and their customers. The increase in value 
attracts investment and contributes to a higher tax base.

KPI for this project could include the following:

• Creation of the program.

• Number of applicants over a specific timeframe.

• Number of façades, storefronts, and/or sites improved within a 
specific timeframe.

• Maintenance of the improvements after a set number of years.

• Increase in visitors to the target area.

• Increase in sales at the property/business improved and within the 
target area.

• Ability to extend the program to other commercial areas within the 
municipality (if appropriate).

• If anti-displacement measures are included in the program: 

• Number of local businesses within improved properties that are 
still there after a set number of years.

• Number of new local businesses that have started or relocated to 
the target area within a set number of years.

The risk level depends on the community and the relationships of the 
property owners with the municipality. The highest level of risk occurs in 
conversations with property owners; for various reasons, the owners of 
the most distressed properties may be reluctant to participate. Once 
funding is secured and a few projects have been successfully completed, 
this risk level is likely to drop. Early engagement with property and 
business owners will also reduce this level of risk.

Some communities have indicated that that owners will not want to 
participate in programs funded by Community Development Block Grant 
(CDBG) funds because of the number of requirements. Communities using 
these funds should consider helping with the paperwork and providing a 
list of local designers and contractors who meet the program’s eligibility 
requirements.

Façade improvements can also be about community values relative to the 
physical space; a third level of risk occurs within the community 
conversations around the design standards for the program. In some 
communities, a façade improvement program may be an implementation 
step in an earlier planning process. In others, developing a community 
vision for the area before creating the program will be necessary to 
receive support for the program.

The final risk is the displacement of smaller businesses as property values, 
and rents, increase to match the upgrades to the physical environment. 
Since many smaller businesses are often also local businesses, 
improvements without protection for those small businesses may result in 
attractive, but empty, storefronts. Municipalities should consider 
structuring the criteria for participation in their façade improvement 
programs to reduce the risk of displacement.
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• Municipal staff (planning and economic development, building and/or 
zoning inspector)

• Municipal boards (City Council/Board of Selectmen, Planning Board, 
Zoning Board of Appeals, Design Review Board, Economic 
Development Committee)

• Property/business owners

• Downtown organizations

Partners & Resources

Best Practices: Façade Improvement Program 5

Reasons for undertaking a façade or storefront improvement program 

may include one or more of the following:

• Requirements to address the transmissibility of COVID-19, such as new 
windows, doors, or HVAC system may be unaffordable to a small 
business owner and/or may have a negative impact on the façade if 
improperly sourced and installed.

• On-site parking spaces are poorly organized and, if reorganized, can 
provide room for outdoor dining or retail display.

• Local small businesses do not have the resources (time, money, 
expertise) to address substandard storefronts.

• Distressed properties have a negative impact on people’s impression 
of the viability and/or safety of a business district and property 
owners are unable to make the improvements themselves.

• Storefronts are not accessible to those who have problems with 
mobility, whether temporary or permanent.

• Historic downtowns often have empty upper floors because of the lack 
of accessible elevators. A major improvement project could provide 
grants to address both interior and exterior accessibility.

• Historic properties may have been “improved” with inappropriate 
materials or repairs.

Site improvements that reduce asphalt and add landscape can address 
public health issues by reducing the heat island effect, planting trees to 
address air quality, and using low impact design to manage stormwater 
onsite.

Diagnostic

The municipality needs to make certain decisions prior to and during the 

creation of this program. If the municipality already knows the answers, 

then staff can proceed with developing the program. If not, the municipality 

can work the decision points into a scope of work for assistance in 

development and perhaps managing the program. See Process for some of 

these questions.

If starting from scratch, the municipality will need to accomplish the 

following:

• Identify capacity within the municipality to guide the program and bring 
on additional capacity.

• Develop an appropriate level of design guidelines.

• Engage the businesses, property owners, and community to get buy-in for 
the program.

• Develop the criteria for application, approval, installation, and 
maintenance.

• Develop the funding and oversight structures.

Action Item
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Pre-program development

1. Identify who in the municipality will manage this program: 

municipal staff, existing downtown committee/organization, 

volunteer committee, or a hybrid.

2. If the municipality does not already have design guidelines for 

the area that are suitable for this program, then decide how 

those guidelines will be developed. Will the design guidelines be 

just for the façade improvement program, or will they be more 

broadly applicable? 

Note that the entity managing this process does not have to be 

the municipality. For example, a Community Development 

Corporation or other nonprofit could sponsor the program.

3. Discuss the potential focus of the program: components of a 

storefront, the entire storefront, the entire façade, all façades, 

the site? Will signage, lighting, awnings and other smaller 

elements be included? Will interior improvements to address 

accessibility be included? Will the municipality fund the design, 

all or some of the improvements, or both?

4. Discuss what will not be eligible. Eligibility may also be 

determined by the funding source (for example, CDBG funds). 

5. Discuss the length of time that improvements must be 

maintained and the enforcement process for ensuring that 

improvements are maintained. Maintenance requirements could 

be tied to the length of the tenant's lease.

6. Consider the funding structures. The program can provide grants 

or loans to property owners/businesses for the improvements. 

Grants may provide a greater incentive to participate while loans 

(no or low interest) provide a revolving fund to assist more 

properties. Forgiving loans after a certain time if the 

improvement are maintained is another option.

If the property owners are less interested in the program, the 

municipality might consider offering grants to the first 3-5 to sign 

up (depending on resources) or through a lottery process and 

transitioning later applicants to a loan program. This method 

would also allow the municipality to assist specific properties as 

catalysts for the rest of the target area. This would need to be a 

highly transparent process.

7. Decide whether the guidelines and program will be developed in-

house or whether the municipality will seek outside help. The 

funding source may determine the type of outside assistance; for 

example, certain programs will assign on-call consultants. For 

others, the municipality may need to issue a Request for 

Proposals (RFP).

Developing the Guidelines

1. If the municipality already has design guidelines that can be used 

for the façade improvement program, skip to the next section.

2. For developing the guidelines, review the Best Practices for 

Design Guidelines.

Process

Best Practices: Façade Improvement Program 6
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Developing the Program

1. Decide the following:

a. Grant, loan, or hybrid

b. Which elements will the program fund and which are the 

responsibility of the property owner? 

c. What are the eligibility requirements for participating in 

the program?

d. What is the length of the program?

e. How long will property owners be required to maintain 

the improvements? 

f. What is the enforcement procedure for maintenance? 

(This could be repayment of a grant or a lien on a 

property.)

g. Will the responsibility for maintenance transfer to a new 

owner if the property is sold?

2. Differentiating between the responsibilities of the tenant (often 

the small business) and the landlord (the property owner) is 

critical – a small business may be enthusiastic about the 

assistance, but the landlord may not. The municipality may need 

to consider parallel outreach processes.

3. Decide on the application process and how applicants will be 

evaluated. Are certain property types or improvements given 

priority over others? Make sure the process of choosing 

participants is transparent.

4. Develop the forms and train the people who will be evaluating 

the applications.

Implementation

The program can provide grants or loans to property owners/businesses 

for the improvements. Grants may provide a greater incentive to 

participate for reluctant property owners, while loans (no or low 

interest) provide a revolving fund to assist more properties. Some 

communities have indicated that requiring a match from the property 

owner may create longer-term support of the program.

If the property owners are less interested in the program, the 

municipality might consider offering grants to the first 3-5 participants 

to sign up (depending on resources) and transitioning later applicants to 

a loan program. This method would also allow the municipality to assist 

specific properties as catalysts for the rest of the target area.

Education of all people involved in the program needs to be an ongoing 

component. A municipality that is short on project management 

resources should consider hiring a dedicated staff member or consultant 

to manage this program.

Finally, the municipality should consider streamlining approvals of 

projects under this program to reduce the time needed for 

implementation.

Process - continued

Best Practices: Façade Improvement Program 7
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Ashland, Massachusetts

Town Contact

Beth Reynolds

Economic Development Director

breynolds@ashlandmass.com

Funding by:
Home Rule petition for annual 
appropriation and Home Rule petition for
revolving fund – both approved by Town 
Meeting.

Structure

50% match up to $5,000

Characteristics

• Preferred target area (high traffic 
streets) but is open to all businesses in 
Ashland.

• Includes building improvements 
(accessibility, signs, awnings, painting).

• Includes site improvements (parking 
lots, planters, landscaping)

https://www.ashlandmass.com/669/Busine
ss-Incentive-Programs

Example 1: Sign & Façade Improvement 
Program

Cambridge, Massachusetts

City Contact

Christina DiLisio

Project Manager

cdilisio@cambridgema.gov

Funding by:
Municipal capital funds

Structure

Tiered matching grants based on 

improvement type

Characteristics

• Includes increasing accessibility to the 
store (part of their Storefronts-for-All 
program) and improving or replacing 
windows and doors to address COVID-
19 restrictions.

• Also recommends tax credit programs 
to address accessibility, historic 
preservation, and energy efficiency

https://www.cambridgema.gov/CDD/econd
ev/smallbusinessassistance/smallbusinessp
rograms/storefront

Example 2: Storefront Improvement Program

Best Practices: Façade Improvement Program 8

Courtesy of the City of Cambridge

Courtesy  of the Town of Ashland

Note: Many existing programs use CDBG funds. Examples 1 

and 2 both use municipal funding sources. Examples 3 and 4, 

which are both Main Streets Programs, provide a model for 

using historic preservation funds.
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Main Street America

https://www.mainstreet.org/ourwork/pro
jectspotlight/facadeimprovements/npsgra
nt

Example 3: NPS Main Street Façade 
Improvement Grant

Main Street America

https://www.mainstreet.org/ourwork/p
rojectspotlight/facadeimprovements/hc
drf

Best Practices: Façade Improvement Program 9

• Main Street America announced a façade improvement grant program 

using funds from the Historic Revitalization Subgrant Program, now the 

Paul Bruhn Historic Revitalization Grants Program. This grant is 

sponsored by the National Park Service.

• This example is not given as a funding source, rather, it is an option for 

using historic preservation funds, such as CPA funds, to create a façade 

improvement program that would address the historic buildings in a 

target area. This option is provided because some communities were 

looking at non-CDBG sources for a façade improvement program. This 

may be a useful model for a local program.

• The site provides a link to each of the communities chosen for this 

program. The awards are expected to be $25,000 per project, and the 

site has the preservation covenants, grant agreements, and two 

webinars which may be useful.

Example 4: Historic Commercial District 
Revolving Fund • State-by-state program – in 2016, it was Texas and in 2019, it was 

Maine.

• This is not a funding source, bur an example of a program that could 

serve as a model for communities with a significant number of historic 

buildings in their commercial centers.

• The Texas program includes a PDF of before-and-after pictures, the 

scope of work, and the cost for each building.

• This program also serves as a reminder that historic photos of a 

downtown can be used to as a base for developing design guidelines 

for the program, reinforcing characteristics specific and unique to each 

community.
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Origin

Budget

Timeframe

Risk

Budget: Costs

Location

Provided by SME Consultant

Best Practices: Design Guidelines 1

Innes Associates Ltd. on behalf of the Rapid Recovery Program 
sponsored by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts

Low (less than $50,000)

Short Term (1-5 years)

Medium

• Costs will include the consultant’s time, if a consultant is used. If the 
design guidelines are fully incorporated into the municipal zoning 
bylaw or ordinance, review by municipal counsel is recommended. 

• The range for the consultant’s time is between $20,000-$50,000, 
depending on the level of public engagement and how illustrative the 
code is. Review by municipal counsel may be covered by the 
municipal on-call agreement or may need to be added to the cost of 
the project.

Any downtown, commercial corridor, or village center. 

Create or update design guidelines for a downtown, 

village center, or commercial corridor.

Emily Keys Innes, AICP, LEED AP ND, Innes Associates Ltd.

Newburyport
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In addition to municipal funds, the following are appropriate sources: 

American Rescue Plan Act (ARPA)

Assistance to small businesses includes loans, grants, in-kind assistance, 
technical assistance, or other services. These funds should cover assistance 
with the design of façade, storefront, or site improvements when tied to a 
specific impact of the COVID-19 pandemic. Creating or revising design 
guidelines may be linked to a façade/storefront improvement program. 
Possible impacts are addressed in the sections on Key Performance 
Indicators and Diagnostic.

Commonwealth of Massachusetts One Stop for Growth 
Massachusetts Downtown Initiative (project limit $25,000)
Department of Housing and Community Development (DHCD)

All communities are eligible to apply. Some of the funding for this program is 
reserved for non-entitlement Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) 
communities. MDI staff will assign a consultant to assist the community with 
the technical services, which would include developing the design 
guidelines. The MDI grant should be sufficient for the full project for a 
smaller community unless the community is looking for a more extensive set 
of illustrations or a significant public engagement process. A larger 
community may need additional funding. 

Community Planning Grants (project limit $25,000-$75,000)
Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs

A Community Planning Grant may be used for Zoning Review and Updates, 
which could include design guidelines if it is part of the municipality’s zoning 
bylaws or ordinance. In 2021, the priorities for this grant included mitigation 
of climate change through zoning and other regulations; design guidelines 
and standards integrated into the municipality’s zoning and incorporating 
elements to reduce the impact of climate change would qualify.

District Local Technical Assistance Grant
Regional Planning Agencies (RPAs) and DHCD

Funds for this program are allocated to the regional planning agencies. 
These funds may be used for planning projects. Each RPA has a different 
focus on how these funds may be used to meet the state’s funding goals.

All municipalities are eligible to apply directly to their RPA. The RPA will 
work with the municipality on the program; a separate consultant is not 
usually required.

Survey and Planning Grant Program
Massachusetts Historical Commission

This grant is a 50/50 matching program that support planning activities that 
help preserve significant historic resources. For communities, whose target 
area contains significant resources, this source may help fund design 
guidelines that include specific requirements for the preservation of 
significant historic resources. Interested communities are encouraged to 
reach out to the Massachusetts Historic Commission directly about this 
grant; it may be tied to the creation of a local historic district.

Complete Streets Funding Program
Massachusetts Department of Transportation

Design guidelines do not have to be limited to the private realm. Creating 
consistency in a downtown, village, or corridor is an important part of 
defining its identity both within and beyond the community. As part of a 
Complete Streets Project, a municipality should identify the specific 
materials, street furniture, trees, and public signage (including wayfinding) 
that will be used in the target area. These choices can be incorporated into 
the overall design guidelines to address both public and private realms.

Budget: Sources

Best Practices: Design Guidelines 2
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Risk: Explanation

Key Performance Indicators

Partners & Resources

Best Practices: Design Guidelines 3

Design guidelines help reinforce a community’s identity and provide a 
clear message that the municipality is balancing the needs of the 
community with a streamlined approval process for new development. 
Codifying community values about the physical environment into the 
guidelines allows applicants to present proposals for new construction, 
rehabilitation, or adaptive reuse that are consistent with those values.

KPIs for this project could include the following:

• Successful adoption of the new design guidelines.

• Increase in the number of applications that are consistent with the 
design guidelines.

• Decrease in the number of meetings dedicated to design in the site 
plan or special permit approval process.

• Increase in the number of buildings constructed, renovated, or 
rehabilitated that meet the design guidelines.

If this project is accompanied by a façade/storefront improvement 
project, additional KPI related to the number of façades or storefronts 
improved under the program could be added. Without such a program, 
changes will take more time as they will be dependent on applications 
for approval process that trigger the use of the guidelines. Without an 
application for site plan, special permit, and/or PUD approval, property 
owners are not obligated to meet the design guidelines. 

The risk for this project is in part dependent on the form of government 
and whether the design guidelines will be an advisory document or 
incorporated into the zoning bylaw/ordinance as specific standards. 

The highest risk would be a Town form of government in which the design 
guidelines become part of the zoning bylaws and municipal regulations 
have been controversial in the community.

In general, experienced developers and builders like the predictability of a 
clear set of design guidelines which is consistently applied by a 
municipality. Property owners with less development experience are 
likely to have more concerns.

A second risk category is creating design guidelines that are too 
restrictive. This sends a negative message to those who are considering 
investing in the community. Guidelines that are too subjective send a 
similar negative message in that applicants cannot be certain as to how 
the guidelines will apply to them.

• Municipal staff (planning and economic development, building and/or 
zoning inspector)

• Municipal boards (City Council/Board of Selectmen, Planning Board, 
Zoning Board of Appeals, Design Review Board, Economic 
Development Committee)

• Property/business owners

• Downtown organizations
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Creating or updating design guidelines and combining the update with 

financial assistance to property owners to update buildings and sites to 

be consistent with the new guidelines addresses several negative 

economic impacts of the COVID -19 pandemic. 

Design guidelines can sometime be seen primarily as an aesthetic 

requirement. However, they can also have significant impacts on the 

economic and public health of an area, both of which are directly related 

to the continuing impacts of the pandemic:

• Small businesses in deteriorating downtowns, villages, and 
corridors are less likely to recover quickly because of a 
perception of a lack of safety or viability. Design guidelines that 
are responsive to community identity will reinforce a revitalized, 
vibrant area.

• Design guidelines that include landscape requirements can help 
improve air quality and reduce the heat island effect, improving 
public health for people who live, work, and shop in the target 
area.

• Design guidelines can also address accessibility for people with 
physical disabilities by requiring appropriate access that is well-
integrated into the building and the site.

• Tools such as outdoor dining, outdoor retail display, serving 
windows, and upgraded HVAC systems can be integrated into the 
design guidelines to encourage permanent solutions that address 
the health and safety of the target area.

Diagnostic

Best Practices: Design Guidelines 4
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Key actions include the following:

• Understand why the municipality feels that design guidelines are 
necessary. Is this part of a façade/sign improvement program, a new 
local historic district, and/or to control new development in an 
existing area? What are the areas of greatest concern?

• Decide whether this is a project that can be done in-house or requires 
a consultant with appropriate expertise.

• Decide which funding source is appropriate and, if the source is a 
grant program, apply for funds.

• If a consultant is deemed appropriate, go through the 
Commonwealth’s procurement process (unless the grant program has 
an on-call consultant).

• Identify the people/organizations who need to be part of this process.

• Develop an engagement process appropriate for the municipality and 
the required approval process.

• Once the design guidelines have been approved, consider a public 
education program to inform people on a regular basis about the new 
requirements and their implications. Key targets for this campaign 
include property owners and real estate brokers.

Action Item

Best Practices: Design Guidelines 5

The timeframe will vary depending on whether the municipality has a city 
form of government or requires Town Meeting to approve bylaw changes 
(and of course, whether the design guidelines are specifically 
incorporated into the zoning). From the kick-off to entering the municipal 
approval process, the project should take 8-12 months.

• Months 1-2: Review existing zoning bylaws for embedded design 
guidelines and standards; develop inventory of historic and current 
buildings and site treatments; interview municipal staff, boards with 
approval responsibility, former applicants, local land use lawyers, 
others with relevant experience and concerns.

• Months 3-4: Research appropriate precedents; develop public 
outreach/engagement program. Consider a public kick-off/charrette, 
depending on the needs of the community. Discuss the thresholds for 
use and the appropriate review body and process.

• Months 5-7: Engage with business/property owners and public on 
options and concerns; develop draft guidelines; develop illustrations. 
Decide (with municipality) whether design guidelines are a separate, 
advisory document or part of the zoning bylaw/ordinance. If the 
guidelines are integrated into the zoning, decide whether illustrations 
are part of the zoning or a separate document. Consider meeting with 
the appropriate boards to introduce the draft design guidelines and 
receive feedback.

• Months 8-9: Revise the design guidelines  to its final draft prior to the 
municipal approval process. Publicize the final draft prior to City 
Council/Town Meeting review and approval.

Process
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Sterling, Massachusetts

Town Contact

Domenica Tatasciore

Town Planner
dtatasciore@sterling-ma.gov

Consultant
Innes Associates Ltd./Harriman

Cost

$15,000 (Massachusetts Downtown 

Initiative)

Characteristics

• Advisory

• Applicable to Town Center only 

• Includes discussion of design elements 
for public right-of-way

• Refences historic buildings as context 
for new development.

Example 1: Town Center Design Guidelines

Arlington, Massachusetts

Town Contact

Jenny Raitt

Director

Department of Planning and 

Community Development

jraitt@town.arlington.ma.us

Consultant
Harriman

Cost

$49,000

Characteristics

• Advisory

• Applicable to Residential zoning 
districts

• Included analysis of neighborhood 
characteristics

• Included in-depth public outreach

Example 2: Residential Design Guidelines

Best Practices: Design Guidelines 6

Courtesy of the Town of Arlington and Harriman

Courtesy of the Town of Sterling, Innes Associates, and Harriman
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Dedham, Massachusetts

Town Contact

Jeremy Rosenberger

Town Planner

jrosenberger@dedham-ma.gov

Consultant
Gamble Associates

Cost

$30,000

Characteristics

• Advisory

• Applicable to Dedham Square and 
gateway streets 

• Includes discussion of design elements 
for pocket parks and connections to 
open spaces.

• Refences historic development 
patterns.

Example 3: Dedham Square Design 
Guidelines

Cambridge, Massachusetts

City Contact

Jeff Roberts

Zoning and Development Director

Community Development Department

jroberts@cambridge.gov

Consultant
Goody Clancy

Cost

Unknown (part of larger project)

Characteristics

• Tied to zoning, including special permit 
and PUD applications

• Applicable to Kendall Square

• Addresses different building uses, 
including residential and academic 
buildings.

Example 4: Kendall Square Design Guidelines

Best Practices: Design Guidelines 7

Courtesy of the City of Cambridge and Goody Clancy

Courtesy of the Town of Dedham and Gamble Associates

mailto:jrosenberger@dedham-ma.gov
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Short-Term (Less Than 5 Years)

Low Risk

Revenue/Sales

Main Street in Peabody

Danvers/Peabody
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Revby LLC 

Boston, MA 

www.revby.co | (617) 553-4343   

Massachusetts Local Rapid Recovery Program 

SME Consultation Report 

To: Danvers and Peabody 

From: Revby LLC 

Project:  Business Recovery Task Force 

This idea is targeted at businesses in each community desiring technical assistance as they emerge and/or 

continue to deal with disruptions caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Although Peabody Main Streets 

provides a forum for business owners in this community to share their concern, a more targeted effort to 

address immediate impacts stemming from COVID-19 and provide the necessary support is desirable. We 

hope an SME can advise on what a business task force program could look like, including municipal support, 

partnership, and whether these should be conducted as one-off events or be structured more like a 

permanent program. 

To help guide the development of your project, we suggest consideration of the following questions: 

1. Which entity/entities will serve as the lead task force member? Who has a precedent of small 

business technical assistance and administrative capacity? 

2. What are the stakeholder groups that must be preresented? Government, non-profit, small business, 

property owner, and banking? 

3. Who will lead the online presence of the task force?  

4. What entities will create small business recovery toolkit content? Will an RFP process be initiated to 

provide small business technical assistance and municipal level marketing? 

5. Will the task force be designed for short term or long term initiative? If long-term, is there 

consideration of a Business Improvement District being created? https://www.mass.gov/service-

details/business-improvement-districts-bid 

 

https://www.mass.gov/service-details/business-improvement-districts-bid
https://www.mass.gov/service-details/business-improvement-districts-bid
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Revby LLC 

Boston, MA 

www.revby.co | (617) 553-4343   

Project Feedback 

Establish a Shared Goal: Understand the needs of existing business, and whats missing to create a center of 

life attractive to businesses, residents, and visitors 

Sample Focus Outline: 

The fundamental goals of a downtown Revitalization Initiative:  

• Create an active, desirable downtown with a strong sense of place;  

• Attract new businesses that create a robust mix of shopping, dining, entertainment and service 

options for residents and visitors, and that provide job opportunities for a variety of skills and 

salaries;  

• Enhance public spaces for arts and cultural events that serve the existing members of the community 

but also draw in attendees from around the region;  

• Build a diverse population, with residents and workers supported by complementary diverse housing 

and employment opportunities;  

• Grow the local property tax base;  

• Provide amenities that support and enhance downtown living and quality of life;  

 

Task force group – Diverse representation of stakeholders that may include: 

• The small business community 

• Local banks / CDFIs 

• Local entrepreneurship organizations /  

• City gov (mayor office, economic development, and/or city planning) 

• Resident representatives 

• Building owner representative (Landlord) 

 

Task force action: 

1. Survey: Know the market: envisions a robust outreach effort surveying existing business: creating an 

up to date database of existing businesses. Business type, covid impact on revenue, number of 

employees, business needs (TA, capital access, hiring, training, technology upgrade…) 
 

2. Create an application process for newcomer (new business moving in) with selection process. Note: 

selected business should be offered some reward (incentives such as permit/ license fees waved or 

reduced) 
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Create a business welcome handbook and assistance to new selected businesses (or business 

extension) 

 

3. Followed by technical assistance not just on accessing capital but also providing grants to businesses 

to do such things like retrofitting their spaces, increase technology, purchasing PPEs, social media 

coaching/marketing, managing financials, implementation of modern point of sales payment 

systems, etc. 

 

Decide on the business types you aim to serve. This should align with local economic and strategic 

objectives with the City.  

 

- Small business with less than 5 employees? 

- Target of X number of businesses (related to number of existing businesses, and potential space for 

new business) 

- Small businesses in need of help in technology (e.g., website management, business email setup, 

social media, tools to communicate virtually). 

- Businesses that need help with COVID-19 Safety measures for employees and customers 

- Help for immigrant-owned businesses and businesses with immigrants employees / contractors.  
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Project Examples / Resources 

A. City of Santa Monica – Economic Recovery Task Force 

 

 

Source: https://www.santamonica.gov/economicrecovery/about 

https://www.santamonica.gov/economicrecovery/about
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B. City of Lowell – Lowell Business Recovery Task Force 

Source: https://www.lowellma.gov/1457/Lowell-Business-Recovery-Task-Force 

• Task force members include local small business owners, local and state government officials, local 

bank representatives, EforAll (Lowell), tourism organizations, CDFI, other local economic 

development organizations.  

• Lowell Business Re-Opening Assessment Survey 

• DoBizInLowell@LowellMa.gov email address set up 

 

 

 

https://www.lowellma.gov/1457/Lowell-Business-Recovery-Task-Force
mailto:DoBizInLowell@LowellMa.gov
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C. Annapolis, MD – Small Business Recovery Task Force 

Sign-up form for free counseling to small businesses from committee members or TA providers. 

 

Source: https://www.annapolis.gov/1652/Small-Business-Recovery-Task-Force 

 

https://www.annapolis.gov/1652/Small-Business-Recovery-Task-Force
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D. Best practice case study on Technical Assistance program design and process: 

Provide Funding and Technical Assistance to Enable Business Viability During COVID-19 (Arlington, 

Massachusetts) 

Please refer to the following best practices included in the Tenants Mix Best Practice Sheets Compendium on 

https://www.mass.gov/info-details/rapid-recovery-plan-rrp-program 

 

  

 

 

Additional notes regarding the program design used by the Town of Arlington, MA. Information source: 

Town of Arlington, CDBG Administrator 

https://www.mass.gov/doc/tenants-mix-best-practice-sheets-compendium/download
https://www.mass.gov/info-details/rapid-recovery-plan-rrp-program
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• Retention or creation of at least one job held by an individual who earns a low- to moderate-income 

is required to access funds or technical assistance in this program. Job retention is defined as total 

full-time equivalent (FTE) positions retained at 30 hours per week, or any combination of part-time 

positions combining for 30 hours per week, including owners. At least 51% of the positions your 

business retained or created must be held by employees who earn a low- to moderate-income. 

• The grant is a working capital assistance grant 

• The grant is a reimbursable grant, so selected businesses will be required to incur expenses before 

being reimbursed. If the Review Committee approves your application, we will issue a grant 

agreement. It will be the responsibility of the business owner to submit eligible expenses to the 

Department of Planning and Community Development for reimbursement. Ten percent of the grant 

will be held until the time that the job creation/job retention certification form is received. 

• Most grants will not exceed $10,000 

• A points-based scoring rubric was created to review and prioritize qualified applicants. Assessment 

criteria included:  

o Business Health 

o Business Location 

o Community Impact 

o COVID-19 Hardship 

o Recovery Plan  

o Technical Assistance (likeliness of positive impact) 

o CDBG Eligibility  

Excerpt from rubric: 

 

Source: Town of Arlington, CDBG Administrator 

 

• The Review Committee assigns applicants a technical assistance provider who will distribute services 

as determined by the contract with that provider, and can include but is not limited to: One-on-one 

Criteria Not Eligible 1 point 3 points 5 points

CDBG Eligibility

Business does not 

intend to create or 

retain jobs

Business is not eligible 

under this program.

Business has some 

positions that would be 

likely to be created or 

retained by LMI 

persons. LMI people 

would not likely 

patronize the business

Business has some 

positions that would be 

likely to be created or 

retained by LMI 

persons. LMI people 

could patronize the 

business

Business has many 

positions that would be 

likely to be created or 

retained by LMI 

persons. LMI people are 

likely to patronize the 

business
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technical assistance for businesses on the following topics: website development, e-commerce, live 

commerce, digital/traditional marketing, search engine optimization, and bookkeeping/accounting; 

and Group workshops or session. 

 

Small Business Technical Assistance Programming: 

• Begin with outreach and engagement with current small business owners to provide them with a 

voice; provide an opportunity to listen before there is any perception that you are “pushing” 
something to them that is not relevant considering their current mindset.  

• Subject matter categories to consider: 

• Business operations resilience and growth planning; this includes staffing/hiring and supply 

chain resilience 

• Digital tool capabilities, including POS systems and bookkeeping (strategy and/or 

implementation) 

• eCommerce platform setup (e.g., Shopify, WooCommerce, connection to online 

marketplaces) 

• Digital marketing (to support in-person commerce, not just eCommerce) 

• Website design, development, and maintenance planning 

• Social Media management (organic and paid) 

• Google My Business profile setup and optimization plan 

• Review sites (e.g., Yelp, TripAdvisor, industry specific sites) 

• Technical Assistance format may be in workshop format, one-on-one format, and/or a combination 

of workshop and one-on-one TA. Ideally, the technical assistance will provide tangible deliverables 

so the business owner feels it was worth their own time investment. For example, a new website, a 

collection of social media posts, help with an updated Google My Business profile, set up a new POS 

system, etc. 

 

E. Task Force creation checklist / action plan: See file 

“Economic_Recovery_Task_Force_Overview_Template” 
Source: https://www.bceda.ca/covid19_community_resources.php 

  

https://www.bceda.ca/covid19_community_resources.php
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F. COVID-19 Resources for Economic Developers & Local Leaders (resource from British Columbia, 

Canada) 

 

Source: https://www.bceda.ca/covid19_community_resources.php 

 

https://www.bceda.ca/covid19_community_resources.php


Source: https://www.bceda.ca/covid19_community_resources.php 

 

 

Economic Recovery Task Force 

 

Action Plan to Develop Response to COVID-19 Pandemic 
 

March       2020 

 
 

Background  

The Economic Recovery Task Force (ERTF) was launched to develop an Action Plan to mitigate the 

potential economic impact to businesses from the COVID-19 Pandemic. The ERTF is a collaborative 

initiative representing the       area consisting of Local Government, Business Leaders and 

Stakeholders.  

 

Objective  

To create strategies to help our business community during and after the COVID-19 Pandemic. 

 

Strategic Approach  

We will create our resiliency and recovery initiatives under the following two groupings: 

 

• Immediate (During Pandemic)  

• Post Shut Down (After Pandemic)  

 

The efforts of the ERTF will be focused on the potential actions that have the greatest consensus, will 

have the most meaningful impact and are viewed to be realistically achievable.  

 

Action Plan  

This action plan is an initial starting point and will be developed on an ongoing basis, based on the 

conference call held on      .  

 

Focus Areas  

1. Expand our volunteer network  

2. Establish clear communication protocols  

3. Establish business transition teams  

4. Talk to local financial institutions  

5. Establish a shop local first program  

6. Celebrate Re-openings  

 

Working Groups  

1. Communication Team – Establish Protocols, Create and Communicate message  

2. Community Measures – Create Strategies and Framework for economic initiatives  

3. Business Transition Teams – Proactive engagement with business community to advise and facilitate 

response  

 

https://www.bceda.ca/covid19_community_resources.php


Source: https://www.bceda.ca/covid19_community_resources.php 

 

Initial Goals  

1. Discuss role of members/working group to deliver on mandate  

2. Discuss potential approaches to deliver  

3. Develop working plan  

4. Questions / Resource requests to be made to ETRF  

5. Set meeting schedule  

 

Deliverables  

1. Business Plan for each initiative  

2. Creation of Standard Operating procedures – document for future use  

 

Meetings  

• Conference call - minimum once per week, be prepared for short notice emergency calls as 

required  

• Collaboration online  

 

Timelines  

• Initial Meeting  

• Planning Sessions  

 

ERTF – Attendees: 

 

      

 

Expressed Interest in Joining: 

 

      

 

Invited: 

 

      

https://www.bceda.ca/covid19_community_resources.php
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Town of Danvers – LRRP Study Area

Phase I Diagnostic Presentation Feedback

Medium Budget ($50,000 to $200,000)

Short-Term (Less Than 5 Years)

Medium Risk

Dedicated funding source(s), meetings held, members, investments, satisfaction 
surveys 

Town of Danvers (Dept. of Planning & Community Development, others), North 
Shore Chamber of Commerce, Danvers business owners, Danvers property 
owners, Metropolitan Area Planning Council

Tenant Mix

District Management Models in Massachusetts

Source: https://www.mass.gov/doc/2020-revised-business-improvement-district-manual/download

Danvers/Peabody

https://www.mass.gov/doc/2020-revised-business-improvement-district-manual/download
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SME Administrative/Organizational Capacity Consultation  

To: Michael Clark  

Plan Facilitator -Danvers 

From: Ann McFarland Burke   

RE:  SME Consultation on Organizational Capacity to determine a district management 

model for Danvers MA in response to COVID recovery efforts. 

Thank you for the opportunity to collaborate with you on your organizational capacity 

project for Danvers. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me. Notes and 

recommendations are below.  

 

Overview - The COVID pandemic significantly impacted downtown businesses. Business 

surveys have verified that downtown small businesses, dining, cultural attractions, 

residential developments, and tourist destinations experienced loss of employment, 

revenue, customer base and foot traffic. Downtowns with active downtown organizations 

demonstrated their ability to pivot and respond to this crisis to help their small businesses 

weather the storm. Many downtowns have realized that a sustainable district 

management entity or similar organization is positioned to help downtowns recover from 

COVID and prepare for the future.  

 

In Danvers, the municipality is interested in initiating a process to convene businesses and 

downtown stakeholders to consider forming a downtown management organization. The 

purpose of the organization would be to provide better coordination and pooled funding 

for marketing and other strategies, advocate on behalf of business interests, and interface 

with the Town on downtown priorities. This project is to develop an approach to forming a 

sustainable downtown management entity that reflects the needs and opportunities of 

businesses, residents, and other stakeholders in Danvers. Organizers will undertake a 

phased and iterative process to evaluate which organizational model will work best.  

mailto:annmburkeco@gmail.com
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 Action Items: The PF may consider these action items when developing the project rubric 

to create a sustainable downtown management entity for Danvers:  

• Getting Started - Identify Startup Resources 

• Develop the Value Proposition  

• Stakeholder Engagement 

• Create a Community Outreach and Engagement Strategy 

• Identify Downtown Priorities 

• Evaluating Organizational Models 

• Resources for Sustainability 

           

Getting Started - Danvers municipal officials could initiate this project by creating a 

working partnership between the municipality and downtown stakeholders such as 

businesses, nonprofits, media, civic leaders, property owners and active residents. The 

municipality has spearheaded the LRRP planning process. The opportunity exists to use the 

LRRP planning process as a launching point for stakeholder engagement.  

 

Develop the Value Proposition - It will be essential to develop the value proposition for   

investing human capital and financial resources into a downtown organization and 

communicate to the municipality and private stakeholders the impact of their investment. 

The goal of any downtown organization is to build a destination that is attractive to 

existing and potential businesses, residents, and visitors. A successful district management 

effort can result in increased property values, sales and meals taxes, stronger tenancy, a 

vibrant cultural scene, and a destination where people want to shop, locate a business, 

dine, and live. A well-managed and sustainable organization will undertake strategic 

programs and services that will help achieve that goal. Key talking points include: 

 

mailto:annmburkeco@gmail.com
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• Ability to collectively and cost effectively purchase priority programs and services to 

achieve impact /scale.  

•  Provide a unified voice / "seat at the table" to advocate for district priorities.  

• Professional management and staff dedicated to implementing programs and 

services in the district.  

• Ability to respond to crisis - COVID.  

• Ability to leverage resources and collaborations. 

 

 

Stakeholder Engagement/ Leadership and Partnerships - The municipality may engage key 

property and business owners, and civic leaders to launch the conversation about forming 

a downtown management entity, identify key priorities, and begin discussions on which 

model is the most sustainable for Danvers. The goal of this effort would be to form an 

inclusive and representative steering committee to develop a sustainable district 

management model. The municipality may initiate this effort but should transition to a 

private sector led working steering committee with strong public sector support. The clear 

demonstration of a public / private partnership will help move this effort forward.  

 

Create a Community Outreach Strategy to Identify Priorities - The Steering Committee 

should undertake efforts to engage businesses, property owners and interested residents 

to continue to identify needs and priorities for the downtown. This work has begun 

through the LRRP process but will need to continue to develop the priority programs and 

services. Additionally, this effort will provide the vehicles for community education on 

different organizational models, identify needs and opportunities as well as potential 

leadership. This could happen in a variety of ways including:  

• Community Forums (in person if possible) - fun, engaging and Informational 

visioning sessions. Organizers should be hold these events in convenient, 

mailto:annmburkeco@gmail.com
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accessible, and informal locations, like a popular casual restaurant, park/ library, or 

community business space.  

• Peer Learning Panels -Invite Executive Directors from downtown management 

entities other successful communities.  

• Visits to other communities with downtown entities to see programs in action. 

• Survey of needs and priorities (although this has recently been down through the 

LRRP process but could include a broader distribution to other stakeholders). 

• Websites/social media  

• One on one conversations with key stakeholders. 

 

Evaluate Organizational Models - Once organizers have established the downtown 

priorities/ proposed programs and budget, it will be important to determine the most 

appropriate district management organizational model for Danvers. Two of the most 

common models are a voluntary nonprofit " Main St" type organization or a more formal 

Business Improvement District. Organizers must consider an approach to financial 

sustainability and governance for each model under consideration. The steering committee 

may evaluate different organizational models through site visits, peer learning from 

Executive directors of downtown organizations, online research, or other TA.  

 

Resources for Startup and Sustainability:  Starting a district management organization 

requires seed money. Sources include TA through the Massachusetts Downtown Initiative, 

MassDevelopment Real Estate TA program (for BID), or ARPA funds (if the development of 

the organization is tied to implementing COVID recovery activities). Additionally, local 

institutions, foundations and key stakeholders/individual contributors may be sources for 

seed money to launch an effort to form a downtown management entity. Organizers need 

to develop a realistic budget, and a variety of revenue opportunities for the organization. 

Depending on the selected organizational model this may include assessment/fees, 

mailto:annmburkeco@gmail.com
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sponsorships, event revenue, grants or contracts, foundation, and individual giving. If 

possible, the downtown organization should strive to secure multiple year commitments 

from funders (if forming a voluntary based nonprofit). If the municipality approves the 

formation of a BID, property owners will reauthorize the organization every 5 years.  

 

PROCESS   

With no active downtown organization in place, Danvers may consider the following steps 

to begin the process of building support for a downtown management entity and 

determining the best model for their community.  

• Create a Downtown Partnership with the Municipality, key property owners, key 

local destination businesses, and other stakeholders to launch effort.  

• Form an inclusive, broad-based   advisory committee to provide input and 

feedback.  

•  Secure seed funding for TA to explore district management models through 

Massachusetts Downtown Initiative (now part of the One Stop), ARPA, 

Foundations, MassDevelopment, and other stakeholder support. 

•  Create community outreach events, widely distribute surveys and other 

engagement tools to develop program priorities.  

• Hold Community forums on different management district models.  

• Initiate one- on -one conversations with stakeholders to secure support and 

engagement in process. 

• Consensus building with stakeholders on preferred models /programming 

/budget. 

• Consider executing a demonstration project that could "show" potential 

programs and services provided by a district management organization.  

• Formal creation of selected management entity model.  

 

mailto:annmburkeco@gmail.com
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Basic outline of baseline organizational requirements of two common district 

management models:  

• Business Improvement District - Undertake a petition process under direction of the 

steering committee to secure support of 60% of property owners representing, 51% 

of the assessed valuation of the district. 

             The petition will include: 

             # Map and legal description of BID   boundaries,   

              # BID improvement Plan - programs and services  

              # Fee Structure  

              # Budget 

              # Hardship Provisions  

              #  ID Management  

              #  Property owner signatures of support  

 

• Formal Local Legislative Approval - Public hearing and formal vote by Select Board  to  

establish the BID. 

•  Organizers complete 501c3 and Articles of Organization filings 

•  Approval of bylaws 

•  Establishment of a Board of Directors. 

• Initiation of supplemental services  

•  Reauthorization by property owners every 5 years.  

• Create a MOU with Municipality defining relationship with the BID and baseline services  

   

  Voluntary Main St type Organization -  

• Formation as a 501 c3 organization  

• Approval of bylaws 

• File Articles of Organization 

mailto:annmburkeco@gmail.com
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•  Establish of a Board of Directors.  

• Secure Funding commitments from stakeholders and other sources to establish a 

sustainable financial structure for the organization.  

  

Timeframe: Organizers should be able to form a district management organization in 18 

months or sooner for a district of this size.  

 

 

Resources:  

How to Form a BID In Massachusetts  

https://www.mass.gov/doc/2020-revised-business-improvement-district-

manual/download 

 Best practice rubric - Reading   

Sample Communities with management district models to consider: 

Main St Communities: Beverly or Salem  

BID Communities: Hudson BID, Taunton, Amherst, Central Square Cambridge, Worcester, 

Springfield, Hyannis.  

mailto:annmburkeco@gmail.com
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City Feedback During Project Ideation

Medium Budget ($50,000 to $200,000)

Short-Term (Less Than 5 Years)

Medium Risk

Persons served, jobs placed, internships placed, apprenticeships placed, increased 
spending, wages earned, businesses involved

City of Peabody(Dept. of Planning & Community Development, others), North 
Shore Chamber of Commerce, Peabody Main Streets, local banks, Peabody 
business owners, Peabody property owners, Metropolitan Area Planning Council, 
Peabody Area Chamber of Commerce

Tenant Mix

Main Street in Peabody

Danvers/Peabody
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MISSION POSSIBLESM 

MEMO 

 

Date: September 24, 2021 

 

To: Michael Clark, Rapid Recovery Plan Facilitator 
 
From: Dr.  Lomax R. Campbell, Subject-Matter Expert 
 
Re:  SME Consultation Capacity Building for Startups and New Businesses located in 
Danvers/Peabody, MA 
 
 
Dear Mr. Clark, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to work with you on this particular project rubric under 
the State of Massachusetts’ Rapid Recovery Planning Program. we have prepared this 
memo to formalize my feedback during several Zoom calls and email exchanges over 
the last month or two. 
 
Overview 

 
The City of Peabody and Town of Danvers seeking to jointly pursue a small business 
development strategy as part of its rapid recovery planning efforts. There are a 
considerable number of alternatives for building small business capacity. Some 
significant things to determine include the nature of services and resources to offer; the 
clusters of entrepreneurs and small businesses to focus on; the number stages of the 
business development lifecycle of interest; if the municipalities’ efforts should prioritize 
working directly with small businesses or convening and coordinating the network of 
business support organizations serving entrepreneurs (e.g., whether or not to offer 
business programs and resources in house our invest in their cultivation among select 
community partners). 
 

• Services and Resources Offered: This first alternative refers to the offerings 
mix such as the decision to provide business development workshops and 
classes, technical assistance (e.g., helping with completing financial assistance 
applications or writing business plans) and resource navigation (e.g., serving as 
a concierge and making referrals to the appropriate sequence of support 
services), low-to-no-cost office space (e.g., incubators, co-working) and 
business centers with special programs (e.g., accelerators), coaching and 
mentoring services, business pitch competitions, procurement-readiness 
certification and vendor pipeline development series (e.g., one-on-one, group, 
and cohort programs focused on helping businesses obtain minority and 
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Third Eye Network, LLC 
585-877-MGMT (6468) 
www.thirdeye.network 

women-owned business, HUD section 3, disadvantaged business enterprise 
and other business certifications; also, cultivating prime and subcontractors). 
 

• Business Clusters Served: This aspect of business support decision-making 
refers to choosing what kinds entrepreneurs and small businesses to support. 
Our national network partner SourceLink has prepared a short video that 
outlines four fundamental clusters of businesses regardless of industry or 
sector. Each cluster generally requires different kinds of support tailored to their 
distinct contexts. The innovation-led cluster refers to tech, high tech, and 
science-based businesses. The microenterprise cluster encompasses small 
businesses with 10 or fewer employees, often operating in the “gig” economy. 
This includes freelance photographers, event planners and promoters, 
consultants, pursuing their craft for personal income full-time or as side jobs. 
The main street cluster, or “mainstreeters,” corresponds to doctor’s offices, law 
firms, restaurants, retail shops and the like that bring vibrancy to commercial 
corridors and neighborhoods, but whose firms are unlikely to grow too much. 
Lastly, the second stage cluster encompasses established firms with 10 to 100 
employees capable of achieving high-levels of growth and scale. 
 

• Business Development Lifecycle: Like living organisms, businesses go 
through a lifecycle. In our public sector work, we have adopted the terms “start 
up,” “stay up,” “scale up,” and “split up” to broadly characterize the phases of 
the entire lifecycle. Within each phase, one would find the traditional stages of 
business development commonly taught in a Business 101 course. This 
includes the “seed,” “concept” or “idea” stage interchangeably; the “launch” or 
“start-up” stage; the “growth,” “shakeout,” and “maturity” stages; the 
“expansion” stage; and the “decline,” “succession,” and “exit” stages within the 
phases, respectively. Businesses wrestle with distinct challenges, pursue 
different milestones, and require different kinds of support along this continuum. 
It would serve municipalities well to be cognizant of how support is configured 
to assist entrepreneurs and small businesses along this journey. There is no 
effective one-size-fits-all approach to small business support. 
 

• Entrepreneurial Ecosystem Building: In addition to working directly with small 
businesses to build their capacity, municipalities can alternatively assume the 
role of convener and connector across local and regional resource networks of 
entrepreneur or business support organizations—interchangeably called ESOs 
and BSOs. ESOs tend to include government, nonprofits (e.g., public charities, 
foundations, community development financial institutions, economic 
development agencies, chambers of commerce, etc.), and academic institutions 
that provide any of the kinds of offerings described above. In some special 
cases—like coworking facilities, incubators, and accelerators—ESOs can be for-
profit enterprises that offer their resources at low or otherwise moderate costs. 
But, ESOs do not include professional services providers like accountants, 
lawyers, insurance agents, commercial banks, or technology companies. 
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The entire network of ESOs in a community are referred to as the small business 
ecosystem. Uncoordinated, these actors struggle to meet businesses where 
they are in culturally and contextually congruent ways capable of helping them 
achieve their goals and objectives. This reality has given rise to the emergence 
of entrepreneurial ecosystem building, which entails the active pursuit of 
inclusive coordination and systematic enhancement of the local or regional ESO 
network. Subsets of ESOs in these networks focus on or specialize in particular 
small business clusters and stages of the business development lifecycle. 
Ecosystem building is a team sport, and municipalities can play essential 
leadership roles in mapping, realigning, augmenting, and investing in the 
improvement of their small business ecosystems to scale business capacity 
building and growth activities through cooperation—realizing collective impact. 

 
Planning 

 
Planning considerations can be as nominal or as expansive as the array of resources 
available and capacity building strategies pursued by a given community. To that end, 
here are a few high-level parameters by selected activity category: 
 

• Workshops and Classes: 

o Unless developed in-house, budgets may span $15,000 to $45,000. 
o Costs can include curricular asset acquisition with onboarding and year 

one licensing fees, course/event registration (e.g., Eventbrite, Sign-up 
Genius, etc.) and data system subscriptions (i.e., learning management 
systems, customer relationship management systems, etc.), collateral 
and digital design, marketing and promotions, and supplies. 

o Curricula licensing and technology subscriptions may require annual 
renewal fees in addition to the range above. 

o Resources can include programs and assets offered by regional, national, 
and international ESOs with proven programs such as EforAll, Rising Tide 
Capital (e.g., Community Business Academy), Kauffman (e.g., FastTrac, 1 
Million Cups), CO.STARTERS, Digital Main Street, Next Street, Forward 
Cities, and Mass Challenge. This is not intended to be a complete list. 

o These activities should take less than six months to identify vendors and 
launch the first cycle of workshops and classes. Offerings may be 
administered annually, semiannually, by trimester, or quarterly 

o Key performance indicators can include the enrollment and program 
completion rates, participant satisfaction rates, net promoter scores, the 
amount of funds raised in support of the program, the number of 
businesses achieving their goals (i.e., by goal area). It can also include the 
number of training hours provided and amount of funds awarded. 

o Risks for this offerings category is low and primarily concerns low 
adoption/participation rates and unfavorable reviews. These programs 
can also be labor intensive to effectively develop and administer. 
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o Actions include determining what kind of training to offer and the target 
categories and stages of small businesses to serve—deciding whether to 
develop a bespoke program or to adapt/adopt an existing model(s). 

o The process should begin with an environmental scan of existing 
business support workshops and classes and an assessment of what is 
missing. Community engagement should allow the municipality or 
community partner to elicit the kinds of developmental content most 
desired and/or needed by the small business community. Once the need 
has been determined, program development and resource acquisition 
begin. If developed in-house, the provider will need to outline and 
develop materials and the sequence and modes of delivery. 
Subsequently, marketing and promotions is an essential means for 
driving enrollment with such considerations as requiring advanced 
registrations versus allowing walk-ins. Program administration follows 
along with options for personal office hours and post-program 
engagement (e.g., surveys, check-ins, and exit interviews) to determine 
the effectiveness of the program. 
 

• Technical Assistance (TA) and Resource Navigators: 
o If performed in-house, an ideal budget may span $56,589 to $92,651 per 

staff member. 
o This is the annual median cost range for salaries plus 30% for benefits for 

full-time Training and Development Specialists ($71,270), Social and 

Community Service Managers ($67,310), Community and Social Service 

Specialists, All Other ($43,530) based on the following Standard 
Occupation Classification Codes 13-1151.00, 11-9151.00 and 21-
1099.00, respectively for the State of Massachusetts. 

o Figures obtained from www.onetonline.org, our nation's primary source 
of occupational information. 

o Sample job titles include, but is not limited to: Business 
Instructor/Advisor, Program Coordinator, Business Specialist, Small 
Business Development Manager, Site Coordinator, and Network 
Navigator. 

o Key performance indicators include the number of small businesses 
served (i.e., new and retained), and targeted milestones and goals 
achieved to mark their progression along the business development 
lifecycle (e.g., viable proof of concept, entity formation, capital raised, 
sales volume and average size, customer size and repeat rates, number 
of jobs created/retained, certifications attained, growth and expansion). 
Internal metrics include the number programs under management, 
partnerships formalized, and funds raised to support new and existing 
programs. 

o Risks are generally low to moderate and may include accessibility, low 
morale, burnout, and turnover if employees are under resourced, feel 
unappreciated, or are over allocated (i.e., “stretched too thin”). It is also 
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important to align employee interests and skills to the scope and nature 
of the work. Training and additional staff may be necessary steps for 
mitigating these risks. 

o Regarding timing, technical support staff should be hired as early in the 
process of rendering service as possible to ensure effectiveness, making 
it a short-term prospect. Staff hired in the midst of program 
administration face steeper learning curves and shorter onboarding 
support. Additionally, business support staff should be in empowered to 
contribute to the development and refinement of the offerings portfolio. 

o Actions include the decision to allocate staff resources to small business 
support activities and initiating the hiring process once the requisite 
budget is obtained. 

o The process involves framing the specific small business need(s), 
determining the sources of funds, portfolio of work, and operating 
resources needed to ensure success. This includes resources for 
marketing the new available resources and services and whether 
community partnerships are needed for augmentation. 
 

• Office Space and Business Centers: 

o These costs can vary significantly based on a number of factors, but may 
include property acquisition ($750,000 – $3,000,000), buildout of new or 
existing municipally-owned facilities (e.g., $50,000 – $200,000), staffing 
(see above), and operating costs. 

o Key performance indicators here include occupancy rates or the number 
of subscribing members or participants; profitability and efficiency 
measures (e.g., low costs); number of programs offered, funds raised and 
number of partnerships formed in support of programmatic efforts. 

o Risks can be medium to high depending on whether or not new or 
existing facilities are acquired and developed, accessibility, the total cost 
for development, staffing, and ongoing operations; in addition to adoption 
rates since the presence of a new center does not automatically mean 
that businesses will take advantage of the resource. 

o Timelines will also vary with this approach based on the above decisions. 
However, retrofitting an existing facility or space can range from a few 
months to a year. 

o These actions and processes vary, but are commonly understood by 
most municipalities as these falls within the scope of general municipal 
operations. 
 

• Specialized Events and Pipeline Programs: 

o Whether in-house or outsourced, budgets may span $5,000 to $75,000 
per year. 

o These costs can comprise program materials, facility rentals, catering, 
event supplies, instructor/trainer fees, entertainment fees, audio visual 
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and technology services (e.g., sound systems, projectors, and screens), 
event insurance, awards, small business grants. 

o Refer to “Workshops and Classes” above for general resource options, 
key performance indicators, risks, actions, and processes. 

o In the case of annual pitch competitions and small business galas, 
specialized resources may involve procuring the assistance of an event 
planner, cater, emcee, deejay or band. 

o In the case of organizational pipeline programs, specialized resources 
can require the services of quality consultants or software vendors that 
offer solutions designed to clarify and streamline organizational 
processes for increased efficiency and performance. 
 

• Entrepreneurial Ecosystem Building: 

o These resources can be procured for $25,000 to $150,000 per year. 
o Refer to the enclosed Best Practice Sheet titled, “Facilitating Inclusive 

Entrepreneurial Ecosystem Building and Enhancement” for actions and 
process steps associated with the development of www.Nexusi90.org 
(powered by SourceLink) in Greater Rochester (NY)/Finger Lakes Region. 

o The costs above may cover platform implementation, training, two to five 
years of technology and data system fees, collateral and digital ad 
design, printing, event planning and hosting, marketing and promotions, 
network research and development, and a hotline. 

o Qwally is another one of our national network partners that offers 
certification compliance and inclusive procurement “GovTech” solutions 
to municipalities. Their solutions are ecosystemic because their base 
platform implementation allows municipalities to refer businesses to 
selected local and regional ESOs for technical assistance at different 
places along the user journey for zoning and permitting, certification, 
licensing, funding, and procurement activities. 

o Ecosystemic enhancements to network partners can cost an additional 
$375,000 to $1,500,000 for three to 6 ESOs to deepen their collaboration 
and improve their relevance and organizational capacity to assist small 
businesses, making them ideal referral partners. This is based one of our 
own proprietary ESO capacity-building programs. 

o The time to build, launch, market, expand, and possibly enhance the 
network should take place over three to five years as this is a social 
transformation program that takes time to shift the local/regional culture. 

o Regarding resources, Kauffman Foundation has convened an annual 
global ESHIP Summit to advance entrepreneurial ecosystem building as 
an emerging industry sector and occupational field of practice. They have 
culminated the summit community’s collective learning and progress into 
a phenomenal and instructive playbook for ecosystem builders. In 
addition, in March 2021, the International Economic Development Council 
announced its new certification on entrepreneur-led economic 
development, which focused on entrepreneurial ecosystem building. For 
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what it is worth, a case study on our work in Rochester is featured in the 
coursework. 
 

It is my hope that this memo has equipped you with an array of possibilities with 
sufficient depth for completing your project sheets. Please feel free to contact me 
directly with questions. 
 
 
Regards, 
 
 
 
 
Dr. Lomax R. Campbell, MBA, PMP®, LSSBB, RYT® 
President and CEO 
 
 
Enclosures 

• Nexus i90 RRP Best Practice Sheet 
• SourceLink Proposal for Rochester, NY 
• Qwally Proposal for Rochester, NY 
• Community Business Academy Overview Materials 



Rapid Recovery Plan

Origin

Budget

Timeframe

Risk

Key Performance Indicators

Partners & Resources

Location

Provided by SME Consultant

Rochester, New York/Finger Lakes Region 1

City of Rochester – Mayor’s Office of Community Wealth Building
Rochester Institute of Technology (RIT) Center for Urban Entrepreneurship
Rochester Economic Development Corporation (REDCO)

$417.5k Digital Infrastructure; $1.5M Ecosystem Enhancement

28 Weeks (SourceLink Pro Implementation); 12 Months (Regional CRM 
Expansion); 24 Months/cohort (Ecosystem Enhancement)

Requires public and philanthropic investment, socio-political will and actively 
engaged collaboration among the entrepreneur support community

Network Collaborations (# of partners & referrals, funds raised, engagement rates), 
Community Commerce (# of businesses/jobs created/retained, # and % of goals achieved), 
Ecosystem Enhancements (# of new offerings/improvements, impact of policy changes)

Collaborators: City of Rochester Mayor’s Office of Community Wealth Building, RIT 
Center for Urban Entrepreneurship, REDCO, Rochester Public Library Business Insight 
Center, JustCause, Monroe County Economic Development Dept., Urban League of 
Rochester, IBERO-American Action League, M&T Bank Foundation, ESL Foundation, 
Rochester Downtown Development Corporation, SCORE Greater Rochester, PathStone
Enterprise Center, Small Business Administration Rochester Chapter

Sponsors: Living Cities – City Accelerator Catalytic Capital Grant ($100k); JPMorgan 
Chase – Matching & CRM Expansion Grants ($137.5k, $180k); Empire State 
Development/New York State – Ecosystem Enhancement Grant ($1.5M)

Rochester, New York/Finger Lakes Region

Facilitating Inclusive Entrepreneurial
Ecosystem Building and Enhancement

Dr. Lomax R. Campbell, MBA, PMP®, LSSBB
President & CEO, Third Eye Network, LLC
585-877-MGMT (6468) | lomax@thirdeye.network



Rapid Recovery Plan

Strategy Feasibility Planning

• Biennial small business climate and needs 
assessment survey; allot three to four months 
for planning and execution at $10k – $15k

• 4 – 5 culturally-specific, peer-led focus groups 
(e.g., Black-owned, Latinx-owned, and women-
owned businesses, businesses earning over 
$100k annually, and those who had prior 
dealings with the “Organizational Hub”); 6 to 10 
participants per group at $15k – $20k total

• Findings: Bureaucracy was a barrier; universal 
monocultural approaches fail; support resources 
and pathways were unclear, decentralized, and 
disjointed; little capital access and know-how

Anti-Racist Community Building

• Host 3 – 5 three-day Undoing Racism® 
Workshops with The People’s Institute for 
Survival and Beyond (www.pisab.org) for 
resource partners, small businesses, influencers, 
and other stakeholders; allot three to four 
months for planning and execution at 
$13.5k/workshop, when hosting 2 or more

• Attend Kauffman Foundation’s ESHIP Summit, 
join networks, and invest in related learning 
materials to plug into the global entrepreneurial 
ecosystem movement; allot up to $2k/person

Diagnostic

Resource Navigator Implementation (Nexusi90.org)

• Select a vendor like SourceLink 
(joinsourcelink.com), establish a project team, 
and maintain a weekly meeting schedule to 
identify and map resources, develop site 
content, create social media pages and a 
hotline, participate in train-the-trainer 
workshops, and convene regional resource 
partners for project kick-off and pre-public 
launch meetings; allot four to six months at 
$75k for implementation and $15k for annual 
maintenance (prices may vary by vendor, 
number of counties, population size, and/or 
features)

Custom CRM Development and Platform Integration

• Determine the scope of work based on 
community needs (Rochester was interested in 
expanding access to SourceLink’s CRM so any 
resource partner in the region that wanted to 
adopt the platform as a system of record or 
integrate their organizational system with the 
shared platform); allot 12 months of planning 
and execution at $180k (future SourceLink 
clients would not incur this expense)

• Connect2Capital is a collaborative online 
lending network created by Community 
Reinvestment Fund USA; allot four months for 
planning and execution (in progress) at an 
unknown cost due to a third-party sponsor

Process – Digital Asset Development (phased)

Greater Rochester, New York/Finger Lakes Region 2

Campbell’s Nested “Hub and Spoke” Model for Inclusive Ecosystem Building and Enhancement

Nexusi90.org home page

• Co-created the scale of proposed digital asset development activities
(consider hyper-local versus regional approaches) with REDCO

• Spearheaded SourceLink implementation with key collaborators

• Hosted resource partner gathers during project kick-off and launch events

• Prepared and released resource partner enhancement program RFPs

• Selected cohort participants by committee

• Publicly launched and currently administering the inaugural cohort

Action – Facilitating Nested “Hub and Spoke” Model Development
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Nexus i90 screenshots

Peer-learning Cohort Program

Program Planning: Determine target cohort 
size based on funds raised for the program; 
prepare requests for proposals for prospective 
resource partner and organizational coaches 
cohorts; responses should articulate proposed 
enhancement plans from resource partners, 
and demonstrate coaches’ expertise and 
commitment to support the cohort and 
program; and establish a selection committee 
and develop scoring rubrics before releasing 
both requests for proposals, conduct 
candidate selection and matching processes, 
and notify program participants; allot six 
months at $750k – $2M total for three to six 
resource partners ($150k – $200k grants each)
and three to six organizational coaches ($100k 
– $150k grants each)

Program Convenings: Host two day convenings 
(virtual or in-person) to kick-off and receive 
major progress updates at the beginning, 
middle, and end of the program; these events 
should include culturally-relevant music, soul 
checks (check-ins), opening remarks from 
dignitaries and program administrators, a 
keynote speaker, relevant panels, team 
presentations, engaging activities, and 
breakout rooms/groups; allot six to nine 
months for planning and execution at varying 
costs based on delivery format (virtual vs. in-
person), refreshments and parking fees 
according to the number of participants, 
insurance requirements, interpretation and 
translation service needs, entertainment, 
decorations, and honorariums; these costs 
should be equitably deducted from the funds 
awarded to the resource partners and 
organizational coaches cohorts

Program Management: Resource partners 
should meet with their assigned coaches at 
least bi-weekly throughout the program, all 
coaches should meet with program 
administration at least once monthly for 
check-ins, an “all-cohort” meeting should be 
conducted monthly with both cohorts for 
updates and cohort collaboration, and 
resource partners should meet with program 
administration for an individual onboarding 
session at the beginning of the program and 
periodically as warranted throughout the 
program

Program Workshops: All cohort members 
should be required to participate in an 
Undoing Racism® Workshop early in the 
program to inform their work, and principals 
and tools should be regularly revisited; two to 
three months for planning and execution at 
costs equitably deducted from the funds 
awarded to the resource partner and 
organizational coaches cohorts

Process – Resource Partner Enhancement Program
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Each Cohort I member above focuses on different entrepreneurial cultural communities: Black-owned, Latinx-owned, Women-owned businesses, low-to-moderate income 
residents, previously incarcerated and justice system involved residents, and food-based businesses (including new ventures and those who previously operated informally)

Resource Partner Enhancement Program – Cohort I Member Organizations

SourceLink affiliate ChiBizHub demonstrates how the Connect2Capital portal will integrate into Nexusi90.org
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April 18, 2019 

Entrepreneurial Ecosystem Development Plan Rochester, NY MSA 
 

At SourceLinkSM, we understand that developing a truly effective entrepreneurial ecosystem requires an 

expertly tailored mix of technology, community engagement, and data measures.  Over the last decade, we 

have helped communities come up with their unique recipe of these base components to inform continuous 

improvement and economic impact.  While admittedly, no foolproof plan in the economic development 

industry exists, we have built a roadmap that communities of all sizes have put to successful use. 

Beginning with simple outreach and promotion, a network can become more effective as it engages, listens, 

responds and collaborates to solve problems and fill gaps within the entrepreneurial ecosystem. By 

operating as the central “hub” of the ecosystem, an organization can learn what kinds of resources are in 

most demand, what kinds of businesses are being developed and what is missing. 

In order for the SourceLink model to be effective, you must first have a strong foundational toolkit from 

which to operate from. All of this starts with building your network, activating your network, and leveraging 

the network for meaningful entrepreneurial impact. 

The focus of the first year of entrepreneurial ecosystem development should be on building your network.  

This includes identification of resource organizations that serve owners in your community. Through our 

SourceLink methodology, we will catalog the most comprehensive picture of all available resources in your 

region and help you develop a searchable database to highlight your region’s unique offerings. 

The second year of ecosystem building efforts should focus on learning about your entrepreneurs and their 

needs to activate the network. During this phase, we recommend folding in services that capture business 

outcome data. 

By the third full year of system implementation, you can leverage your network. Your resources should be 

well acquainted, entrepreneurs informed about resources, and your focus as an entrepreneurial ecosystem-

building champion can shift to collaborative outcomes and meeting true business community needs through 

identified gaps. 

While SourceLink provides tools to position you as the champion for your ecosystem building efforts, there 

are even greater emergent benefits for those who join the SourceLink family.  These perks include exclusive 

opportunities at a semi-annual Summit dedicated to entrepreneurial community building, regular Town Hall 
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webinar affiliate meetings, on-going technology enhancements based on feedback from entrepreneur 

support organizations (like yours), and valuable, personal, global connections to top thought leaders doing 

this important work. 

Year I: Building the Network 

The focus of the first year of entrepreneurial ecosystem development should be on identification of 

resource organizations that serve businesses in the area. Through our SourceLink methodology, we will 

catalog the most comprehensive database of resource organizations, determine the services that are 

available to business owners, and put it into an online searchable database that entrepreneurs can use at 

any time to access your region’s unique offerings. 

Foundational Ecosystem Toolkit 

The Resource Navigator® Smart Search Database  

Organize and optimize your entrepreneurial ecosystem with The Resource Navigator, a user-

friendly, online search engine that allows entrepreneurs and small business owners to 

search the network for resources that fit their industry, business stage and challenge. Back-

end administration allows for fast updates and complex reports to help inform entrepreneur 

usage by zip code, industry, business stage, assistance requested and much more.  

 SiteConnex℠ Website Framework 

Increase your visibility with SiteConnex, an enterprise level website technology that lets you 

build community, foster collaboration and engage entrepreneurs.  Template website 

features include a robust blog engine, sophisticated calendar and easy-to-edit content 

management system, all of which will be customized to fit your desired look and feel. When 

coupled with the Resource Navigator, partners can be provided user accounts to add events 

and update their profile.  Hosting, development and on-going technical support included. 

    SourceLink Pro® Customer Relationship Management & Decision Support System Software  

Being able to track economic impact is essential. SourceLink Pro, SourceLink's 

comprehensive client management system, lets you monitor, survey and showcase your 

entrepreneurs’ successes, so you can make fact-based program decisions—and share your 

importance and economic impact with stakeholders. This tool serves as your underlying 

decision making engine by connecting people and organizations as well as providing a better 

understanding of your ecosystem. 

The Four Quadrants of Entrepreneurship & Mapping Entrepreneurial Assets workshop  

Communities of any size often have an abundance of resource organizations, all seeking the 

same outcome: to help local businesses start and grow. From Small Business Development 

Centers to advanced and specialized accelerators, communities must both identify and then 

direct entrepreneurs to best fit resources. The first step in this process is to gather service 
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providers together to identify available resources. This workshop explores the uniqueness of 

your entrepreneurial ecosystem, sets expectations for understanding the kinds of 

entrepreneurs and their needs, and is the starting point to building The Resource Navigator. 

Annual Progress Report 

In order for a community to move forward, it must have the ability to look back. This first 

annual report will provide a baseline assessment that will later form the foundation for 

being able to recognize ecosystem development under the SourceLink model. 

Recommended Success Measures 

With the utilization of software tools and our recommended resource partner development guidance, by the 

end of the first year, you will be able to report about your community’s standing and strengths.   

Critical data points at the end of the first year can include:  

 Number of resource partners engaged 

 Number of business events 

 Entrepreneur interest areas for assistance 

 Online website statics for traffic 

 Visibility, as measured by social media footprint 
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Year II: Activating the Network 

The second year of ecosystem building efforts focus on learning about your entrepreneurs and their needs. 

At this stage, we recommend folding in technologies and services that capture direct business owner data.  

SourceLink provides on-going technical support and consulting around how to active the network. 

Foundational Ecosystem Toolkit 

Hotline Referral Service 

The hotline is the foundation of linking resources to entrepreneurs. The hotline is answered 

by a real person who is able to gather demographic information from callers and 

recommends best-fit resources for entrepreneurs to connect with. Managing a phone line 

and proving no-cost referral services to your owners will help you attract and capture 

valuable business owner information, especially powerful when used in combination with 

SourceLink Pro. 

Annual Progress Report 

The second annual report will build on and enhance data first collected last year.  The report 

will demonstrate where ecosystem growth has been facilitated and reveal opportunities for 

improvement in the coming year.  

Enterprise Ecosystem Toolkit 

Entrepreneurial Communities Workshops 

By the second full year, SourceLink has developed a number of workshops that can be 

provided to fuel momentum and help educate resource partners on areas of potential 

development.  These workshops include Building Entrepreneurial Community: Tips and 

Tricks for Bringing your Resource Community Together, Lessons from the Front: Best 

Practices in Developing an Entrepreneurial Ecosystem, and Taking the Pulse of Your 

Community: The Entrepreneurial Ecosystem Scorecard. 

 Website Framework Enhancement: Shop Local 

Local business is big business. Help area owners get 

involved by installing the Shop Local module on your 

website. Entrepreneurs love the free exposure, you will 

appreciate the additional traffic and online feature to 

market, and web visitors appreciate the ability to find local 

firms to patronize. 
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 Website Framework Enhancement: Business Licensing and Permitting 

A common source of pain for entrepreneurs is understanding business licensing and 

permitting. With our simple to use add-on module for SiteConnex, owners can use a similar 

smart search technology leveraged by The Resource Navigator to find the right licensing and 

permitting information and/or application that they need. 

Gap Analysis Report 

At this stage of development, SourceLink can benchmark your community against a national 

network of entrepreneurial ecosystems to help you better understand your region’s 
strengths and opportunities.  An assessment of capital sources is also included. 

Recommended Success Measures 

In addition to the data collected and reported on during the first year, this is the time that your community 

should be able to track business startups, sales and employment counts. You will be able to identify trends 

in what common struggles your entrepreneurs’ experience, which resources are being utilized, and can work 

strategically toward partner coalitions to address systemic obstacles during the next year.  

 

  

Critical data points at the end of the second year can include:  

 Gap reports 

 Entrepreneurial activity snapshots and interactions 

 Partner engagement and collaboration 

 Funding resources 

 Jobs, starts, debt/equity infusion, sales 
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Year III: Leveraging the Network 

By the third full year of system usage, your resource network should be well acquainted, entrepreneurs 

should be informed about available resources, and your focus as an entrepreneurial ecosystem building 

champion can shift to collaborative outcomes and how you are doing meeting systemic entrepreneur 

community challenges. SourceLink will provide on-going technical support and consulting around how to 

leverage the network 

Foundational Ecosystem Toolkit 

Annual Progress Report 

The final annual progress report will recap all of the successes made during the three-year 

period using the SourceLink model. 

Enterprise Ecosystem Toolkit 

Entrepreneurial Communities Workshops 

SourceLink support shifts to a consultative role during the final year. At this stage, we are 

most useful to our affiliates as consultants to assist in facilitating the following workshops 

and presentations for your network: 

Find a Need, Fill a Need: Gap Analysis for Your Entrepreneurial Community 

Driving Future Impact: Community Strategic Planning (Series)  

Being "Social": Leveraging Social Media to Share the Entrepreneurial Story 

Setting up an Annual Measurement System 

 Resource Rail Print Guide (see right) 

The print Resource Rail is a robust inventory of the entire 

entrepreneurial community.  It provides businesses with 

visual guidance through a much deeper understanding of 

resource partners and specific entrepreneurial needs (e.g. 

capital, stage of company, etc.). 

 

 

We Create & We Create Capital Reports 

Tell the story of your ecosystem’s growth through entrepreneurial density, network 

connectivity, workforce, while at the same time; champion all the different kinds of 

entrepreneurs in your region.  The We Create report can accomplish both in an interactive 

and engaging print piece. We Create Capital takes a similar approach, but focuses solely on 

capital resources. 
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Recommended Success Measures 

The result of building, activating and leveraging a network is a strong entrepreneurial ecosystem. With the 

right data, the right funding, the right partners and community support, an organization can begin to drive 

entrepreneurship economic development. By year three, your success metrics should show new powerful 

data points like: 

 Leveraged funding 

 New programs to meet data-proven ecosystem gaps 

 Large scale collaborations among resource partners 

 Streamlined offerings and more cross-referrals of entrepreneurs through the network 

 Growth in critical economic measures: density, connectivity, financing, and talent / workforce 
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SourceLink Ecosystem Toolkit Investment 

Year I: Building the Network           Foundational    Enterprise 

Resource Navigator® (Installation, Hosting, Training, Support)          Included 

SiteConnex℠ (Installation, Hosting, Training, Support)  Included 

SourceLink Pro℠ (Installation, Hosting, Training, Support)   Included 

Four Quadrants & Asset Map Workshop   Included 

Annual Progress Report     Included 

 

Year II: Activating the Network          Foundational Enterprise 

Resource Navigator® (Hosting, Upgrades, Support)   Included 

SiteConnex℠ (Hosting, Upgrades, Support)   Included 

SourceLink Pro℠ (Hosting, Upgrades, Support)   Included 

Hotline Training     Included   

Annual Progress Report     Included 

Additional Workshops       $2,500 each 

Shop Local Module       $5,000/$2,500 annual 

Business License Module      $5,000/$2,500 annual 

Gap Analysis Report       $10,000 

 

Year III: Leveraging the Network           Foundational Enterprise 

Resource Navigator® (Hosting, Upgrades, Support)  Included 

SiteConnex℠ (Hosting, Upgrades, Support)   Included 

SourceLink Pro℠ (Hosting, Upgrades, Support)    Included 

Annual Progress Report     Included 

Additional Workshops       $2,500 each 

Resource Rail Print Guide       Custom Quote 

We Create |We Create Capital Reports     Custom Quote 

Total Project Investment                                  Foundational 

Year 1 Rochester NY MSA     $70,000 

Year 1 Finger Lakes Region     $75,000 

Years 2 & 3       20% of Year 1 investment 

Note:  Travel expenses billed upon approval at cost.   

Our current and past list of affiliate network:  www.joinsourcelink.com/about/meet-our-network 

Notice: This Scope of Work has been tailored specifically for Rochester NY and is guaranteed for a period of up to four (4) months from 4/18/2019. All 

content is Copyright ©2019 The Curators Of The University Of Missouri On Behalf Of SourceLink® & U.S.SourceLink℠. All Rights Reserved. 























National 
League 
of
Cities
Cohort Kickoff 

July 1

“…just within my family, our 
business is affecting two or three
generations.”

QASIM RASHID
NF INSULATION

Informal Entrepreneurship



Opportunity

“…just within my family, our business is 
affecting two or three generations.”



Who Are We?



Vision

Inclusive communities of resilient entrepreneurs 
catalyzing a thriving and sustainable economy for all.



Mission

Transforming Lives and Communities 
Through Entrepreneurship



OUTCOMES OVERVIEW: LAST 
YEAR







IMPACT STATISTCS





BY THE NUMBERS

RTC generates $3.80 in 
economic impact for every 
$1 invested in its programs





Introductions

• Name
• City
• Role
• Why are you here? Why choose this commitment?
• Tell us a story to help us understand your context



Defining the Opportunity: 
Data

“Informal Sector” refers to businesses operating without licensure, 
regulation, or documentation

• Estimated 11-12% of the US GDP
• $2.25 to $2.46 Trillion Dollars
• Over $400 billion in taxes are lost on average
• 60% of workers in the world earn the majority of their income in 

the informal economy



Defining the Opportunity: 
Discussion
Root Cause Analysis: City Perspective
• Why do entrepreneurs start informally?
• Why do they stay informal?



Defining the Opportunity: 
Discussion

Notes:
• Side hustles, existing skills/talent that grew
• Fear of taxes, government regulation
• Language barriers – translated forms, policies, and procedures
• Literacy in all languages
• Cash vs checks 
• Business is seen as a test case – didn’t want to overcomplicate
• Undocumented entrepreneurs fear engaging with the government
• Unaware of the process and requirements
• Family traditions that continue w/o knowledge of regulations



Defining the Opportunity: Rising 
Tide

Why is it Important?

1. Access to Business Support
• Financial Support, business opportunities, business 

education and networks

2. Safety for High Risk Industries
• Childcare and food industry

3. Money to the City
• Business Retention, Tax Dollars, Employment



The Commitment

Bringing informal entrepreneurs into the formal 
economy and providing them with the resources to 
grow their businesses.

• Outreach & Registration Program

1. Supportive of the community assets they bring
2. Nonpunitive



The Commitment: 
Outreach & Registration

Partnership is Key!

Homework: Identify who is already doing the work?

• Rising Tide National Partnership
• List of trusted, local partners
• Consider entrepreneurship adjacent spaces
• Target sectors or entrepreneurs



Where has this worked?

Charleston, SC



Chicago: Sunshine Enterprises

• 2018: Partner expands to serve 4 
communities and innovates with a 
sector specific Community Business 
Academy.

• 2020: Celebrates 57 cohorts and 
850 graduates from the Community 
Business Academy.



STRONGER 
TOGETHER

Question & Response



END

Thank you for joining us. We look forward to working together!
Samira Cook Gaines: Samira@RisingTideCapital.org



THE COMMUNITY BUSINESS ACADEMY

PROGRAM OVERVIEW

THE COMMUNITY BUSINESS ACADEMY

WORKBOOK 1 :  INTRODUCTION

THE COMMUNITY BUSINESS ACADEMY

WORKBOOK 2 :  BUSINESS SIMULATION — GAME 1

THE COMMUNITY BUSINESS ACADEMY

WORKBOOK 3 :  PERSONAL BUDGETING & CREDIT

$$$$$$

THE COMMUNITY BUSINESS ACADEMY

WORKBOOK 4 :  COMPETITION & TARGET MARKETING

THE COMMUNITY BUSINESS ACADEMY

WORKBOOK 5 :  BUSINESS SIMULATION — GAME 2

THE COMMUNITY BUSINESS ACADEMY

WORKBOOK 6 :  BREAKEVEN AND PRICING

THE COMMUNITY BUSINESS ACADEMY

WORKBOOK 7 :  CASH FLOW

THE COMMUNITY BUSINESS ACADEMY

WORKBOOK 8 :  BUSINESS SIMULATION — GAME 3

THE COMMUNITY BUSINESS ACADEMY

WORKBOOK 9 :  BOOKKEEPING

THE COMMUNITY BUSINESS ACADEMY

WORKBOOK 10 :  MARKETING

THE COMMUNITY BUSINESS ACADEMY

WORKBOOK 11 :  BUSINESS FINANCING AND 

         LEGAL STRUCTURES

THE COMMUNITY BUSINESS ACADEMY

WORKBOOK 12 :  INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 

    AND INSURANCE



OUR PROGRAM 

The Community Business Academy (CBA) consists of 12 consecutive, three hour-long sessions 
taking place once a week on weekday evenings or Saturday mornings for maximum convenience 
and accessibility to applicants with full-time jobs or weekend obligations. Classes are taught twice 
per year from March through May and from September through December.

In order to be considered for the Community Business Academy, prospective students must attend 
an Information Session. This free orientation provides insight into the CBA program and allows our 
staff to evaluate each applicant and their business on an individual basis.

Every applicant accepted into the Community Business Academy receives a full tuition waiver worth 
$3,000 thanks to the generosity of our funding partners. Our students’ only financial responsibility is 
a nominal registration fee based on household income.

OUR METHODOLOGY

Our curriculum is designed around best practices in adult participatory learning methodology, with a 
focus on management skills necessary to start and grow a successful, small business. This approach 
emphasizes experiential problem-solving, allowing us to ensure that complicated concepts like 
financial management are easily understood by individuals with varying educational backgrounds.

To reinforce our methodology, Rising Tide Capital has developed a cohesive series of components 
to consistently emphasize each of the 10 core concepts within the curriculum. Each chapter follows 
a carefully designed, step-by-step approach to the introduction, reinforcement, and practice of each 
new concept.

EXERCISE + ACTIVITIES

Students engage in an exercise (i.e. group 

activities around case studies, field trips, 

business simulation games) that demonstrate the 

new concepts introduced during each class.

NEW CONCEPT

A series of key concepts relevant to a 

practical application of entrepreneurship 

introduced to students during each session of 

the Community Business Academy.

DEFINITION

Relevant vocabulary for each business concept 

is introduced and defined for students.

ASSESSMENT

Various assessment tools are used throughout 

the Community Business Academy to measure 

the progress of participants’ understanding of key 

business concepts and skills.

DISCUSSION

Students discuss and reflect on the exercise to 

grasp what occurred and its relationship to the 

new concepts that they just learned.

HOMEWORK

Students are given homework as a practical tool to 

apply the concepts learned in class directly to their 

business. Homework workbooks are provided to 

students at the end of each class. Homework can 

take anywhere from 3-5 hours per class.

HOMEWORK REVIEW

The beginning of each class is used to review the 

homework from the previous class. The Instructor 

answers questions generated by the homework. 

Participants submit homework at the end of class to 

be reviewed by the Instructor for further feedback 

and additional support.

EXAMPLES

Each chapter includes real life examples to 

reinforce the key concept from each class.

THINGS TO KNOW

Based on discussion, the Instructor facilitates a 

conversation that leads to an understanding of why 

their experiences during the exercise are important 

to their abilities to start and grow a business.



Class 1 - Introduction: “You the Entrepreneur” and “The Business Idea”

The class begins with a practice elevator pitch given by each of the students which 
serves to introduce the entrepreneurs to each other. Then the class structure and 
materials for the entire course are reviewed. The necessary skills and talents required 
to run a business are then explored as well as the personality traits and characteristics 
that will make a successful entrepreneur. The elements that make up a good business 
idea (focus on needs, wants and desires or solving a problem) are introduced and 
discussed.

Class 2 - Business Simulation Game #1

The business simulation game is a hands-on exercise in the practical aspects of 
running and managing a business. The class is divided into three teams that compete 
to manufacture and sell a product. Game #1 introduces the Basic Business Cycle 
including budgeting, financial decision making, managing cash flow, and basic record 
keeping as well as types of business expenses.

Class 3 - Personal Budgeting and Credit

Understanding your personal income and expenses is the first step in being able 
to manage your financial life. This is a class in personal financial literacy. The goal 
is a clear idea of what income the business will be required to generate in order to 
support the needs of its owner. The fundamentals of personal credit and how credit 
history affects credit score are also reviewed since all small business lending is 
actually personal lending.

Class 4 - Competition and Target Market

The first half of the class examines the important role that knowing and understanding 
your competition plays in designing and running a successful business. The second 
part focuses on understanding what a target market is, how it is described for a 
specific business idea, and how to use that information to design a successful 
marketing strategy for a product or service.

Class 5 - Business Simulation Game #2

This second version of the game introduces a more complex business environment 
with multiple buyers and sellers as well as a wholesale and retail market. The focus of 
this simulation includes developing a pricing strategy, understanding your competition, 
determining market demand, and managing resources such as time and money.

Class 6 - Breakeven Analysis and Pricing Strategy

Knowing when your business is generating enough revenue to pay both variable 
and fixed expenses is the first step in learning how to operate a business that 
can ultimately generate a profit over time. The method of determining a business 
breakeven point is demonstrated. The class also learns how to develop an effective 
pricing strategy to ensure long term repeat customers while taking into account 
market demand, the competition, and the cost of the product or service.

THE COMMUNITY BUSINESS ACADEMY

WORKBOOK 1 :  INTRODUCTION

THE COMMUNITY BUSINESS ACADEMY

WORKBOOK 5 :  BUSINESS SIMULATION — GAME 2

THE COMMUNITY BUSINESS ACADEMY

WORKBOOK 2 :  BUSINESS SIMULATION — GAME 1

THE COMMUNITY BUSINESS ACADEMY

WORKBOOK 6 :  BREAKEVEN AND PRICING

THE COMMUNITY BUSINESS ACADEMY

WORKBOOK 3 :  PERSONAL BUDGETING & CREDIT

$$$$$$

THE COMMUNITY BUSINESS ACADEMY

WORKBOOK 4 :  COMPETITION & TARGET MARKETING

CURRICULUM DESCRIPTION



Class 7 - Cash Flow

The heart of any small business is its cash flow. The fundamentals of cash flow are 
studied here, including identifying fixed and variable expenses, determining starting and 
ending cash, calculating net business cash flow on a monthly basis, and tools for keeping 
track of cash flow over time. The class explores the role that cash flow plays in effectively 
managing a business to become profitable and successful over the long term.

Class 8 - Business Simulation Game #3

The third version of the game operates with the most complicated scenario. Multiple 
marketing strategies, complex manufacturing processes, multiple marketing with differing 
needs as well as strict time pressures combine to create the stress and responsibility of 
operating a business in a complex environment. Key concepts introduced here include 
cash flow and the need for an ongoing bookkeeping system.

Class 9 - Bookkeeping

Keeping track of income and expenses is important for a business in order to determine 
net income, manage cash flow, project future business success, report on previous 
business activity, operate efficiently, and file tax returns as required. The class introduces 
the fundamentals of a legally compliant bookkeeping system and demonstrates the 
reasons for keeping track of income and expenses on an ongoing basis.

Class 10 - Marketing

Effective and low cost marketing strategies are key to getting customers and increasing 
sales. This class covers brand identity, essential marketing collateral, target market 
development, effective sales strategies, promotional opportunities, and publicity. 
Low and no cost guerrilla marketing techniques are demonstrated. We also explore the 
role the internet plays in marketing a small business and the importance of an effective 
web presence.

Class 11 - Business Financing and Legal Structures

The challenge of financing a small business is the focus for this class. Topics include 
small business lending requirements (from both commercial banks and micro lenders), 
borrowing money from friends and family, taking on investors or shareholders, and 
working with business partners. The difference between money lent to your business 
and money invested in your business is also explained. This class also explores what 
business structure (such as sole proprietor, LLC, C Corporation, S Corporation) will best 
suit the needs of the business and its owner. The students also receive a guide 
to registering their business in the manner that they choose at the local, state, 
and federal level.

Class 12 - Intellectual Property and Insurance

This class explains the basics of business intellectual property as well as the different 
classes of insurance that all businesses need to consider. How can a business owner 
protect its ideas, identity, and intellectual property through patents, trademarks, and 
copyrights? What kinds of insurance will be required to protect the business (such as 
business insurance, liability insurance, health insurance, unemployment insurance, 
disability insurance)?

THE COMMUNITY BUSINESS ACADEMY

WORKBOOK 9 :  BOOKKEEPING

THE COMMUNITY BUSINESS ACADEMY

WORKBOOK 10 :  MARKETING

THE COMMUNITY BUSINESS ACADEMY

WORKBOOK 7 :  CASH FLOW

THE COMMUNITY BUSINESS ACADEMY

WORKBOOK 11 :  BUSINESS FINANCING AND 

         LEGAL STRUCTURES

THE COMMUNITY BUSINESS ACADEMY

WORKBOOK 8 :  BUSINESS SIMULATION — GAME 3

THE COMMUNITY BUSINESS ACADEMY

WORKBOOK 12 :  INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 

    AND INSURANCE
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Permitting for Filming
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Town of Danvers – Community-Wide

Town Feedback During Project Ideation

Low Budget (Less Than $50,000)

Short-Term (Less Than 5 Years)

Low Risk (political risk centered around potential for 
community feedback)

Admin Capacity

Maple Street in Danvers

Danvers/Peabody



 
Levine Planning Strategies, LLC 

PO Box 7215 

Portland, ME 04112-7215 

jlevine@levineplans.com 

617-817-0424 

SME PROCESS RECOMMENDATIONS 

Cultural/Arts Organization Project: Rapid Recovery Program  

“Permitting for Short-Term Filming” 

Danvers (Stantec) 

 

August 17, 2021 

 

You have requested a Subject Matter Expert (SME) to assist you in developing a process for 

evaluating how Danvers might move forward on permitting for short-term filming. Currently, 

any filming requires a Special Permit from the Zoning Board of Appeals. However, there are 

limited criteria for whether to grant such a permit. In addition, the timeframe for such a review 

may be prohibitive for some projects. Finally, there is the question of whether a zoning review 

of a temporary event like filming is appropriate. 

 

KEY FACTORS 

Timeframe: Short term – less than 5 years 

Concerns: Current process seems cumbersome and not entirely consistent with the issue it 

seeks to address. 

Partners: Danvers Police Department, Massachusetts Film Office, other town departments, 

local businesses and neighborhoods, Town Meeting. 

Relationship to COVID-19 Recovery: As recovery moves forward, there are likely to be more 

requests for filming, and the benefits and challenges will need to be quickly and fairly 

evaluated. 

Risks: Relatively low risk, as the issue already exists in the community but only directly impacts 

outside interests who may seek to film in Danvers. 

Performance Indicators: Number of permits received, number of permits sought, average 

length of permit, sales growth for nearby businesses, number and nature of complaints 

received. 

 

RECOMMENDED PROCESS 

Based on the information provided, as well as the meetings we have held with the project 

facilitator and local project team, we recommend the following process for moving forward 

with this proposed project: 

mailto:jlevine@levineplans.com


 

Re: Danvers Arts & Culture Project SME Process Recommendations 

Page 2 

 

 

 

1. Review Existing Town Policies 

 Review materials from when current language was added to the Zoning Bylaw 

 Review applications received under the requirement to assess length of the process 

and conditions commonly applied.  

 

2. Identify Areas of Concern 

 Determine common community concerns and how are they addressed in current 

approval processes.  

 Determine if there are standard conditions that could be simply added to every 

filming approval. 

 Determine if the current process factor in the benefits of filming (such as for local 

businesses) as well as the challenges. 

 

3. Review Best Practice Policy Language from Other Communities 

 Research how other communities of a similar size handle permitting for public 

filming. 

 Research if the process varies based on governmental type or frequency of filming. 

 Determine if there are common systems and requirements that emerge from this 

review to consider using in Danvers. 

 

4. Propose Language Edits to Existing Town Policies 

 Draft proposed changes, potentially drafting a couple of options that outline 

alternative approaches. 

 Review drafts with town counsel for consistency with state law. 

 

5. Discuss Edits with Town Staff 

 Put together working group of key town policy and permitting staff to review 

options and provide feedback. 

 Determine what issues are technical and which are political, and weigh response 

language based on interest in making changes quickly and easily, as opposed to 

potentially making a more comprehensive change that may take more time and 

effort. 

 

6. Undertake Public Process to Enact Policy Changes 

 Submit language to Town Warrant. 

 Prepare one- or two-page explanation of the changes and the process that led to 

them that can be provided to Town Meeting members and other stakeholders. 



 

Re: Danvers Arts & Culture Project SME Process Recommendations 

Page 3 

 

 

INITIAL THOUGHTS 

While the process should speak for itself, we can offer some initial responses to the project and 

possible outcomes to consider: 

 

• Permitting of filming is likely best handled in a licensing process before the Board of 

Selectmen. Zoning is generally best used to review permanent, or long-term uses, not 

filming activities that are often less than two weeks. Enforcement of a licensing regimen 

is faster and more responsive to neighborhood concerns. 

• If this use is to remain in zoning, we would recommend amending the language in 9.1.h. 

to clarify that the use only requires a Special Permit if the length of the activity warrants 

the process. A one- or two-day filming effort is unlikely to warrant such a process. 

• The criteria for granting, conditioning, or denying the Special Permit should also be 

clarified to indicate the goals sought, rather than relying on the general Special Permit 

criteria in state law. 

• If the goal is to meet the warrant deadline for fall Town Meeting, an easy way to amend 

the language in section 9.1.h. of the Zoning Bylaw may be along these lines: 

“(h) Movie/TV production uses for up to fourteen (14) days, subject to Special 

Permit by the Zoning Board of Appeals. In addition to the standard Special 

Permit criteria, such a review shall factor in the economic benefits to local 

businesses. Movie/TV production uses for fewer than five (5) days do not 

require a Special Permit but may have reasonable conditions imposed by the 

Town Planning & Economic Development Director.” 

Since the Special Permit itself can limit the timeframe of the production use, the 14-day 

maximum does not seem necessary. In addition, this language allows shorter filming to 

occur with administrative review. Finally, it adds an additional criterion to the special 

permit review that factors in the project’s stated goal to think about benefits to local 

businesses. 

 

I hope this process overview is helpful as you work on this project. 
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• Project Background

• Diagnostic Results

• Initial Priorities

• What’s Next?



PHYSICAL 

ENVIRONMEN

T

Project Background



WHAT IS THE RAPID RECOVERY PLAN (RRP) PROGRAM?

Greening 
Lord Pond 

Plaza

LRRP

Ecotourism
Study

Downtown
Parking 

Plan

Athol
Retail

Assessment

• Planning grant program offered by MA Dept. of Housing and Community 

Development (DHCD)

• GOAL: Develop actionable, project-based recovery plans tailored to the 

unique economic challenges and COVID-19 related impacts to downtowns

o Collect primary data to measure COVID-19 impacts at local level

o Create data-driven plans to aid COVID-19 recovery

• Program website: Rapid Recovery Plan (RRP) Program | Mass.gov

https://www.mass.gov/info-details/rapid-recovery-plan-rrp-program


WHY WAS THE PROGRAM CREATED? 

Greening 
Lord Pond 

Plaza

LRRP

Ecotourism
Study

Downtown
Parking 

Plan

Updated
Parking 
Rates

Athol
Retail

Assessment - conducted w/ Peabody



STUDY AREA

High Street

Holten Street

Elm Street

Conant Street

Maple Street

Hobart Street

Locust Street



Month Ending

Site Visit



EXPECTED RECOMMENDATION CATEGORIES

Greening 
Lord Pond 

Plaza

LRRP

Ecotourism
Study

Downtown
Parking 

Plan

Updated
Parking 
Rates

Athol
Retail

Assessment

Transportation

Infrastructure

Placemaking

Design
Support Private Investment Marketing and Promotion

Regulations

Technical Assistance

Retention

Attraction



DANVERS & PEABODY APPLIED WITH SOME SPECIFIC PROJECTS IN MIND TO INVESTIGATE
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PRIORITY

Ensure business 
continuity moving 

forward

Invest in social distancing 
infrastructure

Market local shopping 
and dining options

1st 2nd 3rd
PRIORITY PRIORITY

Placemaking investments 
for streets, sidewalks, 

and public spaces

Pedestrian and cycling 
connectivity within and 
between communities

Connectivity to existing 
and future multimodal 

transportation

Short & mid/long-term priorities focus on business and public realm needs



PURPOSE OF THIS MEETING

Ecotourism
Study

Downtown
Parking 

Plan

Updated
Parking 
Rates

• Share baseline data (qualitative and 

quantitative) for an overview of on-the-

ground conditions

• Data collected in the field

• Business survey results to understand 

COVID impacts

• Other community input to understand 

major district concerns

• Review early identified priorities

• Hear from you about needs and priorities



HOW THE LOCAL RECOVERY PLAN WORKS WITH OTHER EFFORTS

Shared 
Winter 

Streets and 
Spaces

LRRP

Danvers Rail 
Trail 

Expansion

Downtown 
Corridor 
Rezoning

Downtown 
Parking 
Study

- Business Survey

- Baseline Data 
Collection 

- Public and 
Private Assets

Relaxed 
Outdoor 
Dining

Regional 
Micro 

Transit



DATA/DIAGNOSTIC CATEGORIES

Greening 
Lord Pond 

Plaza

LRRP

Athol
Retail

Assessment



PHYSICAL 

ENVIRONMEN

T

Diagnostic Results:
Physical Environment



ELEMENT: SIDEWALKS

Guiding Principles:

Sidewalks should be wide

enough to accommodate both

the flow of customers and

spillover retail/dining activity.

In addition, sidewalks should

be clean and well-maintained

to ensure the safety and

comfort of pedestrians.

Best practice image

Best Practice Example



ELEMENT: SIDEWALKS

How Danvers ranks:

More than 75% of 
sidewalks in the study 
area are cleaned, well-
maintained and 
accessible to multiple 
users across different 
ages and abilities.

About 50% of 
sidewalks in the study 
area are cleaned and 
well-maintained.

More than 25% of 
sidewalks in the study 
area pose challenges 
to the pedestrian 
experience (including 
narrow sidewalks and 
lack of cleanliness/ 
maintenance).

There are no 
sidewalks in the study 
area.

A B C F

GOAL IMPACT: CONNECTIVITY



ELEMENT: STREET 
TREES AND BENCHES

Guiding Principles:

Sidewalks should facilitate a

variety of activities, including

resting, people-watching and

socializing. Street trees and

benches are key amenities

that support such activities

and should be made available

without disrupting the flow

of pedestrians.

Best practice image

Best Practice Example



ELEMENT: STREET TREES AND BENCHES

Street trees and 
benches are readily 
available throughout 
the study area. They are 
well-designed, well-
maintained, and offer 
shade and comfort to 
pedestrians.

Although street trees 

and benches are 

available, these 

amenities have not 

been cleaned or well-

maintained, and 

require improvements. .

Limited availability of 
street trees and 
benches creating 
uncomfortable 
pedestrian experience.

There are no street 
trees and benches in 
the study area.

A B C FHow Danvers ranks:

GOAL IMPACT: PLACEMAKING



ELEMENT: LIGHTING

Guiding Principles:

Street lighting improves

pedestrian visibility and

personal safety, as well as

aids in geographic orientation.

Best practice image

Best Practice Example



ELEMENT: LIGHTING

More than 75% of the 
study area utilizes a 
range of lighting 
strategies to ensure 
safety of pedestrians 
and motorists, as well 
as highlight the 
identity and history of 
the area.

About 50% of the study 

area is serviced by 

street lighting that 

supports pedestrian 

visibility and safety.

Street lighting on the 
primary street in the 
study area does not 
support pedestrian 
visibility and safety.

There is no street 
lighting in the study 
area.

A B C FHow Danvers ranks:

GOAL IMPACT: PLACEMAKING



ELEMENT: WAYFINDING/ 
SIGNAGE

Guiding Principles:

A wayfinding system supports

overall accessibility of a

commercial district. It benefits

pedestrians and bicyclists,

and directs motorists to park

and walk. Without clear visual

cues, customers may find it

difficult to park or may be less

aware of local offerings.

Best practice image

Best Practice Example



ELEMENT: WAYFINDING/SIGNAGE

There is a 
comprehensive and 
cohesive wayfinding 
system that offers 
geographic orientation 
to pedestrians, cyclists, 
and motorists. Signage 
reflects brand/identity.

Wayfinding in the 

study area is primarily 

geared towards 

directing cars. There is 

limited signage to 

identify key assets and 

destinations to 

pedestrians.

Limited to no signage 
available throughout 
the study area.

There is no 
wayfinding/signage in 
the study area.

A B C FHow Danvers ranks:

GOAL IMPACT: CONNECTIVITY



ELEMENT: ROADBED/
CROSSWALKS

Guiding Principles:

Roads should be well-

maintained to ensure safety

of drivers and pedestrians.

Crosswalks that are unsafe

or inconvenient to customers

may undermine accessibility

between stores and overall

shopper experience.

Best practice image

Best Practice Example



ELEMENT: ROADBED/CROSSWALKS

Roads are designed to 
balance the needs of 
motorists, cyclists, and 
pedestrians and create 
a safe environment for 
all users.

Roads are designed 

primarily to move 

motor vehicles across 

the study area 

efficiently, with 

limited crosswalks for 

pedestrians.

Roads are hazardous to 
all users.

The study area is not 
connected by any 
major roads.

A B C FHow Danvers ranks:

GOAL IMPACT: CONNECTIVITY



PUBLIC REALM KEY TAKEAWAYS

• Sidewalks are wide in Danvers Square. The Danvers Square area, 
particularly along Maple Street, features wide sidewalks allowing 
for programming opportunities.

• The sidewalk network is disconnected. The existing sidewalk 
network is not well-maintained, and some streets connecting 
destinations, residences, and Town facilities do not have 
sidewalks. 

• Crosswalks need to be more accessible and safer. There is 
opportunity to build on the asset of existing crosswalks by 
facilitating safer conditions near them and designing more 
accessible pedestrian crossing infrastructure. 

• Multimodal improvements are needed. Limited bicycle 
infrastructure leads to the perception of Danvers Square, 
Tapleyville, and the High Street corridor as places for motorists.

• Streetscape amenities needed. There is significant opportunity to 
increase vitality by increasing the amenities such as lighting, 
trees, and benches that make visiting and spending more time in 
commercial areas desirable  



ELEMENT: WINDOW

Guiding Principles:

Storefronts that maintain a

minimum of 70% transparency

ensure clear lines of sight

between the business and

the sidewalk to enhance

attractiveness of storefront,

as well as improve safety for

the business, customers,

and pedestrians.

Best practice image

Best Practice Example



ELEMENT: WINDOW

More than 75% of 
storefronts maintain 
windows with at least 
70% transparency.

About 50% of storefront 

windows maintain 

windows with at least 

70% transparency.

More than 25% of 
storefronts have 
windows with limited 
transparency.

All storefronts are 
boarded up and/or 
have limited 
transparency.

A C FHow Danvers ranks:

GOAL IMPACT: BUSINESS CONTINUITY

B



ELEMENT: OUTDOOR 
DISPLAY/DINING

Guiding Principles:

Attractive window displays

and spillover retail/restaurant

activity on sidewalks or

adjacent parking spaces can

help contribute to overall

district vibrancy.

Best practice image

Best Practice Example



ELEMENT: OUTDOOR DISPLAY/DINING

More than 75% of 
storefronts feature an 
attractive window 
display and/or spillover 
merchandise and 
dining areas that align 
with the brand and 
identity of the district.

About 50% of 

storefronts maintain an 

attractive window 

display with limited 

spillover merchandise 

and/or dining areas.

More than 25% of 
storefronts have 
spillover merchandise 
display and outdoor 
dining that pose 
challenges to the 
pedestrian 
experience.

There is no spillover 
retail/restaurant 
activity in the district.

A C FHow Danvers ranks:

GOAL IMPACT: MARKETING

B



ELEMENT: SIGNAGE

Guiding Principles:

Signage can help customers

identify the location of

storefronts and businesses

from a distance. Signage

should also reflect the visual

brand and identity of tenants

to help attract new customers.

Best practice image

STORE

Best Practice Example



ELEMENT: SIGNAGE

More than 75% of 
storefront signs reflect 
the unique brand 
identity of tenants and 
can be easily seen from 
more than 10 ft 
distance.

About 50% of 

storefronts have clear 

signage that reflect 

basic business 

information and can 

easily be seen from 

adjacent sidewalks.

More than 25% of 
storefronts have 
signage that does not 
communicate names of 
business or types of 
products/services 
being offered.

Storefronts in the 
study area do not 
have signage.

A C FHow Danvers ranks:

GOAL IMPACT: MARKETING

B



ELEMENT: AWNING

Guiding Principles:

Awnings can provide shade

during warmer months,

enabling comfortable outdoor

dining arrangements for

customers. However, they

must be well-maintained and

designed in coordination with

other elements of

the storefront.

Best practice image

Best Practice Example



ELEMENT: AWNING

More than 75% of 
properties in the study 
area have retractable 
awnings that have been 
well-maintained and 
cleaned.

About 50% of properties 

in the study area have 

functioning awnings 

that have been well-

maintained and cleaned.

More than 25% of 
properties in the 
study area do not 
have awnings and/or 
have awnings that are 
unusable or have not 
been cleaned and 
maintained.

Storefronts in the 
study area are not 
equipped with 
awnings.

A B C FHow Danvers ranks:

GOAL IMPACT: BUSINESS CONTINUITY



ELEMENT: FACADE

Guiding Principles:

Storefronts that use high-quality

and durable building

materials, as well as paint

and color to differentiate

from other businesses, can

dramatically improve the

appearance of the commercial

district to potential customers.

Best practice image

Best Practice Example



ELEMENT: FACADE

Storefronts that use 
high-quality materials, 
and paint and color to 
differentiate from other 
businesses, can 
dramatically improve 
the appearance of the 
commercial district.

Most properties have 

clean and well-

maintained façades, but 

at least one significant 

property requiring 

structural façade 

improvements.

More than 25% of 
properties require 
significant building 
façades improvements, 
including power 
washing, painting, and 
structural 
enhancements.

All properties in the 
study area require 
significant façade 
improvements.

A B C FHow Danvers ranks:

GOAL IMPACT: BUSINESS CONTINUITY



PRIVATE REALM KEY TAKEAWAYS

• Opportunities are present for more outdoor dining/retail.
Wide sidewalks and public plazas allow for outdoor dining 
and retail opportunities.

• Branding, facades, and awnings do not promote unique 
identity. Buildings are a variety of different styles and limited 
spillover retail fails to distinguish Danvers Square as a 
distinct destination. A lack of window transparency does not 
support attracting passers by.

• Many businesses are oriented towards automobiles.
Particularly along High Street, Elm Street, and Holten Street 
in Tapleyville.



Diagnostic Results:
Market Information



• The study area’s extent includes Downtown 
Danvers. 

• To understand the local market this analysis also 
looks at a 1.5-mile ring (30-minute walk, 10-minute 
bike ride) around downtown, the entire 
municipality, and statewide.

Customer Base 
Comparison Areas

Downtown LRRP study area

Local market 1.5 mi, 30-min walk, 10-min bike

Danvers All of municipality

State All of Massachusetts

DANVERS



• The community slightly lags statewide population 
growth for the past 10 years, although growth for 
the next 5 years will keep up.

• The Local Market Area has a growing population, 
adding to the local customer base within 
walking/biking distance.

Population Trends: 2010 to 2025
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• Study Area residents are younger than the 
Town of Danvers

• It has a lower share of older people than 
the comparison geographies

43.7
MEDIAN AGE

39.5
MEDIAN AGE42.4

Median Age

46.1

Median Age
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55-64

65-74

75-84

85+

Downtown

Local market

Danvers

State

Age Distribution

DANVERS

STATE

STUDY 
AREA

40.3

Median Age



• Danvers is less diverse than 
Massachusetts.

• The population mix is consistent across 
the local geographies. 
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• Educational attainment in the 
Study Area is consistent with the 
Town and State.

Educational Attainment
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Population Study area Local market Worcester State

Avg. household size 1.2 2.6 2.5 2.5

Residential population 1,160 14,461 27,894 6,993,463 

Households 570 6,115 11,067 2,702,578 

5-year forecast, population change +17 +263 +627 +194,486

5-year forecast, household change +7 +95 +223 +73,332

Median age 42 46 46 40

• The downtown and local market are 
expected to add an additional 263 
residents over the next 5 years.

• This growth represents more than 
40% of the total growth forecast 
for the Town of Danvers.

Local Market Danvers StateDowntown

2.0 2.3 2.4 2.5

Population Characteristics



• The Study Area’s daytime employee 
population is about equal to the 
area’s residential population.

• Median household income in the 
Study Area is significantly lower 
than the market area and Town of 
Danvers.

• Housing is predominately owner-
occupied, but home ownership rates 
are lower in the Study Area than in 
the market area and Town of 
Danvers.

• Over the next 5 years, the Local 
Market Area is anticipated to add 
about 95 new households.

Jobs and Housing

Employment and income

Median household income 7 $           80,643 

Employees 1,328 8,912 18,512 3,384,476 

Students (secondary & above) 112 1,373 2,907 933,098 

Jobs-to-residents ratio 1.1 0.6 0.7 0.5

Housing

Median home value

5-year forecast, home value growth 15% 18% 16% 17%

Owner-occupied housing 59% 68% 69% 61%

$
Local Market Danvers StateDowntown

$68k $82k $90k $81k

$415k$451k$406k$386k



Diagnostic Results:
Business Environment



Business Survey Feedback

71% of businesses had 

fewer on-site customers in 

January and February of 

2021 than before COVID.

87% of businesses 

generated less revenue in 

2020 than they did in 2019.

For 43% of businesses, 

revenue declined by 25% or 

more.

The top 3 business impacts 

due to COVID-19:

1. Decline in revenue

2. Reduced operating 

hours/capacity

3. Incurred expense to 

implement safety 

measures

2021
Business Survey

Responses

• Business survey conducted online March 17 – April 16

• 59 survey responses



Total Number of 
Businesses in Study Area

Percentage of Businesses 
Operating at Reduced Capacity 

Due to COVID (survey data)
Number of Vacant 

Storefronts 
Observed

287

53%

6



BUSINESS TYPES

2021 Businesses, by 2-digit NAICS classification

1. Retail Trade (16%) 

2. Other Services, except Public Administration (16%)

3. Health Care & Social Assistance (9%)

4. Accommodation and Food Services (9%)

5. Professional, Scientific & Tech Services (8%)



Diagnostic Results:
Administrative Capacity



Further Study of Façade 
Improvement Program

Capacity of Town of 
Danvers Municipal Staff

Presence of a Business 
Association

ADMIN CAPACITY-

Where are the gaps?

Further Study of Business 
Improvement District



Initial Priorities



ARE THESE STILL PRIORITIZED IN THE RIGHT WAY BASED ON THE DATA AND YOUR CURRENT 
NEEDS? IS ANYTHING MISSING?
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PRIORITY

Ensure business 
continuity moving 

forward

Invest in social distancing 
infrastructure

Market local shopping 
and dining options

1st 2nd 3rd
PRIORITY PRIORITY

Placemaking investments 
for streets, sidewalks, 

and public spaces

Pedestrian and cycling 
connectivity within and 
between communities

Connectivity to existing 
and future multimodal 

transportation



What’s Next?



Phase II – Project 
Recommendations

 Project identification and development of project details in
consultation with Lead Applicant,community and stakeholders

Phase I:Diagnostic

Phase II:Project  
Recommendations

Phase III:Plan Documents



Subject Matter Experts will be 
available in the following categories:

- Public Realm
- Public Space Transformation 

(Parking, Biking, Sidewalks,        
Streets)

- Finding opportunities in 
overlooked spaces

- Private Realm
- Overcoming Zoning/ 

Permit/Licensing Hurdles
- Revenue and Sales
- Administrative Capacity
- Tenant Mix
- Cultural/Arts



Additional Comments or Questions? Contact us:

Josh Morris
Principal Planner
Town of Danvers
jmorris[at]danversma.gov

Michael Clark
Plan Facilitator
Stantec
michael.clark2[at]stantec.com



Peabody
Phase I – Baseline Data 

Local Rapid Recovery Plan
May 28, 2021



• Project Background
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WHAT IS THE RAPID RECOVERY PLAN (RRP) PROGRAM?

Greening 
Lord Pond 

Plaza

LRRP

Ecotourism
Study

Downtown
Parking 

Plan

Athol
Retail

Assessment

• Planning grant program offered by MA Dept. of Housing and Community 

Development (DHCD)

• GOAL: Develop actionable, project-based recovery plans tailored to the 

unique economic challenges and COVID-19 related impacts to downtowns

o Collect primary data to measure COVID-19 impacts at local level

o Create data-driven plans to aid COVID-19 recovery

• Program website: Rapid Recovery Plan (RRP) Program | Mass.gov

https://www.mass.gov/info-details/rapid-recovery-plan-rrp-program


WHY WAS THE PROGRAM CREATED? 

Greening 
Lord Pond 

Plaza

LRRP

Ecotourism
Study

Downtown
Parking 

Plan

Updated
Parking 
Rates

Athol
Retail

Assessment - conducted w/ Danvers



STUDY AREA

Ecotourism
Study

Central Street

Main Street

Walnut Street

Washington Street

Lowell Street

Foster Street

Endicott Street

Pulaski Street



Month Ending

Site Visit



EXPECTED RECOMMENDATION CATEGORIES

Greening 
Lord Pond 

Plaza

LRRP

Ecotourism
Study

Downtown
Parking 

Plan

Updated
Parking 
Rates

Athol
Retail

Assessment

DRAFT

Transportation

Infrastructure

Placemaking

Design
Support Private Investment Marketing and Promotion

Regulations

Technical Assistance

Retention

Attraction



PEABODY & DANVERS APPLIED WITH SOME SPECIFIC PROJECTS IN MIND TO INVESTIGATE
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PRIORITY

Ensure business 
continuity moving 

forward

Invest in social distancing 
infrastructure

Market local shopping 
and dining options

1st 2nd 3rd
PRIORITY PRIORITY

Placemaking investments 
for streets, sidewalks, 

and public spaces

Pedestrian and cycling 
connectivity within and 
between communities

Connectivity to existing 
and future multimodal 

transportation

Short & mid/long-term priorities focus on business and public realm needs



PURPOSE OF THIS MEETING

Ecotourism
Study

Downtown
Parking 

Plan

Updated
Parking 
Rates

• Share baseline data (qualitative and 

quantitative) for an overview of on-the-

ground conditions

• Data collected in the field

• Business survey results to understand 

COVID impacts

• Other community input to understand 

major district concerns

• Review early identified priorities

• Hear from you about needs and priorities



HOW THE LOCAL RECOVERY PLAN WORKS WITH OTHER EFFORTS

LRRP

Downtown 
Design 

Standards

North River 
Neighborhood 
District Master 

Plan

Peabody 
Main 

Streets
- Business Survey

- Baseline Data 
Collection 

- Public and 
Private Assets

Regional 
Micro 

Transit

Peabody 
Riverwalk MVP Plan



DATA/DIAGNOSTIC CATEGORIES

Greening 
Lord Pond 

Plaza

LRRP

Athol
Retail

Assessment



PHYSICAL 

ENVIRONMEN

T

Diagnostic Results:
Physical Environment



ELEMENT: SIDEWALKS

Guiding Principles:

Sidewalks should be wide

enough to accommodate both

the flow of customers and

spillover retail/dining activity.

In addition, sidewalks should

be clean and well-maintained

to ensure the safety and

comfort of pedestrians.

Best practice image

Best Practice Example



ELEMENT: SIDEWALKS

How Peabody ranks:

More than 75% of 
sidewalks in the study 
area are cleaned, 
well-maintained and 
accessible to multiple 
users across different 
ages and abilities.

About 50% of 
sidewalks in the study 
area are cleaned and 
well-maintained.

More than 25% of 
sidewalks in the study 
area pose challenges 
to the pedestrian 
experience (including 
narrow sidewalks and 
lack of cleanliness/ 
maintenance).

There are no 
sidewalks in the study 
area.

A B C F

GOAL IMPACT: CONNECTIVITY



ELEMENT: STREET 
TREES AND BENCHES

Guiding Principles:

Sidewalks should facilitate a

variety of activities, including

resting, people-watching and

socializing. Street trees and

benches are key amenities

that support such activities

and should be made available

without disrupting the flow

of pedestrians.

Best practice image

Best Practice Example



ELEMENT: STREET TREES AND BENCHES

Street trees and 
benches are readily 
available throughout 
the study area. They are 
well-designed, well-
maintained, and offer 
shade and comfort to 
pedestrians.

Although street trees 

and benches are 

available, these 

amenities have not 

been cleaned or well-

maintained, and 

require improvements. .

Limited availability of 
street trees and 
benches creating 
uncomfortable 
pedestrian experience.

There are no street 
trees and benches in 
the study area.

A B C FHow Peabody ranks:

GOAL IMPACT: PLACEMAKING



ELEMENT: LIGHTING

Guiding Principles:

Street lighting improves

pedestrian visibility and

personal safety, as well as

aids in geographic orientation.

Best practice image

Best Practice Example



ELEMENT: LIGHTING

More than 75% of the 
study area utilizes a 
range of lighting 
strategies to ensure 
safety of pedestrians 
and motorists, as well 
as highlight the 
identity and history of 
the area.

About 50% of the study 

area is serviced by 

street lighting that 

supports pedestrian 

visibility and safety.

Street lighting on the 
primary street in the 
study area does not 
support pedestrian 
visibility and safety.

There is no street 
lighting in the study 
area.

A B C FHow Peabody ranks:

GOAL IMPACT: PLACEMAKING



ELEMENT: WAYFINDING/ 
SIGNAGE

Guiding Principles:

A wayfinding system supports

overall accessibility of a

commercial district. It benefits

pedestrians and bicyclists,

and directs motorists to park

and walk. Without clear visual

cues, customers may find it

difficult to park or may be less

aware of local offerings.

Best practice image

Best Practice Example



ELEMENT: WAYFINDING/SIGNAGE

There is a 
comprehensive and 
cohesive wayfinding 
system that offers 
geographic orientation 
to pedestrians, cyclists, 
and motorists. Signage 
reflects brand/identity.

Wayfinding in the 

study area is primarily 

geared towards 

directing cars. There is 

limited signage to 

identify key assets and 

destinations to 

pedestrians.

Limited to no signage 
available throughout 
the study area.

There is no 
wayfinding/signage in 
the study area.

A B C FHow Peabody ranks:

GOAL IMPACT: CONNECTIVITY



ELEMENT: ROADBED/
CROSSWALKS

Guiding Principles:

Roads should be well-

maintained to ensure safety

of drivers and pedestrians.

Crosswalks that are unsafe

or inconvenient to customers

may undermine accessibility

between stores and overall

shopper experience.

Best practice image

Best Practice Example



ELEMENT: ROADBED/CROSSWALKS

Roads are designed to 
balance the needs of 
motorists, cyclists, and 
pedestrians and create 
a safe environment for 
all users.

Roads are designed 

primarily to move 

motor vehicles across 

the study area 

efficiently, with 

limited crosswalks for 

pedestrians.

Roads are hazardous to 
all users.

The study area is not 
connected by any 
major roads.

A B C FHow Peabody ranks:

GOAL IMPACT: CONNECTIVITY



PUBLIC REALM KEY TAKEAWAYS

• Character is present throughout community. Colorful artwork 
and unique lighting gives the appearance of Peabody as a 
singular destination.

• Placemaking opportunities are underutilized or absent. 
Plazas and benches are disconnected from activity centers 
and see less use, despite visual appeal.

• Crosswalks need to be more accessible and safer. There is 
opportunity to build on the asset of existing crosswalks by 
facilitating safer conditions near them and designing more 
accessible pedestrian crossing infrastructure. 

• Multimodal improvements are needed. Truck activity and
limited bicycle infrastructure leads to the perception of 
Peabody Square as a place for motorists.

• Wayfinding is oriented towards motorists. Extensive, 
branded signage for parking is available throughout Peabody 
Square but little signage is provided for pedestrians.



ELEMENT: WINDOW

Guiding Principles:

Storefronts that maintain a

minimum of 70% transparency

ensure clear lines of sight

between the business and

the sidewalk to enhance

attractiveness of storefront,

as well as improve safety for

the business, customers,

and pedestrians.

Best practice image

Best Practice Example



ELEMENT: WINDOW

More than 75% of 
storefronts maintain 
windows with at least 
70% transparency.

About 50% of storefront 

windows maintain 

windows with at least 

70% transparency.

More than 25% of 
storefronts have 
windows with limited 
transparency.

All storefronts are 
boarded up and/or 
have limited 
transparency.

A C FHow Peabody ranks:

GOAL IMPACT: BUSINESS CONTINUITY

B



ELEMENT: OUTDOOR 
DISPLAY/DINING

Guiding Principles:

Attractive window displays

and spillover retail/restaurant

activity on sidewalks or

adjacent parking spaces can

help contribute to overall

district vibrancy.

Best practice image

Best Practice Example



ELEMENT: OUTDOOR DISPLAY/DINING

More than 75% of 
storefronts feature an 
attractive window 
display and/or spillover 
merchandise and 
dining areas that align 
with the brand and 
identity of the district.

About 50% of 

storefronts maintain an 

attractive window 

display with limited 

spillover merchandise 

and/or dining areas.

More than 25% of 
storefronts have 
spillover merchandise 
display and outdoor 
dining that pose 
challenges to the 
pedestrian 
experience.

There is no spillover 
retail/restaurant 
activity in the district.

A C FHow Peabody ranks:

GOAL IMPACT: MARKETING

B



ELEMENT: SIGNAGE

Guiding Principles:

Signage can help customers

identify the location of

storefronts and businesses

from a distance. Signage

should also reflect the visual

brand and identity of tenants

to help attract new customers.

Best practice image

STORE

Best Practice Example



ELEMENT: SIGNAGE

More than 75% of 
storefront signs 
reflect the unique 
brand identity of 
tenants and can be 
easily seen from more 
than 10 ft distance.

About 50% of 

storefronts have clear 

signage that reflect 

basic business 

information and can 

easily be seen from 

adjacent sidewalks.

More than 25% of 
storefronts have 
signage that does not 
communicate names of 
business or types of 
products/services 
being offered.

Storefronts in the 
study area do not 
have signage.

A C FHow Peabody ranks:

GOAL IMPACT: MARKETING

B



ELEMENT: AWNING

Guiding Principles:

Awnings can provide shade

during warmer months,

enabling comfortable outdoor

dining arrangements for

customers. However, they

must be well-maintained and

designed in coordination with

other elements of

the storefront.

Best practice image

Best Practice Example



ELEMENT: AWNING

More than 75% of 
properties in the study 
area have retractable 
awnings that have been 
well-maintained and 
cleaned.

About 50% of 

properties in the study 

area have functioning 

awnings that have 

been well- maintained 

and cleaned.

More than 25% of 
properties in the study 
area do not have 
awnings and/or have 
awnings that are 
unusable or have not 
been cleaned and 
maintained.

Storefronts in the 
study area are not 
equipped with 
awnings.

A B C FHow Peabody ranks:

GOAL IMPACT: BUSINESS CONTINUITY



ELEMENT: FACADE

Guiding Principles:

Storefronts that use high-quality

and durable building

materials, as well as paint

and color to differentiate

from other businesses, can

dramatically improve the

appearance of the commercial

district to potential customers.

Best practice image

Best Practice Example



ELEMENT: FACADE

Storefronts that use 
high-quality materials, 
and paint and color to 
differentiate from other 
businesses, can 
dramatically improve 
the appearance of the 
commercial district.

Most properties have 

clean and well-

maintained façades, but 

at least one significant 

property requiring 

structural façade 

improvements.

More than 25% of 
properties require 
significant building 
façades improvements, 
including power 
washing, painting, and 
structural 
enhancements.

All properties in the 
study area require 
significant façade 
improvements.

A B C FHow Peabody ranks:

GOAL IMPACT: BUSINESS CONTINUITY



PRIVATE REALM KEY TAKEAWAYS

• Sidewalks and on-street parking spaces are not utilized for 
outdoor dining or retail displays. Outdoor seating was 
primarily observed along side alleys; parking has been 
repurposed for curbside pickup, promoting short visits along 
Main Street.

• Unique identity present in signage. Many businesses feature 
pedestrian-scale signage, creating a pleasant strolling 
experience.

• Many properties are not designed to attract customers. 
Many properties feature blank walls along street frontage, 
and facades lack common unifying style.



Diagnostic Results:
Market Information



• The study area’s extent includes Downtown 
Peabody. 

• To understand the local market this analysis also 
looks at a 1.5-mile ring (30-minute walk, 10-minute 
bike ride) around downtown, the entire 
municipality, and statewide.

Customer Base 
Comparison Areas

Downtown LRRP study area

Local market 1.5 mi, 30-min walk, 10-min bike

Peabody All of municipality

State All of Massachusetts

PEABODY



• Peabody slightly lags statewide population growth.

• Projected population growth in the Study Area is 
slightly less than Peabody and the Local Market.

• The Local Market Area and City have approximately 
equal projected population growth.

Population Trends: 2010 to 2025
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• Study Area residents are much younger than 

the City of Peabody residents as a whole

• Younger adults are over represented among 
study area residents
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• Peabody is less diverse than 
Massachusetts, but the Study Area is 
more diverse than the State. 

8%

Race and Ethnicity

PEABODY
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Other
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Graduate/Professional

Bachelor’s Degree

Associate Degree

Some College

High School or GED

Less than High School

• Study Area residents have lower 
educational attainment than the 
State and City.

Educational Attainment



Population Study area Local market Worcester State

Avg. household size 1.2 2.6 2.5 2.5

Residential population 3,697 30,699 53,445 6,993,463 

Households 1,721 12,873 22,052 2,702,578 

5-year forecast, population change +53 +556 +1,042 +194,486

5-year forecast, household change +20 +202 +369 +73,332

Median Age 39 41 47 40

• The downtown and local market are 
expected to add an additional 556 
residents over the next 5 years.

• This growth represents more than 
half of the total growth forecast for 
the City of Peabody.

Local Market Peabody StateDowntown

2.1 2.4 2.4 2.5

Population Characteristics



• The Study Area’s daytime employee 
population is about half of the area’s 
residential population (this is 
consistent with the market area, city, 
and state).

• Median household income in the 
Study Area is lower than the market 
area and City of Peabody, but is 
projected to increase quickly over 
the next five years.

• Housing is predominately renter-
occupied. Rental rates are 
significantly higher in the Study Area 
than the local market area, City, and 
state.

Jobs and Housing

Employment and income

Median household income 7 $           80,643 

Employees 1,809 10,968 24,410 3,384,476 

Students (secondary & above) 521 3,221 4,928 933,098 

Jobs-to-residents ratio 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.5

Housing

Median home value

5-year forecast, home value growth 23% 16% 17% 17%

Owner-occupied housing 29% 51% 65% 61%

$
Local Market Peabody StateDowntown

$40k $61k $70k $81k

$415k$412k$374k$341k



Diagnostic Results:
Business Environment



Business Survey Feedback

84% of businesses had 

fewer on-site customers in 

January and February of 

2021 than before COVID.

50% of businesses 

generated less revenue in 

2020 than they did in 2019.

For 33% of businesses, 

revenue declined by 25% or 

more.

The top 3 business impacts 

due to COVID-19:

1. Reduced operating 

hours/capacity

2. Incurred expense to 

implement safety 

measures

3. Decline in revenue

2021
Business Survey

Responses

• Business survey conducted online March 17 – April 16

• 12 survey responses



Total Number of 
Businesses in Study Area

Percentage of Businesses 
Operating at Reduced Capacity 

Due to COVID (survey data)
Number of Vacant 

Storefronts 
Observed

364

67%

5



BUSINESS TYPES

2021 Businesses, by 2-digit NAICS classification

1. Other Services, except Public Administration (21%) 

2. Retail Trade (15%)

3. Construction (12%)

4. Accommodation and Food Services (7%)

5. Professional, Scientific & Tech Services (7%)



Diagnostic Results:
Administrative Capacity



ADMIN CAPACITY-

Where are the gaps?

• How can the City better serve the needs of businesses?

• What additional support could Peabody Main Streets use?

• What administrative obstacles hold businesses back? 



Initial Priorities



ARE THESE STILL PRIORITIZED IN THE RIGHT WAY BASED ON THE DATA AND YOUR CURRENT 
NEEDS? IS ANYTHING MISSING?

S
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PRIORITY

Ensure business 
continuity moving 

forward

Invest in social distancing 
infrastructure

Market local shopping 
and dining options

1st 2nd 3rd
PRIORITY PRIORITY

Placemaking investments 
for streets, sidewalks, 

and public spaces

Pedestrian and cycling 
connectivity within and 
between communities

Connectivity to existing 
and future multimodal 

transportation



What’s Next?



Phase II – Project 
Recommendations

 Project identification and development of project details in
consultation with Lead Applicant,community and stakeholders

Phase I:Diagnostic

Phase II:Project  
Recommendations

Phase III:Plan Documents



Subject Matter Experts will be 
available in the following categories:

- Public Realm
- Public Space Transformation 

(Parking, Biking, Sidewalks,        
Streets)

- Finding opportunities in 
overlooked spaces

- Private Realm
- Overcoming Zoning/ 

Permit/Licensing Hurdles
- Revenue and Sales
- Administrative Capacity
- Tenant Mix
- Cultural/Arts



Additional Comments or Questions? Contact us:

Andrew Levin
City Planner
City of Peabody
andrew.levin[at]peabody-ma.gov

Michael Clark
Plan Facilitator
Stantec
michael.clark2[at]stantec.com
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Danvers
Danvers Square Responses: 59

Impacts of COVID-19

Decline in Business Revenue

76% of businesses generated less revenue in 2020 than they did in 2019.

For 33% of businesses, revenue declined by 25% or more.

Less Foot Traffic in Commercial Area

71% of businesses had less on-site customers in January and February of 2021 than before COVID.

49% of businesses reported a reduction in on-site customers of 25% or more.

This report provides the results of a business survey conducted during March and April of 2021.  The survey 

is part of a program launched by the Massachusetts Department of Housing and Community Development 

to help communities develop Rapid Recovery Plans for downtowns and commercial districts. The survey 

was directed to owners or other appropriate representatives of business establishments located in the 

targeted commercial areas. (For Data Tables, see page 9.)

10%

3%

43%

19%

0%

14%
10%

Increased Stayed the

Same

Decreased                       

1 – 24%

Decreased                       

25 – 49%

Decreased                       

50 – 74%

Decreased

75 - 100%

Don't

Know/NA

Revenue in 2020 Compared to 2019

3%

14%

22% 22%

19%

8%

12%

More
Customers

About the
Same

1 – 24% 

Less 

25 – 49% 

Less

50 – 74% 

Less

75 - 100%
Less

Don't
Know/NA

On-site Customers 2021 (Jan - Feb) vs. Pre-COVID 
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Impacts of COVID-19 (cont'd)

Reported Impacts

88% of businesses reported being impacted by COVID.

Operating Status

At the time of the survey, 53% of businesses reported they were operating at reduced hours/capacity or closed.

12%

41%

48%

10%

41%

71%

29%

74%

None of the Above

Established alternative mode to sell and del iver

products

Incurred expense to implement safety measures

Stopped/deferred rent or mortgage payments

Business closure (temporary  or permanent)

Reduced operating hours/capacity

Employee layoff

Decline in revenue

COVID Impacts Reported by Businesses

% of Businesses

0%

0%

53%

47%

Permanently Closed due to COVID

Temporarily Closed due to COVID

Reduced Hours/Capacity due to COVID

Operating at Full Capacity

Current Operating Status of Businesses (March/April 2021)
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Business Satisfaction with Commercial District

The charts below illustrate the average satisfaction rating among respondents regarding various elements. 

Co

Safety and Comfort of Customers & 

Employees

Very 

Dissatisfied

Very 

Satisfied

Proximity to Complementary 

Businesses & Uses 

Very 

Dissatisfied

Very 

Satisfied

Access for 

Customers & Employees

Very 

Satisfied
Very 

Dissatisfied

Condition of Public Spaces, 

Streets & Sidewalks 

Very 

Dissatisfied

Very 

Satisfied

Condition of Private Buildings, 

Storefronts, Signs

Very 

Dissatisfied
Very 

Satisfied
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Business Satisfaction with Commercial District (cont'd)

Regulatory Environment

46% of businesses indicated that the regulatory environment poses an obstacle to business operation.

54%

2%

0%

7%

7%

30%

21%

9%

None - No Issues with Regs.

Other Regs.

Historic District Regs.

Allowed Use, Change of Use, Other Zoning Regs

Outdoor Dining or Selling Regs.

Parking Regs.

Signage Regs.

Licensing or Permitting Regs.

Regulations that Pose an Obstacle to Businesses Operation

% of Businesses
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Business Input Related to Possible Strategies

Physical Environment, Atmosphere and Access

The charts below illustrate the average rating among respondents regarding importance of various strategies. 

Im

Im

Renovation of Storefronts/ Building 

Facades

Improvements in Safety and/or 

Cleanliness

Unimportant/                                                                    Very

Not Needed                                                            Important

Unimportant/                                                                    Very

Not Needed                                                            Important

Changes in Public Parking 

Availability, Management or Policies

Unimportant/                                                                    Very

Not Needed                                                            Important

Amenity Improvements for Public 

Transit/Bike Users

Improvement of Streetscape & 

Sidewalks

Unimportant/                                                                    Very

Not Needed                                                            Important

Unimportant/                                                                    Very

Not Needed                                                            Important

Improvement/Development of Public 

Spaces & Seating Areas

Unimportant/                                                                    Very

Not Needed                                                            Important
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Business Input Related to Possible Strategies (cont'd)

Attraction/Retention of Customers and Businesses

The charts below illustrate the average rating among respondents regarding importance of various strategies. 

Mo

Im

More Cultural Events/Activities to 

Bring People into the District

Recruitment Programs to Attract 

Additional Businesses

Unimportant/                                                                    Very

Not Needed                                                            Important

Changes to Zoning or 

Other Local Regulations

Unimportant/                                                                    Very

Not Needed                                                            Important

More Opportunities for Outdoor 

Dining & Selling

Unimportant/                                                                    Very

Not Needed                                                            Important

Implementing Marketing Strategies 

for the Commercial District

Unimportant/                                                                    Very

Not Needed                                                            Important

Creation of a District Management 

Entity

Unimportant/                                                                    Very

Not Needed                                                            Important

Unimportant/                                                                    Very

Not Needed                                                            Important
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Business Input Related to Possible Strategies (cont'd)

Businesses Support

35% of businesses expressed interest in receiving some kind of assistance.

65%

9%

11%

15%

25%

5%

9%

None of the Above

Training on the Use of Social Media

Low-cost Financing for Purchasing Property in the

District

Low-cost Financing for Storefront/Façade

improvements

Participating in Shared Marketing/Adverti sing

Creating New Services such as Delivery

Setting Up an Online Store or Other Online Selling

Channel

Businesses Interested in Receiving Assistance

% of Businesses
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Business Characteristics

Business Size Business Tenure

46% of businesses are microenterprises (≤ 5 employees). 76% of businesses rent their space.

Revenue Trend Prior to COVID

67% of businesses reported increase in revenue during the 3 years prior to COVID.

Own, 

24%

Rent, 

76%

Tenure

14%

32%
25%

7%

19%

3%

1 2-5 6-10 11-20 21-50 > 50

Employees 

Businesses by # of Employees

67%

9%
21%

3%

Increased Decreased Stayed the

Same

Don't

Know/NA

Revenue 3 Years Prior to COVID 

24%

17%

15%

5%

8%

5%

5%

2%

19%

Retail

Food Service, Accommodation

Personal Service

Professional, Scientific, Technical , Legal

Finance, Insurance

Healthcare

Arts, Entertainment, Recreation, Fitness

Non-Profit,  Community Service

Other

Businesses by Type
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Business Survey Results - Data Tables

Danvers 59

1 8 14%

2 to 5 19 32%

6 to 10 15 25%

11 to 20 4 7%

21 to 50 11 19%

More than 50 2 3%

Total 59 100%

Own 14 24%

Rent 45 76%

Total 59 100%

Increased 39 67%

Decreased 5 9%

Stayed about the Same 12 21%

Don't Know/Not Applicable 2 3%

Total 58 100%

Retail (NAICS 44-45) 14 24%

Food Service (restaurants, bars), Accommodation 

(NAICS 72)

10 17%

Personal Service (hair, skin, nails, dry cleaning) (NAICS 

81)

9 15%

Professional Scientific, Technical, Legal (NAICS 54) 3 5%

Finance, Insurance (NAICS 52) 5 8%

Healthcare (medical, dental, other health 

practitioners) (NAICS 62)

3 5%

Arts, Entertainment, Recreation, Fitness (NAICS 71) 3 5%

Non-Profit, Community Services 1 2%

Other 11 19%

Total 59 100%

3. Does your business own or rent the space where it operates?

Community Where Targeted Downtown or Commercial District is Located

1. Please select the community where your business is located.

Business Characteristics & Satisfaction with Commercial Area

2. Including yourself, how many people did your business employ prior to COVID (February 2020),  

including both full-time and part-time?

4. During the 3 years prior to COVID, had your business revenue . . .?

5. Please select the category that best fits your business.
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Condition of public spaces, streets, sidewalks

Very Dissatisfied 2 3%

Dissatisfied 4 7%

Neutral 12 21%

Satisfied 33 57%

Very Satisfied 7 12%

Total 58 100%

Condition of Private Buildings, Facades, Storefronts, Signage

Very Dissatisfied 2 3%

Dissatisfied 7 12%

Neutral 19 33%

Satisfied 22 38%

Very Satisfied 8 14%

Total 58 100%

Access for Customers & Employees

Very Dissatisfied 2 4%

Dissatisfied 4 7%

Neutral 11 19%

Satisfied 32 56%

Very Satisfied 8 14%

Total 57 100%

Safety and Comfort of Customers & Employees

Very Dissatisfied 1 2%

Dissatisfied 1 2%

Neutral 9 16%

Satisfied 32 55%

Very Satisfied 15 26%

Total 58 100%

Proximity to Complementary Businesses or Uses

Very Dissatisfied 2 3%

Dissatisfied 1 2%

Neutral 20 34%

Satisfied 28 48%

Very Satisfied 7 12%

Total 58 100%

6. Please rate your satisfaction with the following aspects of the Downtown or Commercial District 

where your business is located.
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Licensing or permitting regulations 5 9%

Signage regulations 12 21%

Parking regulations 17 30%

Outdoor dining or selling regulations 4 7%

Allowed uses, change of use or other zoning 

regulations

4 7%

Historic District regulations 0 0%

Other regulations (not related to COVID) 1 2%

None - No Issues with regulations 30 54%

Impacts of COVID

Decline in revenue 43 74%

Employee layoff 17 29%

Reduced operating hours/capacity 41 71%

Business closure (temporary or permanent) 24 41%

Stopped/deferred rent or mortgage payments 6 10%

Incurred expense to implement safety measures 28 48%

Established alternative mode to sell and deliver 

products (on-line platforms, delivery, etc.)

24 41%

None of the Above 7 12%

Increased compared to 2019 6 10%

Stayed about the same as 2019 2 3%

Decreased 1 – 24% compared to 2019 25 43%

Decreased 25 – 49% compared to 2019 11 19%

Decreased 75 - 100% compared to 2019 0 0%

Decreased 50 – 74% compared to 2019 8 14%

Don't Know/Not Applicable 6 10%

Total 58 100%

More customers than before COVID 2 3%

About the same number as before COVID 8 14%

1 – 24% less customers than before COVID 13 22%

25 – 49% less customers than before COVID 13 22%

50 – 74% less customers than before COVID 11 19%

75 – 100% less customers than before COVID 5 8%

Don't Know/Not Applicable 7 12%

Total 59 100%

7. Do any local regulations (not related to COVID) pose an obstacle to your business operation?

8. Did your business experience any of the following due to COVID?  Select All that apply.

9. How did your 2020 business revenue compare to your 2019 revenue?

10. Please estimate how the number of customers that physically came to your business in January and 

February 2021 compares to before COVID.
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Operating at full capacity 28 47%

Operating at reduced hours/capacity due to COVID 31 53%

Temporarily closed due to COVID 0 0%

Permanently closed due to COVID 0 0%

Total 59 100%

Renovation of Storefronts/Building Facades

Unimportant/Not Needed 6 11%

Of Little Importance or Need 14 25%

Moderately Important 16 28%

Important 16 28%

Very Important 5 9%

Total 57 100%

Improvement/Development of Public Spaces & Seating Areas

Unimportant/Not Needed 5 9%

Of Little Importance or Need 15 27%

Moderately Important 11 20%

Important 17 30%

Very Important 8 14%

Total 56 100%

Improvement of Streetscape & Sidewalks

Unimportant/Not Needed 2 4%

Of Little Importance or Need 8 15%

Moderately Important 18 33%

Important 15 27%

Very Important 12 22%

Total 55 100%

Improvements in Safety and/or Cleanliness

Unimportant/Not Needed 3 5%

Of Little Importance or Need 15 27%

Moderately Important 12 21%

Important 15 27%

Very Important 11 20%

Total 56 100%

11. At the current time, what is the status of your business operation?

Strategies for Supporting Businesses and Improving the Commercial District

12. A few approaches to address Physical Environment, Atmosphere and Access in commercial districts 

are listed below. Considering the conditions in your commercial area, in your opinion, how important 

are each of the following strategies?
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Changes in Public Parking Availability, Management or Policies

Unimportant/Not Needed 1 2%

Of Little Importance or Need 13 23%

Moderately Important 15 26%

Important 14 25%

Very Important 14 25%

Total 57 100%

Amenity Improvements for Public Transit Users and/or Bike Riders

Unimportant/Not Needed 10 18%

Of Little Importance or Need 16 29%

Moderately Important 18 32%

Important 10 18%

Very Important 2 4%

Total 56 100%

More Cultural Events/Activities to Bring People into the District

Unimportant/Not Needed 4 7%

Of Little Importance or Need 14 25%

Moderately Important 17 30%

Important 15 27%

Very Important 6 11%

Total 56 100%

More Opportunities for Outdoor Dining and Selling

Unimportant/Not Needed 5 9%

Of Little Importance or Need 10 18%

Moderately Important 12 21%

Important 19 34%

Very Important 10 18%

Total 56 100%

Implementing Marketing Strategies for the Commercial District

Unimportant/Not Needed 2 4%

Of Little Importance or Need 10 18%                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

Moderately Important 15 27%

Important 22 39%

Very Important 7 13%

Total 56 100%

13. A few approaches to address Attraction and Retention of Customers and Businesses in commercial 

districts are listed below. Considering the conditions in your commercial area, in your opinion, how 

important are each of the following strategies?
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Recruitment Programs to Attract Additional Businesses

Unimportant/Not Needed 5 9%

Of Little Importance or Need 11 19%

Moderately Important 11 19%

Important 20 35%

Very Important 10 18%

Total 57 100%

Changes to Zoning or Other Local Regulations (not related to COVID)

Unimportant/Not Needed 9 16%

Of Little Importance or Need 16 29%

Moderately Important 13 23%

Important 14 25%

Very Important 4 7%

Total 56 100%

Creation of a District Management Entity (Business Improvement District or other organization)

Unimportant/Not Needed 6 11%

Of Little Importance or Need 16 29%

Moderately Important 17 30%

Important 11 20%

Very Important 6 11%

Total 56 100%

Setting up an online store or other online selling 

channel

5 9%

Creating new services such as delivery 3 5%

Participating in shared marketing/advertising 14 25%

Low-cost financing for storefront/façade 

improvements

8 15%

Low-cost financing for purchasing property in the 

commercial district

6 11%

Training on the use of social media 5 9%

None of the above 36 65%

14. Are you interested in receiving assistance for your business in any of the following areas?  Select All 

that Apply.
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—

15. Please list any specific suggestions or ideas for possible projects, programs or actions that could help 

support businesses and improve the commercial district. (Optional)

Comments

—

The Town approving a business license to a new cafe/bakeshop when there are already at least 2 cafes and 2 bakeshops 

who are barely making it is terrible.

—

—

Hong Kong Cafe

—

—

—

I own a children's dance studio and would love for more events for them to dance at; outside is tough with weather I 

understand.

—

—

—

Parking stickers for downtown employees. 2 hour parking is not ample for full time employees who can't leave their job 

and move their cars.

—

Danvers Town Hall should be open, the citizens fire and police programs should be opened up for senior HS kids to join if 

interested in pursuing one of those fields.

Herzog Dental

If we get Beer wine licence which helps lot my business 

CPBerry Construction Co Inc

Pooled marketing efforts or Covid-Safe marketing events could be helpful! 

Salem Five Bank

—

—

—
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We are an online services company.  Our parking issues are for employees not customers.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

The Finer Image

—

—

—

—

—

The Trailer Shop

New Wave Salon

—

—

—

—

—

—
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—

—

—

—

outdoor seating - town sponsored plant installations - traffic management at rt 128 lights - 

public space to eat lunch - more tables

—

—

—
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Peabody
Peabody Square Responses: 12

Impacts of COVID-19

Decline in Business Revenue

50% of businesses generated less revenue in 2020 than they did in 2019.

For 33% of businesses, revenue declined by 25% or more.

Less Foot Traffic in Commercial Area

75% of businesses had less on-site customers in January and February of 2021 than before COVID.

50% of businesses reported a reduction in on-site customers of 25% or more.

This report provides the results of a business survey conducted during March and April of 2021.  The survey 

is part of a program launched by the Massachusetts Department of Housing and Community Development 

to help communities develop Rapid Recovery Plans for downtowns and commercial districts. The survey 

was directed to owners or other appropriate representatives of business establishments located in the 

targeted commercial areas. (For Data Tables, see page 9.)
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Impacts of COVID-19 (cont'd)

Reported Impacts

92% of businesses reported being impacted by COVID.

Operating Status

At the time of the survey, 67% of businesses reported they were operating at reduced hours/capacity or closed.

8%

33%

67%

17%

50%

75%

42%

50%

None of the Above

Established alternative mode to sell and del iver

products

Incurred expense to implement safety measures

Stopped/deferred rent or mortgage payments

Business closure (temporary  or permanent)

Reduced operating hours/capacity

Employee layoff

Decline in revenue

COVID Impacts Reported by Businesses

% of Businesses

0%

8%

58%

33%

Permanently Closed due to COVID

Temporarily Closed due to COVID

Reduced Hours/Capacity due to COVID

Operating at Full Capacity

Current Operating Status of Businesses (March/April 2021)
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Business Satisfaction with Commercial District

The charts below illustrate the average satisfaction rating among respondents regarding various elements. 

Co

Safety and Comfort of Customers & 
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Very 
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Very 

Satisfied

Proximity to Complementary 

Businesses & Uses 

Very 

Dissatisfied
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Satisfied

Access for 
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Satisfied
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Condition of Public Spaces, 
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Condition of Private Buildings, 

Storefronts, Signs

Very 
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Business Satisfaction with Commercial District (cont'd)

Regulatory Environment

58% of businesses indicated that the regulatory environment poses an obstacle to business operation.

42%

8%

0%

8%

0%

50%

0%

17%

None - No Issues with Regs.

Other Regs.

Historic District Regs.

Allowed Use, Change of Use, Other Zoning Regs

Outdoor Dining or Selling Regs.

Parking Regs.

Signage Regs.

Licensing or Permitting Regs.

Regulations that Pose an Obstacle to Businesses Operation

% of Businesses
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Business Input Related to Possible Strategies

Physical Environment, Atmosphere and Access

The charts below illustrate the average rating among respondents regarding importance of various strategies. 

Im

Im

Renovation of Storefronts/ Building 

Facades

Improvements in Safety and/or 

Cleanliness

Unimportant/                                                                    Very

Not Needed                                                            Important

Unimportant/                                                                    Very

Not Needed                                                            Important

Changes in Public Parking 

Availability, Management or Policies

Unimportant/                                                                    Very

Not Needed                                                            Important

Amenity Improvements for Public 

Transit/Bike Users

Improvement of Streetscape & 

Sidewalks

Unimportant/                                                                    Very

Not Needed                                                            Important

Unimportant/                                                                    Very

Not Needed                                                            Important

Improvement/Development of Public 

Spaces & Seating Areas

Unimportant/                                                                    Very

Not Needed                                                            Important
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Business Input Related to Possible Strategies (cont'd)

Attraction/Retention of Customers and Businesses

The charts below illustrate the average rating among respondents regarding importance of various strategies. 

Mo

Im

More Cultural Events/Activities to 

Bring People into the District

Recruitment Programs to Attract 

Additional Businesses

Unimportant/                                                                    Very

Not Needed                                                            Important

Changes to Zoning or 

Other Local Regulations

Unimportant/                                                                    Very

Not Needed                                                            Important

More Opportunities for Outdoor 

Dining & Selling

Unimportant/                                                                    Very

Not Needed                                                            Important

Implementing Marketing Strategies 

for the Commercial District

Unimportant/                                                                    Very

Not Needed                                                            Important

Creation of a District Management 

Entity

Unimportant/                                                                    Very

Not Needed                                                            Important

Unimportant/                                                                    Very

Not Needed                                                            Important
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Business Input Related to Possible Strategies (cont'd)

Businesses Support

58% of businesses expressed interest in receiving some kind of assistance.

42%

8%

42%

8%

17%

0%

8%

None of the Above

Training on the Use of Social Media

Low-cost Financing for Purchasing Property in the

District

Low-cost Financing for Storefront/Façade

improvements

Participating in Shared Marketing/Adverti sing

Creating New Services such as Delivery

Setting Up an Online Store or Other Online Selling

Channel

Businesses Interested in Receiving Assistance

% of Businesses
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Business Characteristics

Business Size Business Tenure

42% of businesses are microenterprises (≤ 5 employees). 82% of businesses rent their space.

Revenue Trend Prior to COVID

100% of businesses reported increase in revenue during the 3 years prior to COVID.

Own, 

18%

Rent, 

82%

Tenure

0%

42%

8%

33%

8% 8%

1 2-5 6-10 11-20 21-50 > 50

Employees 

Businesses by # of Employees

100%

0% 0% 0%

Increased Decreased Stayed the

Same

Don't

Know/NA

Revenue 3 Years Prior to COVID 

8%

25%

0%

8%

17%

17%

0%

0%

25%

Retail

Food Service, Accommodation

Personal Service

Professional, Scientific, Technical , Legal

Finance, Insurance

Healthcare

Arts, Entertainment, Recreation, Fitness

Non-Profit,  Community Service

Other

Businesses by Type
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Business Survey Results - Data Tables

Peabody 12

1 0 0%

2 to 5 5 42%

6 to 10 1 8%

11 to 20 4 33%

21 to 50 1 8%

More than 50 1 8%

Total 12 100%

Own 2 18%

Rent 9 82%

Total 11 100%

Increased 12 100%

Decreased 0 0%

Stayed about the Same 0 0%

Don't Know/Not Applicable 0 0%

Total 12 100%

Retail (NAICS 44-45) 1 8%

Food Service (restaurants, bars), Accommodation 

(NAICS 72)

3 25%

Personal Service (hair, skin, nails, dry cleaning) (NAICS 

81)

0 0%

Professional Scientific, Technical, Legal (NAICS 54) 1 8%

Finance, Insurance (NAICS 52) 2 17%

Healthcare (medical, dental, other health 

practitioners) (NAICS 62)

2 17%

Arts, Entertainment, Recreation, Fitness (NAICS 71) 0 0%

Non-Profit, Community Services 0 0%

Other 3 25%

Total 12 100%

3. Does your business own or rent the space where it operates?

Community Where Targeted Downtown or Commercial District is Located

1. Please select the community where your business is located.

Business Characteristics & Satisfaction with Commercial Area

2. Including yourself, how many people did your business employ prior to COVID (February 2020),  

including both full-time and part-time?

4. During the 3 years prior to COVID, had your business revenue . . .?

5. Please select the category that best fits your business.
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Condition of public spaces, streets, sidewalks

Very Dissatisfied 3 25%

Dissatisfied 3 25%

Neutral 3 25%

Satisfied 2 17%

Very Satisfied 1 8%

Total 12 100%

Condition of Private Buildings, Facades, Storefronts, Signage

Very Dissatisfied 2 17%

Dissatisfied 2 17%

Neutral 3 25%

Satisfied 5 42%

Very Satisfied 0 0%

Total 12 100%

Access for Customers & Employees

Very Dissatisfied 2 17%

Dissatisfied 3 25%

Neutral 2 17%

Satisfied 5 42%

Very Satisfied 0 0%

Total 12 100%

Safety and Comfort of Customers & Employees

Very Dissatisfied 1 8%

Dissatisfied 1 8%

Neutral 3 25%

Satisfied 6 50%

Very Satisfied 1 8%

Total 12 100%

Proximity to Complementary Businesses or Uses

Very Dissatisfied 0 0%

Dissatisfied 1 8%

Neutral 4 33%

Satisfied 6 50%

Very Satisfied 1 8%

Total 12 100%

6. Please rate your satisfaction with the following aspects of the Downtown or Commercial District 

where your business is located.
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Licensing or permitting regulations 2 17%

Signage regulations 0 0%

Parking regulations 6 50%

Outdoor dining or selling regulations 0 0%

Allowed uses, change of use or other zoning 

regulations

1 8%

Historic District regulations 0 0%

Other regulations (not related to COVID) 1 8%

None - No Issues with regulations 5 42%

Impacts of COVID

Decline in revenue 6 50%

Employee layoff 5 42%

Reduced operating hours/capacity 9 75%

Business closure (temporary or permanent) 6 50%

Stopped/deferred rent or mortgage payments 2 17%

Incurred expense to implement safety measures 8 67%

Established alternative mode to sell and deliver 

products (on-line platforms, delivery, etc.)

4 33%

None of the Above 1 8%

Increased compared to 2019 5 42%

Stayed about the same as 2019 1 8%

Decreased 1 – 24% compared to 2019 2 17%

Decreased 25 – 49% compared to 2019 1 8%

Decreased 75 - 100% compared to 2019 2 17%

Decreased 50 – 74% compared to 2019 1 8%

Don't Know/Not Applicable 0 0%

Total 12 100%

More customers than before COVID 1 8%

About the same number as before COVID 1 8%

1 – 24% less customers than before COVID 3 25%

25 – 49% less customers than before COVID 2 17%

50 – 74% less customers than before COVID 1 8%

75 – 100% less customers than before COVID 3 25%

Don't Know/Not Applicable 1 8%

Total 12 100%

7. Do any local regulations (not related to COVID) pose an obstacle to your business operation?

8. Did your business experience any of the following due to COVID?  Select All that apply.

9. How did your 2020 business revenue compare to your 2019 revenue?

10. Please estimate how the number of customers that physically came to your business in January and 

February 2021 compares to before COVID.
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Operating at full capacity 4 33%

Operating at reduced hours/capacity due to COVID 7 58%

Temporarily closed due to COVID 1 8%

Permanently closed due to COVID 0 0%

Total 12 100%

Renovation of Storefronts/Building Facades

Unimportant/Not Needed 0 0%

Of Little Importance or Need 2 17%

Moderately Important 2 17%

Important 5 42%

Very Important 3 25%

Total 12 100%

Improvement/Development of Public Spaces & Seating Areas

Unimportant/Not Needed 0 0%

Of Little Importance or Need 1 8%

Moderately Important 3 25%

Important 6 50%

Very Important 2 17%

Total 12 100%

Improvement of Streetscape & Sidewalks

Unimportant/Not Needed 1 8%

Of Little Importance or Need 0 0%

Moderately Important 2 17%

Important 4 33%

Very Important 5 42%

Total 12 100%

Improvements in Safety and/or Cleanliness

Unimportant/Not Needed 0 0%

Of Little Importance or Need 2 17%

Moderately Important 0 0%

Important 3 25%

Very Important 7 58%

Total 12 100%

11. At the current time, what is the status of your business operation?

Strategies for Supporting Businesses and Improving the Commercial District

12. A few approaches to address Physical Environment, Atmosphere and Access in commercial districts 

are listed below. Considering the conditions in your commercial area, in your opinion, how important 

are each of the following strategies?
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Changes in Public Parking Availability, Management or Policies

Unimportant/Not Needed 0 0%

Of Little Importance or Need 0 0%

Moderately Important 0 0%

Important 4 33%

Very Important 8 67%

Total 12 100%

Amenity Improvements for Public Transit Users and/or Bike Riders

Unimportant/Not Needed 0 0%

Of Little Importance or Need 6 50%

Moderately Important 1 8%

Important 5 42%

Very Important 0 0%

Total 12 100%

More Cultural Events/Activities to Bring People into the District

Unimportant/Not Needed 0 0%

Of Little Importance or Need 0 0%

Moderately Important 4 33%

Important 6 50%

Very Important 2 17%

Total 12 100%

More Opportunities for Outdoor Dining and Selling

Unimportant/Not Needed 0 0%

Of Little Importance or Need 2 17%

Moderately Important 4 33%

Important 4 33%

Very Important 2 17%

Total 12 100%

Implementing Marketing Strategies for the Commercial District

Unimportant/Not Needed 0 0%

Of Little Importance or Need 0 0%                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

Moderately Important 1 8%

Important 7 58%

Very Important 4 33%

Total 12 100%

13. A few approaches to address Attraction and Retention of Customers and Businesses in commercial 

districts are listed below. Considering the conditions in your commercial area, in your opinion, how 

important are each of the following strategies?
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Recruitment Programs to Attract Additional Businesses

Unimportant/Not Needed 0 0%

Of Little Importance or Need 0 0%

Moderately Important 2 17%

Important 5 42%

Very Important 5 42%

Total 12 100%

Changes to Zoning or Other Local Regulations (not related to COVID)

Unimportant/Not Needed 0 0%

Of Little Importance or Need 2 17%

Moderately Important 4 33%

Important 4 33%

Very Important 2 17%

Total 12 100%

Creation of a District Management Entity (Business Improvement District or other organization)

Unimportant/Not Needed 0 0%

Of Little Importance or Need 1 8%

Moderately Important 4 33%

Important 3 25%

Very Important 4 33%

Total 12 100%

Setting up an online store or other online selling 

channel

1 8%

Creating new services such as delivery 0 0%

Participating in shared marketing/advertising 2 17%

Low-cost financing for storefront/façade 

improvements

1 8%

Low-cost financing for purchasing property in the 

commercial district

5 42%

Training on the use of social media 1 8%

None of the above 5 42%

14. Are you interested in receiving assistance for your business in any of the following areas?  Select All 

that Apply.
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—

15. Please list any specific suggestions or ideas for possible projects, programs or actions that could help 

support businesses and improve the commercial district. (Optional)

Comments

—

—

—

More new businesses for more foot traffic

—

—

—

—

Start with the easy access low hanging fruit and clean up the streets.

Better lighting to parking lots located behind storefronts. Planters. Business mix evaluation. Mobile application. Landlord 

incentives for facade improvements.  Faster processes for regulatory needs. 

—
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